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Preface 
This book is written to provide you with some sensible programs for your 
Timex 1000 or Sinclair ZX81. Many programs for serious use of the Timex 
1000 are given in the book. They include, Banking Records, Credit Cards, 
and Data Files. For fun there are Chapters on Games for 1 K, Games for 16K 
and Casino Gambling. 

This book was originally published in England in two volumes: WHAT 
CAN I DO WITH THE 1 K and WHAT CAN I DO WITH THE 16K. These two 
volumes correspond to Parts I and II in terms of what is required to run the 
programs. I have modified programs specifically tied to English systems to 
be in line with American standards. For example coin search is in dollars 
and cents not pounds. In any event I hope using these programs 
encourages you to write more on your own and get the most from your 
Timex 1000. 

ix 



Introduction to Part I 1 

0 

Part 1 of this book was originally published in England under the title What 
Can I Do With 1 K? The programs will all run on either a 1 K Sinclair ZX81 or 
a 2K Timex 1000. 

I was tempted to expand some of the programs slightly to make full use 
of the additional RAM provided on the Timex 1000, but as all the programs 
illustrate memory-saving techniques that are just as valid for 2K as they are 
for 1 K, I eventually decided to leave them in their original form. 

Most of the programs have survived the Atlantic crossing intact, but the 
'Business' section has suffered rather severely. The program 'SALES TAX' 
was originally designed to deal with a peculiarly European tax called V.A.T. 
It is still appropriate for state taxes, but you will have to amend the first line 
so that it contains the correct rate of tax for your particular state. (I under-
stand that some states do not have a sales tax at all O.K., so the program 
is no use at all for you, but you get the book cheaper than everybody else!) 

Two programs which deal with the complexities of the British income 
tax system have been dropped completely. To make up for this, I have add-
ed an extra 'GAMES' section at the end. Four games in exchange for 2 
business programs cannot be such a bad deal! 

Roger Valentine 
London Nov. 1982 
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Listing Conventions 
The following conventions have been used throughout Part I of this book. 
Please study them carefully before keying in the programs. 

I = The letter I 
1 = The number one 
o = The letter o 
0 = The number zero 
' = The image quote (SHIFT Q) 
- = Space (where essential) 
l = All items between 2 up-arrows are to be entered in 

GRAPHICS 
UNDERLINING = All underlined items are to be entered in INVERSE 

Note: These conventions have NOT been followed in Line 10 of DATA 
PRINT, or in DICE. 
The conventions for DATA PRINT have been noted in the text. 
For DICE, the A graphic square has been used. 
(USE Graphic A, Hor Space, as you wish.) 
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Enter the str i rr:.1 .:t,S : 

LISTING KEYSTROKE 

... 
F 
I 
R 

:3H I FT 9 ( ·:.w .. '""':·h i i::s 
:::HI FT T ( ·:.-tr.::i.l':•h i c o:oi.1...1.:i.rter 
:;HI FT 9 r:: 'Sjr .. :i.r.·h i c:s OFF) 
:::HI FT 0 
F 
I 
F.: 

.-. ·=· ·=· ·-· 
T ... 

E 

'r' 
l 

A lsi:r: 

T 
SHIFT 0 
:::PACE 
SHIFT 9 (inverse ON> 
E .. ..... 
A 
M 
p 
L 
E 
NO KEYSTROKE ! 

SHIFT 9 (inverse OFF> 
SH I FT 9 C::.w .. ::ii=·h i cs OH) 

:::HI FT 'r' ( i c o:-i.1...1.:i.rter 
:3H I FT 9 C:w .. ;Jo:·h i cs OFF> 

10 PF.:ItH II 
II 

i S not r.,.1€-t"''=' he \t:•-fU 1, SO iJ.ICrU ld bE• ShCrl.l.lr1 .;:t.S: 

1 pp I t·H ( ( ( ( (....:+" 
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Chapter 1 
Fate and Fortune 

No apologies for starting with this section. We know that logical-
minded computer people are not supposed to be 'into' this kind of 
thing, but WE are, and we suspect that secretly you may be too. 

Most of these programs provide data only. You must consult a 
book on the relevant subject for an interpretation of that data. 

Numerology 
This program converts any name into a single-digit number, according 
to the rule A= 1, B = 2, Z = 26 = 2 + 6 = 8, etc. The number produced 
can be taken as a 'lucky number,' but is supposed to be indicative of 
your personality type. Technically you should use the name given to 
you at birth, but if you also try your nickname, or the name by which you 
are usually known, you can see how you have subconsciously 
attempted to alter your personality over the years. 

I Ching 
Just run this program to come up with your hexagram for the day. For 
demonstration purposes, you can continue to produce new hexagrams 
indefinitely by pressing NEWLINE. However, serious users should run 
the program just once a day, so delete the last 4 lines if you do not want 
the repeat facility. 



NUMEF:'.OLOG'r' 

5 PR I NT "EtHEF.: 'r'OUF.'. t·4AME 11 

10 LET 
15 It·WUT tH: 
20 cu:: 

Fate and Fortune 5 

IF t·U:= II II ::;TOP 
JO PRitH AT :;: .. O.; 
:;:5 PRINT AT 5 .. 0;N$ 
40 FOR J=1 TO LEN N$ 
45 LET C=CODE N$(J)-J7 
50 IF C(1 OF.: C>26 THEN GOTO 80 
55 IF C(10 THEN GOTO 70 
60 LET C=C-9 
65 (ii)TCI 55 
70 LET t·4=t·H-C 
75 IF N>9 THEN LET N=N-9 
:::(1 .J 
::::s F'R Hff AT ? .. 0 ,; II II 

90 PRINT AT 9 .. 0;N 
95 PF.'. I t-n AT 11 " 0; II PLEA::;E II 

100 PRINT 
105 

I CHit·Ki 

5 RAMD 
10 LET P=6 . 
1 LET B$= II f+H- 11 

20 FOR K=0 TO 5 
25 LET A$= II ·H-11 

::::i:1 IF Rt·m<. 5 THD-4 LET A$= 11 f-f- 11 

J5 PRINT AT P .. 11;B$;A$;B$ 
40 LET F'=P+2 
4 5 K 

INPUT G!:t 
55 IF G!J= II ::;TOP II THEM ::;TOP 
60 cu:; 
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Chinese Horoscope 
Most people know their birth sign according to Western astrology (even 
those who claim not to be interested in the subject), but with this program 
you can discover not only your Chinese birth sign , but also your ascendant, 
your ruling element, and the sign governing the MONTH of your birth. 

To run , press GOTO 0. Do not press RUN (for reasons we shall see 
shortly). The 4 inputs required are all numeric. 

YEAR: e.g ., 1959 
MONTH: e.g., 4 (do not type April) 
DATE: e.g., 23 
HOUR: MUST be according to 24-hour clock, e.g., 1330 (for 
1 :30 PM). If you do not know the hour of your birth, enter any 4-digit 
number, but ignore the ascendant given. 

NOTES 

Whenever you declare a variable in a program, it takes up room both in 
the Program Area and in the Variable Store. This can be extravagant at 
the best of times, but when, as in this case, you have a string variable 
84 characters long, it is going to take a big chunk out of 1 K. 

However, it is possible to declare variables in immediate mode, 
and then refer to them in a program . Unlike some more expensive com-
puters, the Timex 1000 will SAVE variables designated along with the 
program itself. 

The problem with this technique is that you must not press CLEAR 
or RUN, but must use GOTO ... (line number of start of program). For-
tunately GOTO can be used with non-existent line numbers. so GOTO 
<!J is always adeauate. If vou find you have difficulty remembering when 
to use RUN, and when to use GOTO 0, consider using the 'Auto-Run' 
facility dealt with later. 
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CHINESE HOROSCOPE 

FIRST ENTER IN IMMEDIATE MODE:-

LET A$= 11 

1• ,. 1• ,. I ,-.Er:. .. __.._r,H-I'B I T+-r1r-·H-1..:-·1-1t.l+-·=·t· 1H-VE.,;..+-. . . _, a • r:. ,_ 1··-· 1 r· .. .. 

HOF.:::£ 

LET E:t= II METAU·JRTEPL·JOOD..;..f' I ..:-EAFHH II 

5 PP I NT 111r1EAF.'." 
10 I t·4F'UT 1

1
1 

15 PF.:INT 11 MOtHH" 
2(1 I t·ff'UT M 
25 pp I NT II II 

3(1 It·WUT D 
?5 PR It.ff II HOUF.'. II 
4(1 I t·ff·UT H 
45 CL:=; 
50 IF M=1 THEN LET Y=Y-1 
55 LET S=(Y-INT (Y/12)t12)t7+1 
60 PP I tH II BTH . ..:-::;I : II .: A$ ( ::; TO :::+6 
65 LET S=INT ((Y-INT (Y/10)t10)/2 *5+1 
70 PPIHT "EL..EMENT..;--.:--: 11 .:E:t:<::: TO :::+4 
75 IF D>21 THEN LET M=M+1 
:::(1 LET M=M+5 
85 IF M>12 THEN LET M=M-12 
90 LET S=<M-1)t7+1 
95 PRIHT "MotHH..:-+..:-+-: II,; A:t:i::::; TO :::+6) 
100 LET S=INT <<<INT (H/100))+1)/2)+5 
105 IF S>12 THEN LET S=S-12 
110 L .. ET :::=::::+:7-6 
115 PF:'. I HT "ASCEHDAtH : ".: r:1$ < ::: TC :::+E. > 
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Biorhythm 
In this program, you are asked to enter your date of birth (format as for 
Chinese Horoscope) and the current date. The program then 
calculates where you are in each of the three biorhythm cycles: 
physical, emotional and intellectual. 

These cycles are 23, 28 and 33 days long, respectively. 'Peak' 
condition is % of the way through a cycle, and 'low' is 3/4 of the way 
through. The start/finish and mid-points of each cycle are believed to 
be 'danger' areas. (So don't bother attempting any complex computer 
programming on days when you get intellectual: 16.) 

NOTES 

The program utilizes the handy fact that Timex 1000-Basic gives 
every number a code of 28 more than the number itself. By an amaz-
ing coincidence, 28 happens to be the lowest number of days in a 
month, so the 'data string' (M$) is used to hold the number of days in 
each month as a single digit. M$(1) for instance is 3, and so CODE 
M$(1) is 31, the number of days in January. (M$ is only 11 characters 
long, as data for prior months only are required, so December is 
omitted.) 

Line 155 adjusts for leap years, but by a strange quirk of the calen-
dar, 1900 was not a leap year, so the program won't work if you are over 
81 ! (2000 however WILL be a leap year, so it is valid for a considerable 
time yet.) 



BI 

5 LET M$= II 

10 PF.: I NT II D • (I • B. II 

15 GOSUB 100 
20 LET P=Q 
25 PRitH "DATE TODA1T111 

10(:1 
::::5 LET P=1]-P 

PRitH TAB D; 11 • 
11

; M; 11
• 

11 
.; 'T' 

Fate and Fortune 9 

45 PRHH AT :::: .. 11 PH'T':;rcAL <23): ".;TAB 27; 
P-2::;:::+:IMT O::P/2:3) 

PF.: 1 t·n AT 5 .. o .; 11 EMOT r ot-.IAL i:: 2::: > : " ; TAE: 27 .; 
(F',.,..2:::) 

55 PRitH AT 7 .. o; 11 nnELLECTUAL c:::::r1 : 
11 

_; 

TAB 27;P-33*INT (P/33) 
90 STOP 
H::1(1 PRINT 11 DA 1

T
111 

1(15 INPUT D 
110 PRINT 11 MotHH 11 

115 It-.IPUT M 
120 PF.: I tH 111

T1EAF.: II 

125 I 1
T

1 

1:3(1 cu:> 
135 LET G!=0 
140 FOR J=1 TO M-1 
145 LET Q=Q+CODE MS(J) 
15(1 .J 
155 IF Q)59 AND Y/4=INT (Y/4) THEN LET Q=Q+1 
160 LET Q=Q+D+INT (365.25*(Y-1>> 
1 70 
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Biochart 
If you prefer the more conventional graphic representation of bio-
rhythms, this program prints out your chart for the next 3 weeks. Three 
inputs are required, these being the current biorhythm data as ob-
tained from the previous program. 

The horizontal axis of the graph represents days, the first '-' 
being today. The vertical axis is, of course, arbitrary. 

The 3 graphs are superimposed on one another: If you find this 
confusing, try modifying the program to print them separately. 



BIOCHART 

5 .J=0 TO 23 
10 PRINT AT 6,J; 11

-
11 

15 .J 
20 LET P=23 
25 I NT AT 0) 0; II PHYS I CAL II 
30 GOSUB 100 
:35 LET P=28 
40 PRINT AT 0, 0; "EMOT II 

45 GOSUB 100 
50 LET P=33 

Fate and Fortune 11 

55 PR I tH AT 0) 0; II INTELLECTUAL II 
60 GOSUB 10(j 
90 STOP 
1(10 INPUT 
105 FOR J=0 TO 46 
110 PLOT J,SIN ((J+<2*N)>*PI/P)*10+30 
115 NEXT J 
120 F.'.ETURN 
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Decisions 
Finally a less serious method of fortune-telling! The inspiration for this 
program came from one of those swinging pendulum executive toys, 
which just goes to show that you can get programming ideas from all 
sorts of sources! 

NOTES 

Line 5: The program doesn't really care what question is asked, so 
dimensioning 0$ to 1 element allows the user to type away to his 
heart's content, without consuming valuable memory. This technique 
can be used in many more serious applications, where the action the 
computer takes is dependant only on the first letters of the user's input. 

Line 135: The letter Z is not a misprint! True, the variable Z has not 
occurred elsewhere in the program, so line 135 will cause the program 
to terminate with error code 2/135 (undefined variable), but of course 
this is exactly what we want. (If you feel uneasy about deliberately in-
ducing errors in your programs, note that the Sinclair manual refers to 
'Report' Codes, not Error Codes!) 

Lines 200-205: This is a dummy loop, which we prefer to PAUSE 
because of the screen flicker. It's more expensive on memory, of 
course, but in this case that is counteracted by the loop-control variable 
ending up with a value which is useful elsewhere. At the end of the 
loop, X = 9 (not 10! !), which is precisely the value required in line 35, so 
that option 10 is not chosen twice. Don't waste loop-control variables! 



5 DIM OJ:: ( 1 > 
'.:;CF.:OLL 

15 F'F'. I t·4T 1
' f1t·4\1 C'.IJE '.:; ·r r 11 

20 I t·iPUT 0$ 
IF !):l:::: 11 ·i:- 11 TH Et"! 13C1TC1 

40 LET CRND*X)+l 
45 IF '.:-:'.=: 1 Ti-lf}i PF.'. It.ff "'r'C::;" 
'.:i(1 IF ::-:: =2 F'k'. I r-rr 11 t·i1:i 11 

:;5 IF '.:<=:::: THEJ·I PF.: I "MA'r'BE" 

Fate and Fortune 13 

IF ::·:'.=:4 THEJi PP I rH "HOL·J '.:;HOULD I 
IF. '.:<=5 THD·i PF.: I tH "r·iE'·/EF.:" 

70 IF' ::<=6 THEJi PP I tH II OF COUF:'.:;E" 
?':• IF' ::<=? H-!Et·i PF.: I rH "THfiT I'.:; UF' TO '·r'OU" 
:::t1 l F' ::<:=::: THEt·4 I II I :Bl_ 1T1 

II 

::::5 IF ::<=9 I rH " I Ci I \.' E DO 

95 IF X=10 THEN GOTO 200 

115 

125 
i30 
...... ,c.":' 
l, .:_1._I 

:?(10 

S:EF'L1r' ·? 11 

I C!:.t 
iF THEt·i GOTO 30 
C:L. ::; 
F'R urr Ii At·N MORE?" 
It·WUT 0$ 
IF 01'·= "'r'" THEr·i F.:Ut·4 
F'F.:ItH :t: '/E" .; Z 
r.i::. TL 'T " TH I·=· I ·=· rr-· I 1""·V'r' '1....· l='T r.1 [.:-r ,-.;. J. r·1 l I ·-' ·-' r:. - · I • • • • • - • I._ 

iHIHf::: ••• II 
FOR X=100 TO 10 STEP-1 

1 (1 t·1E::=O::T >:: 
21 :; CiOTD :35 
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Chapter 2 
Printing With More Frills 

(If you don't know where the 'more' comes from, you haven't read the 
Sinclair manual properly!) 

Here are 3 routines to enhance your screen displays. 

Advertising 
So named because we sometimes leave this running in our shop win-
dow. You can, of course, change lines 15, 30, 45 and 55 to anything 
you like. 

NOTES 

The main routine (lines 1000-1070) prints the strings OUTWARDS 
FROM THE CENTRE. 

The secondary routine (lines 2000-2030) inverts the strings on 
alternate printings. 

K simpiy aiternates between 'true' and 'false' (line 930) to call the 
inversion routine when requl red. 

N is the horizontal print coordinate, and can be varied at will. 
Always ensure that A$ contains an even number of i::haracters, or 

the first one will be lost. If you like, you could add a routine to add a 
space to A$ whenever necessary, but it is far more economical to do so 
manualfy. 



AD. 

5 SLm·J 
10 LET K=0 
15 LET A$= 11 SIMCLAIR Z>:: :31" 
2(1 LET t·4=2 
25 00:3UB 1 (100 

Printing With More Frills 15 

:30 LET A$= 11 B111 SI tK:LA IF.: F::E::;EAF.:CH" 
35 GOSUE: 1000 
40 LET N=tH5 
45 LET A$= 11 :30FHJARE FF.:OM : II 

5(1 GOSUB 1 [1(1(1 
55 LET A:f.= 11 v+Ht-t:-1 :::2c v l t·40:3TON r.rn. STA l NES 11 

6(1 GO SUB 1 (1(1(1 
900 FOR 1=1 TO 100 
91 I 
920 CLS 
925 REM :DELETE 920 FOR OTHER EFFECT 
9::::0 LET K=NOT K 

GOTO 15 
1000 LET L=LEN AS 
1010 LET N:::t·4+2 
1020 IF K THEN GOSUB 2000 
1030 FOR 1=1 TO L/2 
1040 PRINT AT N,16-I;A$(L/2+1-I) 
1050 PRINT AT N.15+I;A$(L/2+l) 

t·4E>::T I 
1070 RETUF.:N 
2000 FOR J=1 TO L 
2010 LET A$(J)=CHR$ (CODE (A$(J))+128) 
2[120 HE:=<T J 
20:3(1 F.:ETUF.:t·4 
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Inverse Print 
If you are unfamiliar with machine code listings, the procedure is as 
follows: 

1: Spot the program! The only part you have to enter is the second 
column. beginning 06 16 2A ... and ending 10 EF C9. It doesn't matter 
whether there are 1, 2 or more 'bytes' per line: They are arranged like 
tnis to nelp you understand the program, which, with the help of the 
Sinclair manual, you should be able to do. 

2: Count the number of bytes; in this case there are 23. 
3: Enter a Machine Code Loader. There is a very simple one listed 

on page 51 if you don't have one already. Line 1 should contain 23 (for 
this routine) X's, and LIMIT in line 10 should be set to 16536. 

4: Run the loader, and enter the 23 2-character bytes. 
5: (Optional) Poke the routine to line 0 (using another routine you'll 

find later) and delete the loader. 
6: Finally, if you are wondering if all this was worth the effort, enter 

the DEMO program which follows. 
Call the routine by: LET K =USA 16514. 

Demo 
Assuming that you have entered the machine code Inverse Print pro-
gram, this demonstration shows the fantastic difference in speed be-
tween machine code and Basic. 

Lines 100-140 translate the.Inverse Print routine into Basic. (Not 
quite: the m/c routine searches the whole screen; this Basic version 
just covers the screen area which we know is in use, but the principle is 
exactly the same.) 

Because the m/c routine changes the whole screen INSTANTLY, 
option 2 introduces a delay loop (lines 50-55) to allow time for you to 
take your finger off the key. Option 3 omits this loop, so holding down 
key 3 creates the flashing effect. 
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INVERSE PRINT 

£nj 06 16 START :LD B,22 ;22 LINES 
02 2A 0C 4(1 LD HL,(16396);D.FILE 
05 .-,.-. .:::...;, LOOP =INC HL ;NEXT POSN . 
06 7E LD A,(HL) ;CHR. CODE 

FE 76 CP 118 ;IS IT /NIL / .-,.-, (19 JRZ 9 ;IF SO,SKIPNL 
FE 00 CP 0 ;IS IT SPACE 

£1D ·-:··=-.::.. ..... JRZ 3 ;IF SO,SKIPSP 
0F C6 ADD A.128 ; INVERT CHR. 
11 77 LDCHL),A ;PRINT 
12 18 F1 SKIPSP :JR 241 ;NEXT CHR. 
14 10 EF SKIPNL:DJNZ 239 ;NEXT LINE 
16 C9 RET ;RETURN 

DEMO 

5 REM -M/C INVERSE PRINT-
1 t1 PR r tn ·Ar 1 , 1 .; 11 r I tn I NG 11 

15 PF.: It-ff AT 4' 5; II 1 : c II 
20 PF.'.IHT AT 6 .. 5 .; "2 : MACHINE CODE" 
25 AT ::: .. 5.: "3: i: i: ( i: ( ··· 
:3(1 IF I NKE'r'$(" 1 ff OF.'. I t-U<E'r'$) THEN GOTO :30 
:35 IF IHKE'r'$=" 1" GOTO 10£1 
40 LET K=USR 16514 
45 IF INKE'r'$="3" GOTO 30 
50 FOR K=1 TO 30 
55 K 
6£1 GOTO 30 
100 LET H=PEEK 16396+256*PEEK 16397 
110 FOR K=H TO H+102 
120 IF PEEK K=O OR PEEK K=118 THEN GOTO 140 
130 POKE K,PEEK K-128 
140 K 
150 GOTO :30 
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Data Print 
There have been many programs published (and you have probably 
written one yourself) which enable you to 'draw' on the screen. But how 
can you SAVE your masterpiece? The idea of Data Print is to store your 
graphic displays in a data string. The program also offers a couple of 
useful aids to simplify your drawing. 

If you want a number of blank spaces, just enter that number into 
the string. Similarly, if you want a number of black spaces, enter the IN-
VERSE number. To force a line feed, i.e., if all the remainder of the line 
is blank, enter N. 

Before you run the program, you must first create your drawing. 
Use a sheet of graphic paper. Then enter the data string, using the 
facilities mentioned above for large areas of black or white. You will 
probably find it easier to 'read' direct from your drawing, rather than 
write down the string first, but don't forget the Nat the end of each line. 

The example we have chosen to illustrate this very useful tech-
nique is a pretty appalling map of Ireland! None of us at V&H are artists, 
and this is the best we could come up with! If any of you can do any bet-
ter, let us know and we will use the best example(s) in the next edition 
of this book. 

Note: If your data string is not much longer than 'Ireland,' it will fit 
in the program as line 10: otherwise enter it in immediate mode and use 
GOTO Q) to run. 

Please note that, for the Ireland map, we have abandoned the 
usual listing conventions. The first number should be entered as a nor-
mal number. The characters in the central column are either inverse 
numbers (when underlined) or graphics. The N of course is a normal N. 
The entire string should be entered continuously with NO SPACES. 

I I 

Think you could do any better? 
(Could you possibly do any worse?) 



DATA PF.'.INT 

20 FOR J=l TO LEN AS 
30 LET N=CODE ASCJ) 
40 IF N<>51 THEN GOTO 70 
50 PF.:It-H 
60 GOTO 

Printing With More Frills 19 

70 IF (N)28 AND N<38) OR (N)156 
AND N<166) THEN GOTO 100 

::a:.1 PF.'. I t-H CHF.'.$ 
J 

99 STOP 
100 FOR K=128*(N)128) TO N-29 
110 PRINT CHR:f. (128*<N>128)); 
12(1 K 
1 :3(1 GOTO 90 

DATA FOR ··· I F;:ELAND ,· 

10 LET AS="? :34E:34 
6 G!1l·Jg5 N 
6 -,c:-

' .::;! t·4 .-. 1r16l·J4§F.: N .::. .-. 2t:E 1 N .::. 
1 :;:Q7E M .-. .::. N .-. ..:• :36E 

065 N 
2 ..... ::;-c:-1 i' ..-U.:::• N 

N 

1 
1 21 N 
1 017 N 

71 11 
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Chapter 3 
Casino Gambling 

We are certainly NOT trying to encourage gambling. On the contrary, 
you will lose so much hypothetical money playing the games in this 
section, and the Timex 1000 will lose so much money playing roulette , 
that you should be convinced that the only winners are the casino 
owners! Nevertheless, casino games almost always hold a fascination 
for computer users, and so we are including a few of the more unusual 
examples for you to play. First, though, let's give the Timex 1000 a 
night out, and see if it can break the bank at ... 

Roulette 
Many people claim to have created winning systems by using a com-
puter. Can it be done? That is up to you to discover; we are going to pro-
vide a 'standard' roulette program, and then use it to test 4 of the most 
popular systems. You can slot your own ideas in, and see if you can 
come up with a winner. 

The Timex 1000 is not going to try for spectacular wins by playing 
the 'long shots.' It knows that the best odds in roulette are for the 'even 
money' changes: Pair, Impair, Rouge, Noir, Manque and Passe (or, in 
English, Even, Odd, Red, Black, 1-18, 19-36). It doesn't matter which 
of these is chosen, so for this series of games, the computer will always 
bet 'Even.' 

THE STANDARD PROGRAM 

This is a 'non-system' in which the computer bets a constant stake 
throughout. It should show a small but ever-worsening loss. (Problem: 
What is the expected loss over 370 games for a constant $1 stake?) 

NOTES 

N is the actual winning number, which is not required unless it happens 
to be 0, in which case half of the stake is returned (lines 150 and 270). 
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Xis the winning number, expressed as even, (X = 1) or odd (X = 0). 
Xis also set to 0 if N = 0, so that, for the systems, 0 is considered to be 
a losing spin. 

The 'menu' (lines 50-70) is there in case you don't trust the com-
puter to play fairly! Select option 2 to input numbers from, say, a toy 
roulette wheel (or recorded from an actual casino, if you want to get 
really fanatical about this). 

1(1 RAND 
2(1 LET 

LET T=1 
LET :3=T 

F.:OULETTE 

I tH II 1 : COMP l·JHEE:L II 
60 PR I tn 11 2 : 'r'OIJF.:t++··· 11 

7(1 I A 
80 CLS 

PR I tn " I BET : $" _; ::; 
1 m3 LET P=P-:3 
110 LET N=INT (RND*37) 
120 IF A=2 THEN INPUT N 
130 IF N<0 OR N)36 THEN GOTO 120 
140 LET 
150 IF NOT N THEN GOTO 270 
160 IF N/2=INT CN/2) THEN LET X=1 
170 HH 
1:30 PRit·H 11 I <f!- 11 j 
190 GOSUB 400-50*X 
2(10 PF.: I NT II $II _; 

210 IF P=1 THEN PF.:ItH 11 + 11
; 

220 PF.: nn P .. ) 11 AFTER.:-" ; T; 11 ..:-::;p 11 

230 FOR X=1 TO 50 
240 
250 LET T=T+1 
260 GOTO 75 
270 LET P=P+:3/2 
2t:0 GOTO 1 70 
350 LET P:::f'+S+:3 
::::60 PF.: I NT "l·J IN II 
:370 F.:ETIJF.:N 
4(1(1 PF.: I tH II LOSE II 
41(1 RETURN 
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Line 130 is just an input check, and serves little purpose (none 
whatever if you select option 1 ). Similarly, line 210 is purely cosmetic. Both 
these lines may be deleted, as may lines 50, 60, 70 and 120, if you require 
more room to test a particular system. 

SAVE a copy of the standard program, as it is the basis for all of the 
next 4. 

Martingale 
This system involves doubling the stake after a loss, and reducing it to 
1 after a win. It is infallible! (But see the comments on page 32). 

Reverse Martingale 
This is the exact reverse of the above, and it should make a small but 
progressive loss. However, there will be the occasional big win, which 
SHOULD leave you in profit. The system fared badly in our tests -
possibly because its most effective use is not over a set number of 
games, but just up to a point when the user is in profit. As this seems to 
go against the psychology of gambling, the authors could see little 
value in the system. 

D. Alambert 
Raise the stake by 1 unit after a loss. Reduce it by 1 after a win. This 
tends to keep the stakes lower than with the Martingale, but notice that 
it did produce the most spectacular losses in the series of test games! 

Labouchere 
This was so amazingly successful that I think I'll head straight to the 
nearest casino, rather than explain to you how it works! 

(And while you are working that out, see if you can see the flaw in 
all these systems, and why you can't actually break the bank using any 
of them.) 



365 LET ::;= 1 
405 LET ::;=::;*2 

MAFn I NGALE 

REVERSE MARTINGALE 

366 IF 8)256 THEN LET S=1 

D. ALAMBEFn 

365 LET ::;=::;-1 
366 IF S=0 THEN LET S=1 
405 LET ::;=::;+ 1 

LABOUCHEF.:E 

40 REM ** DELETE LINE 40 ** 
130 REM ** DELETE LINE 130 ** 

LET A:t=" l1274l" 
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75 LET S= CODE A$(1)+CODE A$(LEN A$) 
255 IF A:t="" THEN GOTO 73 
365 LET At=A$(2 TO LEN A:f.-1) 
403 IF 8)255 THEN LET 8=255 
405 LET A$=A$+CHR$ S 
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Results Analysis 
All 5 roulette programs were tested over a series of 8 'sessions,' each 
session consisting of 370 games. The results were as follows: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Average 
Standard -69 -54 -17 -5 8 16 -22 -36 -22 
Martingale 212 262 207 203 186 223 178 210 210 
Reverse 
Martingale -167 -178 -177 90 -164 92 91 88 -41 
D. Alambert -264 -655 48 184 -673 212 80 78 -124 
Labouchere 735 664 766 603 773 512 744 227 628 

CONCLUSIONS 

As only one of the 'control' sessions came close to the expected loss, 
our main conclusion was that even 2,960 games was insufficient for 
serious statistical analysis! 

However, we did conclude that, provided you go into a casino with 
the understanding that you will almost certainly lose money, both the 
D. Alambert and Labouchere would probably provide a more entertain-
ing evening than simply random betting. 

Before you get too enthusiastic about LABOUCHERE, we must 
tell you that in one final test session, this produced a loss of $3,205!!! 

For further details, see page 32. 

Boule 
If all that theorising hasn't put you off to gambling for life, here is a 
game which might! Boule is a sort of 'mini-roulette' which is often found 
in France, but is illegal in England because the casino advantaqe is so 
high. 

There are 9 numbers on the wheel; 1, 3, 6 and 8 are black; 2, 4, 7 
and 9 are red, or in the Timex 1000 version, white. The 5 has a function 
similar to 0 in roulette, i.e., it can be backed as a number but not in any 
of the combination bets. Unlike roulette, however, all bets except those 
on the number 5 lose completely whenever 5 is spun. The bets 
available are: 

Noir (any of the 4 black numbers) 
Blanc (any of the 4 white numbers) 
Manque (any of the low numbers 1-4) 
Passe (any of the high numbers 6-9) 
Pair (any of the even numbers) 
Impair (any of the odd numbers EXCEPT 5) 
All the above pay even money 
Any number individually (including 5) pays 7 to 1. 
There is a board for playing Boule printed on page 28. 
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NOTES 

The main program loop (lines 15-65): 
1) Prints the numbers of the 'wheel ' (lines 3<b and 45). 
2) Is of variable duration (line 2<b). 
3) Slows down towards the end (lines 5<b and 55). 
4) Returns the winning number in N. 

BOULE 

5 RAt·m 
10 LET N==O 
15 LET A$= II 12:34*67:::9 II 

20 LET 7RND*5)+1))+(INT 
( Pt·m:+.9>+1 ) 

25 FOF.: .J::: 1 TO f'1 
3[1 PF.'. It-ff AT 0 .. t·i* :::: ,; II 4'- 11 

::::5 LET 1 
40 IF N>9 THEN LET N=N-9 
45 PRINT AT 0 .. N*3;R$(N) 
50 FOR K=M-10 TO .J 
55 t·iE::<T K 
60 LET D=RND*RND 
65 t·iE>::T .J 
H:10 PR ItH t·L II F'R 1r' ::; 7-1 II 

105 IF N=5 THEN GOTO 155 
11(1 LET A$= 11 t·KIIF:: 11 

115 IF N=2 OR N=4 OR N=7 OR N=9 
THEt·i LET A$= II II 

120 
125 
130 

14(1 
145 

oo::;u:B 2(10 
LET A:t= II MArK!UE II 

IF t·D·5 THOi LET A$::: II PA::;::;[ II 
CiOSUB 200 
LET A$= 11 PAIP 11 

IF Nl2<>INT (N/2) THEN LET 
II IM 11 +R$ 

150 oo:::ur: 200 
155 PF.'. I NT II ALL BET::; LO:::E II 
160 CLEAR 
165 I NF'UT A:!: 
17(1 CL::: 
175 F.'.Ut·i 

F'F.'. I tH A$ .: 11 PA 1r1
::; 

11 

21 PETUF.:N 

A:t= 
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Line 60 is another form of pause, again preferable to the PAUSE 
statement. It can be omitted if you want to play the game at a faster 
pace. 

The remainder of the program prints the winning bets. Line 160 is 
included before the re-run option; otherwise there may not always be 
room for even a null input. 

Noir et Blanc 
Another obscure French game, Noir et Blanc is normally played with 
cards. The dealer lays a horizontal row of cards, and continues adding 
to the row until the 'pip-count' totals more than 30 (A= 1; picture cards 
= 10). He then deals a second row, again until it totals more than 30. 
The winning row is the row with the LOWEST total. The top row is 
called Noir, and the second row is called Blanc. 
Four bets are allowed, which all pay even money: 
Noir: The top (noir) row will win. 
Blanc: The second (Blanc) row will win. 
Couleur: The color of the first card dealt will be the same as the 

NAME of the winning row. 
Inverse: The color of the first card dealt will NOT be the same as 

the name of the winning row. 
It is these last 2 bets which give the game an appeal totally out of 

proportion with its complexity! 

NOTES 

If both rows total the same, it is a draw and all bets are returned, 
UNLESS they both total 31, in which case there is a REFAIT, i.e., all 
bets remain on the table, to be returned only if they win on the next 
deal. 

Again there is a main program loop (lines 25-90) and a 'tail' 
which prints out the winniners. Line 10 is another form of data state-
ment; rather than hold the cards in a string, putting them in the first 
program line makes them easily accessible by PEEK (line 45). 

Line 50 randomly inverts the selected card, so that the entire 
'pack' need only contain 13 cards. 

The winners of the two pairs of bets are determined by the 
Boolean logic of lines 105 and 120. The couleur/inverse bet is settled 
in line 120 by first PEE King at the first card (6 positions into the display 
file, because the display always starts with N, 0, I, R and Newline), 
and setting a flag (X = 1) if the card is black. (Otherwise X = 0.) The flag 
J has already been set to 1 if the Noir line wins (line 105), so the 
Couleur bet will win if X and J are the same, regardless of whether 
they are both 0 or 1. 



MOIR ET BLANC 

10 REM A23456789TJQK 
15 DIM A(2) 
20 PF.: INT 11 t·m IF.: .. 
25 FOF.: .J= 1 TO 2 
30 LET X=INT CRND*13)+1 
:35 LET 111=::.:: 
40 IF Y>10 THEN LET Y=10 
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45 LET A$=CHR$ <PEEK <16513+X)) 
50 IF RND<.5 THEN LET AS=CHRS (CODE 

A:f.+128) 
55 PF.: It-ff A$ .; II .:-

11 j 
60 LET A(J)=A(J)+Y 
65 IF A(J)(31 THEN GOTO 30 
70 LET A(J)=A(J)-30 
75 TAB 2(1j "= II.; A(.J) 
::;:(1 LET A$= II BLAt·4C II 
85 IF J=1 THEN PRINT A$ 

t·4E:=<T J 
100 IF A<1>=A(2) THEN GOTO 160 
105 LET J=A(1){A(2) 
110 IF .J LET A$= 11 NOIF.: 11 

115 PF.:ItH A$ 
120 LET X=PEEK ((PEEK 16396+256*PEEK . 

125 LET A$= II I N'·/ER::;E II 
i::::c1 IF :=<=J LET A$= 11 COULEUR 11 

135 PF.:ItH A$ 
140 INPUT A$ 
145 CLS 
150 RUt·4 
160 LET A$= II II 

165 IF AO:: 1>=1 THEH LET A$= 11 REFAIT" 
170 PF.:INT A$ 
1 75 GOTO 14(l 
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Boule 

Manque 

-1 3 2 
-0 
Dl -· , 

3 4 
(.) z 5 c 

0 ro -· -, en 
6 7 

8 9 

Passe 
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Noir et Blanc 
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Craps 
We must state at one that this is the name of the game, and not a 
description of it. (Though some readers might disagree!) 

Craps is a typical example of how a simple activity like rolling a 
couple of dice can be turned into a game so amazingly complex that 
you would need an IBM megacomputer to hold all the possible op-
tions and variations. Faced with trying to cram such a game into 1 K, 
there are two possible approaches, and indecisive as ever, we have 
adopted both of them. 

In DICE, the computer merely handles the mechanics of the 
game (i.e., just rolls the dice). CRAP SHOOTER eliminates all players 
except one, thereby reducing the variety of bets considerably, as 
there are no 'side bets' and, of course, the 'shooter' is not allowed to 
bet that he will lose. 

DICE 

Dice throwing programs for the Timex 1000 are not uncommon, but 
we have included this one because it has the advantage of allowing 
the number of dice to be thrown at once to be pre-selected. Up to 4 
dice will be shown on the screen at one time. If a larger number has 
been requested, then the screen will clear after the pause loop (lines 
164-166) and the next 4 will be printed. At the end of each 'throw,' 
simply press NEWLINE to throw again. 

The line numbers of this program have not been 'tidied up,' so 
you can see where the pre-selection routine has been added to the 
original program. If you merely require, say, 2 dice, as you would to 
play craps, you can delete all the 'late additions' (all line numbers 
which don't end in 0) and change Din line 180 to the required number. 



DICE 

4 PF.:INT "t·Ki. OF DICE? 11 

6 INPUT D 
10 PAt·rn 
20 DIM r-=t:t <6 .. 15> 
3(1 LET A$ ( 1 >=II ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 
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40 LET A$ ( 2) =II ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 
5(1 LET Fl$ ( :3) ( ( ( a: -: 

60 LET ri:t < 4 ::i = i: i: i: i: m·i:-++m 11 

LET A$ ( 5) =II 

:::c1 LET :::-1:.t- < 6 > = 11 

110 LET X=INT <RNDt6)+1 
120 FOR J=l TO 11 STEP 5 
130 PRINT TAB N;A$(X,J TO J+4) 
140 PPHH 
i ::.o t·iE:=<T .J 
1 
1 t.::2 
164 
166 

LET t·-l=t·H·::: 
IF N/32<>INT (N/32> THEN GOTO 170 

170 PRINT AT 0,0; 
180 IF N<8*D THEN GOTO 110 
19 0 I t·WUT O:l 
;'.:00 GOTO 90 
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CRAP SHOOTER 

As already stated, this is a one-player version of craps, with no side 
bets. The shooter (you) starts with $100 and stakes $1 per game. A 
'game' proceeds as follows: 

First roll: 
?or 11: NATURALS: Win immediately 
2, 3 or 12: CRAPS: Lose immediately 
Anything else: COME-OUT ROLL: Proceed to roll #2 
Second and subsequent rolls: 
Continue rolling until you roll either: 
Your come-out roll (again): WIN 
7: LOSE 
Note that 7, the most common roll with two dice, wins if rolled first, 

but otherwise loses. 2, 3, 11 and 12 have no significance other than for 
the first roll. 

FINAL THOUGHTS ON ROULETTE 

Before we leave gambling completely, here are the answers to the 
questions posed on pages 20 and 21. 

The expected loss over 370 games (constant $1 stake) is $5. 
The reason that none of the systems work is that all casinos have 

a maximum AND a minimum stake, i.e., even if you start at the 
minimum stake, any system which involves increasing the stake is 
eventually going to exceed the maximum, at which point, of course, it 
will break down. 

The Labouchere tends to avoid the problem of reaching the max-
imum by reducing the stake more often than increasing it. (Almost 
twice as often-if you still can't see how it works from the listing, drop 
us a line and we will explain it.) As you can see from page 24, it works 
quite often .. . but when it fails, it really fails! 
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CF.:AP SHOOTEF.: 

H3 PF.:Hff TAB 10.; SHOOTEF.:" 
15 LET 
20 LET C=0 
25 LET 
3(1 I AT 15 > 0 j 111

T
10U HAVE $II j 

35 LET 'T1=0 
40 PRINT 
45 PR I NT II PF.:ESS NIL TO POLL II 
50 I Q:t 
55 CLS 
60 LET X=INT CRND*6)+1 
65 
?€1 LET 
75 IF Y=X THEN GOTO 60 
80 PRitff 
85 IF C THEN GOTO 105 
90 IF Y<4 OR Y=12 THEN GOTO 200 
95 IF Y=7 OR Y=11 THEN GOTO 250 
100 LET P='T' 
105 LET C=C+1 
110 PRitH 
115 I tH II COME OUT ROLL : II ; p 
120 IF C=1 THEN GOTO 30 
125 PF.:HH 
130 IF Y<>P THEN GOTO 160 
1 ::::5 PF.: Itff 

PRitH TAB 1(1.; "**POHH MAIIE:+::f. 11 

145 LET 
150 GOTO 20 
160 IF Y=7 THEN GOTO 200 
165 PR!tff ";'r' 
170 GOTO 30 
200 PIUtH 
205 PRitff TAB 1:3; .,.. ; II CRAP" 
210 GOTO 20 
250 
255 I NT TAB 10; II II ; 

1
T

1 

260 GOTO 145 
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Chapter 4 
Data Files 

One feature noticeably absent from the standard Timex 1000 is the 
ability to read and write external data files. However, by extending an 
idea we have used previously (that of SAVEing variables along with a 
program), we can effectively emulate a data file by SAVEing a copy of 
the program, with the LATEST value of its variables, AFTER it has 
been run. 

The next 2 programs are for fun. Later, in the Business section, we 
will put this principle to more serious use. 

Top Ten (Chart Data) 
This program reflects the author's joint obsession with pop charts and 
statistics(?!) Every year, the pop music papers publish a 'points table' 
of artists who have had hit records that year. Each week they score 30 
points for a record at number 1, 29 for number 2, etc. Each year, I am so 
fascinated with these 'charts of charts,' that I vow not to wait another 12 
months for the next one, but to keep my own weekly up-date of the 
points table. Even with the aid of a computer, this is a formidable task, 
and rather beyond the ability of 1K. This program, therefore, is a 'mini' 
points table; you select 10 of your favourite artists, and follow their 
relative chart progress throughout the year. 

NOTES 

The program has been squeezed considerably to allow it to hold data 
on 10 artists. Line 6 is a long-winded but, believe it or not, more 
economical way of saying LET C = 10. (Check this with the 'Byte-
Counting' routine on page 47. Similarly, line 7 sets D = 1. The first 6 
lines have been given these low line numbers just to allow line 115 to 
say GOTO C instead of GOTO 10! 

G$ has been dimensioned to hold the first 10 characters (only) of 
the 10 artists' names (line 8). 

Lines 5, 10 and 25 allow entry of artists' names on the first run only. 
On subsequent runs, A$ is a null string (as execution commences at 
line 10), so line 25 is skipped. 



TOP TEN <CHART DATA) 

5 LET II t·ffiME/ II 
6 LET C=C:CII"JE II ·t· 11 

7 LET D=C/C 
::: DIM !3$ ( C .. C > 
9 DIM ::;< C> 
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10 F'F'. ItH AT c" D ,; II II ,; A$,; II F'0:3t·L II 

15 FOP t·4=D TO C 
20 ::a::F.'.OLL 
25 IF II II THEt·4 I t·4PUT G$ ( H) 

Pf::'. I MT G$ ( M > .. 
::;:5 ::·:'. 
40 IF X THEN LET S<N>=31-X+S<N> 
45 PP I HT ::: U·D 
50 

FOP TO C 
.SO ::.::CROLL 
65 
70 F'Fnt-n "PPE::s ::; TO ::H·..'E DATA" 
75 LET A$= 1111 

:30 IF ":;:; 11 GOTO :::O 

90 cu:: 
95 PR ItH 
1 >)(1 FOP TO C 
105 PRINT G$(N),S(N) 
11 C1 r4E'.:·:'.T H 
11 GOTO C 
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Computer Dating 
The Timex 1000 can do many things; whether it can help create perfect 
marriages remains to be seen! This is intended as a 'fun' program, to 
be used among your school or work mates or at parties. But if any suc-
cessful partnerships result, we'd be very pleased to hear! (For gay par-
ties, delete lines 500 and 505-the Timex 1000 is nothing if not 
versatile!) 

PRELIMINARIES 

At the back of this book, you will find a questionnaire. Photocopy and 
distribute as many copies as possible. 

Complete the 'input document' at the foot of each questionnaire. 
Box 1 should always contain Mor F. Boxes 2- 7 should contain 1 or 2, 
according to the item chosen. Boxes 8-10 should contain the 3 'likes' 
letters (in alphabetical order); boxes 11-13 the 3 'dislikes.' 

Establish a databank as follows: 
Run the program selecting menu item 1, and enter the relevant 

data. (Name/Box 1/Boxes 2-7/Boxes 8-13). Repeat this until you have 
SAVEd data on all the applicants. Note that this part of the program will 
end by naming each applicant as his/her ideal partner (fair enough!) . 
Enter NEWLINE to proceed to the next applicant. 

Now rewind the tape, and you are ready to start matchmaking. 
Select menu item 2 and enter the first applicant's data. The program 
will search through the tape for suitable partners. (If it fails to find a 
match for everyone, it serves them right for being thick, humorless, 
disco-going, poetry fanatics!) 

NOTES 

The interesting feature of this program is that it uses the program 
NAME as a data store, a concept which you should be able to use 
elsewhere. 

Lines 500-505 reverse the first element of the data string P$ (1 is 
female: 0 is male) so that a match of the opposite sex ls found . 



DAT I t·m 

5 I TAB 9; II COMPUTER DAT I II 

10 PRINT "1: DATA" 
15 PR I tn 11 2 : 
20 INPUT M 
25 PRitH "NAME" 
30 IHPUT 
:35 I tH II SE>:: M/F II 
40 INPUT 8$ 
45 LET P$= 11 l 11 

50 IF S$= 11 M11 LET P$= 11 0 11 

55 PR I tH 11 I T'r' CODE " 
60 GOSUB 200 
65 PRitH "LIKE/DISL.Il<E CODE " 
70 GOSUB 20fj 
75 IF M=2 THEN GOTO 500 
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8(1 PRitH "STAF.'.T TAPE: PF.'.ESS S TO SAVE DATA" 
85 IF THEN GOTO 85 
90 SAVE P$ 
95 CLS 
1 (10 PF.: ItH "'r'OUR I DEAL IS" 
105 PRitH 
110 PRIMT 11 L·JAtH AN AL 
115 I 
120 CLS 
125 IF N$() 11 'r"' THEN 
1:30 GOTO 510 
200 INPUT 8$ 
210 IF LEN S$(}6 THEN GOTO 200 
220 LET P$=P$+S$ 

RETURN 
500 LET M=NOT VAL F'$(1) 
505 LET P$(1)=$TRSCM) 
510 PF.:ItH "PRESS L TO LOAD DATA" 
515 IF INKE'r'$()"L" GOTO 515 
52(1 LOAD P$ 
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Check Digit 
This program has nothing whatever to do with data files, and appears 
in this section due to a computer error. (Well, that's the excuse 
everyone else uses!) 

A check digit is a very important but much neglected form of data 
validation . The LEAST serious consequences of invalid data being 
entered into a program are that the program will crash or will produce 
inaccurate results (the well-known GIGO phenomenon: Garbage In, 
Garbage Out). The consequences can be far more serious if the invalid 
entry is made fraudulently by an unauthorized person. The principle of 
a check digit is that, whenever a numeric entry is required (typically a 
stock code number, for example), the final digit of the number is in 
some way related to the rest. Therefore a randomly chosen entry will 
not be accepted, as it does not satisfy the check digit's validation rules. 

The simplest form of check-digiting is to add the digits of a number 
together (reducing if necessary to a single digit, as we did in 
'Numerology'), and append the result to the original number (thus 153 
becomes 1539). This program adopts a more complex approach, and 
should appeal to the more security-conscious readers. 

First you invent a 'code': any series of numbers, as long or as short 
as you like. Then enter your number to be 'check-digitized.' The check 
digit is formed by taking each digit of the number in turn, multiplying it 
by the corresponding digit in the code, and then adding these numbers 
together as before. 

NOTES 

The routine at lines 45-60 temporarily extends the check code in cases 
where the number entered is longer than the code. 

To run the program for a series of numbers, press newline after 
each 'security number' appears. To change the check code, enter N. 



CHECK DIGIT 

5 LET A$= 1111 

1 (1 PF.: I tH II CHECK CODE II , 

15 IF' A$= II II I A$ 
2(1 PF.: I NT A$ 
25 PF.: I tff II HUMBEP II ) 

::::o I B$ 
35 PF.: I tH BS 
*3 LET 'T'=(1 
45 LET C:t=A$ 
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50 IF LEN C$)=LEN BS THEN GOTO 65 
55 LET C$=C$+ 11 l 11 

60 GOTO 50 
65 FOR J=l TO LEN B$ 
70 LET X=VAL C$(J)*VAL BS(J) 

G0:3UB 15(1 "":IC" ,. ·-· 
8(1 LET 1T'='T'+::·:: 
85 NE>ff J 
9(1 LET iO::=',.' 
95 GOSUB 15(1 
100 PF.: I tH II :3ECUF.: I T111 CODE II > B$ j 
1(15 PF.:UH AT 10 .. [lj SAME CODE II 

PRitH II NHJ CODE II 

115 PF.:ItH II S= STOP II 
120 INPUT 0$ 
125 CLS 
1 ::::0 IF (.!$=II NII THEN 
1 ::::5 IF 0$= II::; II THEN STOP 
14(1 GOTO 10 
150 IF X<=9 THEN RETURN 
155 LET 

GOTO 150 
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• us1ness 

We are not suggesting that the 1K Timex 1000 is the BEST computer 
for business use, but neither have we time for suggesting that it is 'just 
a toy.' 

The first program in this section is of the 'extended calculator' 
variety: you CAN work out your sales tax with a calculator, but it's a lot 
easier on the Timex 1000. BAl\IK RECORDS is more 'personal finance' 
than 'business': again you could do this with a calculator, but many 
people don't bother. The Timex 1000 not only makes it easier, but also 
more fun. CREDIT CARDS is a very useful program to assist the 
retailer, for whom credit card sales often cause more problems than 
they are worth. 

Sales Tax 
No explanations necessary. i·he most important feature of this pro-
gram is that is menu-driven, so that you_ can calculate sales tax either 
fror:n OR net figLJres. 

Line 5 is the current sales tax rate, and is the only one you should 
ever have to change. , 

Line 500 is one you should memorize and use everywhere. It 
rounds floatin-g point figures _to nearest hundredth. 



5 LET V=. 15 
1 LET V=V+ 1 

SALES TAX 
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15 PR I AT 3, 1 (1; II VAT CALCULATOF.: II 
20 I tH AT 7) 0; II 1 : VAT FF.:OM GF.:OSS II 
25 nn AT 9, o; 11 2 : VAT NET" 
30 LET I$=INKEY$ 
:35 IF I${" 1 11 I:t.:> 11 2 11 THa·4 GOTO 30 
40 CLS 
45 GOTO 100tVAL I$ 
100 PF.: I tH II OF.:OSS II 
11 (1 G 
120 LET T=G/V 
130 GOSUB 
140 LET 
150 GOTO 250 
200 PR I NT II t·4ET II 
210 INPUT 
220 LET T=t·4*V 
230 GOSUB 500 
240 LET G=T 
250 CLS 
26(1 PR ItH AT :3) 5; II ) G 
270 PRHff AT 5, 5.; t·4 
280 PRI t·ff AT 7, 5; 11 './AT II) G-t·4 
290 PRitH AT 2£1 .. 4.;"PRESS NEloJLINE TO COt-HINUE" 
3£10 INPUT I$ 
:310 CLS 
:320 RUt·4 
500 LET T=INT (T*100+.5)/100 
510 
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Bank Records 
This is a useful program for those of you who don't like paying for bank 
statements too often. When you DO get a bank statement, look out for 
bank charges and any other items you haven't included, and make the 
appropriate adjustment on your next run. You have one opportunity to 
put in an adjustment figure, at the 'Standing Order ETC.' entry. 

NOTES 

Line 220 prevents running out of memory from having too big a display 
file . 

Line 260 may look confusing because of all those A's, but all it 
does is leave your entry positive when the first li=!ttt?,r of A$ is A (i.e. , 
A$= "AMOUNT"). Otherwise the entry is taken as negative. 

The program uses the Auto-run feature (actually 'auto-goto 30) so 
after you have SAVEd your data, the words 'NUMBER OF CHECKS' 
appears. Enter an alpha character to break. If at any time you want to 
set a new opening balance, break immediately after loading, and press 
run. 

Readers with unusually large bank accounts, or those who receive 
unusually large checks, may have to alter the formatting line 280. Alter-
natively, they could reduce their bank balance to a more manageable 
amount by sending all excess money to the address at the front of this 
book! 



BAt·4f::: F.:EC. 

1 (1 PF.: It-ff II OPEt·4 I t·4G BliLAtK:E II 
I t·4PUT 0 
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:3(1 PF.: I HT II t·4UME:EF.: OF CHEQUES II 
LET A$= II CHC!. II 

5[1 G0:3UB 200 
60 PF: I tH "t·4Ut1I:EF.: OF PA'1'MEtns 11 

7(1 LET A$= II AMT. II 

GOSUE: 200 
9£1 PF.: ItH '"·/ALUE OF sTAt·m H4G ETC. 11 

1 LET t·4= 1 
1 H3 LET A$::: II::;. 0. II 

GOSUE: 21 (1 
1 :30 PF.: I tH II PF.:E:::::; ::; TO ::;A'·/E DATA II 
140 :::cF.:OLL 
150 IF GOTO 150 
16(1 ::;AVE "E:rit·H::: F.:EC. 11 

170 CL::; 
1 :::0 GOTO 30 
2[10 I t·ff'UT t·4 
210 >::= 1 TO 
220 IF X/6=INT (X/6) THEN CLS 
230 :::CF.:OLL 
240 PRitHA:t.;::.::.; 
250 I t·4PUT ri 
260 LET A=A-a::2:tri At·ffi f--t$( U<:>"fl" > 
270 LET O=O+A 
2Bt1 PF.: I NT TAB ::::.; fl·' II BALANCE II ,; 0 

:300 PRINT AT 0,0 
::::i 0 RETURt·4 
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Credit Cards 
At the time of writing, there is some controversy about whether retailers 
should be allowed to charge a premium on credit card sales. The 
reason they want to do so is that credit card sales not only cost the 
retailer money in commission, but also create extra accounting prob-
lems. This program will not solve the first problem, but should alleviate 
the second. 

This program is written for the ZX printer. This is to provide the 
user with a hard-copy listing of credit card batches submitted. It is of 
less value without these listings, but if you don't have a printer, change 
all LPRINT lines to PRINT, and add a·PAUSE after line 100. 

Line 50 is the name of the credit oord company. A different copy of 
the program should be used for each company for whom this system 
applies. 

The '96' in line 85 is 100 less the percent commission charged by the 
particular company. Amend this to the actual figure, if necessary. 

The ZX printer provides a tally-roll of submissions (gross and net), 
which should be compared with statements received from the 
company. 

The screen, meanwhile, displays the NET amount still out-
standing. 

The write-off routine (lines 130-140) allows for reconciliation in the 
event of invalid cards being dishonored by the company. 



5 LET T=0 
1(1 LET C=0 
15 LET :::=C 
2(1 CLS 
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I tH II DI HERS II 

55 PRIHT "NO. OF BATCHES" 
6(1 N 
65 FOR J=1 TO t·4 
70 J 
75 INPUT X 
80 LET 
85 LET Y=INT CX*96+.5)/100 
90 LET 
95 LET T=T +'r' 
1(10 LPRitH 11 AMOUtH 11

; 
11

; 'r' 
105 CLS 
110 t4E>::T .J 
115 PRitH 
120 I t4PUT .J 
125 LET T=T-.J 
130 PRitH "L·JRITE OFF" 

It4PUT .J 
140 LET T=T-.J 
145 CLS 
150 1t-ff 11 ouTsTAt·m1 t·H:-; : 11 

; T 
155 LPRitH "SUBMISSIOt·4::: II;::; 
160 LPRIHT "COMMISSIOM ";C 
165 I MT AT 5) 0; II PF.:E::::::; :; TO :3A'./E DATA II 
170 IF I t4KE'r'$() 11 S11 THEN GOTO 1 
500 SAVE "DE" 
505 GOTO 10 
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Chapter 6 
Utilities 

Below is a desultory collection of routines which we hope you will find 
useful. 

Byte Counting 
Byte counting is probably THE most useful routine you will come 
across while working in 1K. Used during program development, GOTO 
9999 will reveal exactly the amount of space occupied by your program 
so far. It won't tell you if your program will actually RUN in 1K, as it 
measures only the program itself, not the variable or display areas. Its 
function therefore is to test various alternative methods of coding, to 
see which is the most economical. Try it: You may get some surprises, 
and should find yourself writing 'tighter' code almost immediately. 

Line 0 
You have seen the expression 'GOTO 0' already in this book, but have 
you ever actually seen a line number 0? If you can spare the time to key 
in this 'program,' you will! Run and list the one line and then try to edit 
or delete your new line number 0! What use is it? Well, apart from 
amazing your friends and impressing people, none whatever in its pres-
ent form. However, if you use POKE 16510,0 in immediate mode, it will 
always give line number 0 to the FIRST line of your program. (The only 
reason it is shown as a program line here is because it has no effect if 
you haven't at least 1 program line to renumber. Note also, that that line 
number must originally be less than 256, or you must POKE 16509,0 as 
well.) 

We can think of at least 2 uses for this: 
1: Once you have laboriously entered a machine code routine into a 
REM statement of a basic program, it can be a little annoying to acci-
dentally delete this line by a careless entry, so POKE the machine code 
to line 0 and it is perfectly secure. 
2: Why not POKE to line 0 the following: 

0 REM COPYRIGHT B. BLOGGS 1982 
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Now your program is safe from piracy by anyone who doesn't know the 
secret. 
You have already seen variations of the next 3 routines in the DATA 
FILES section. If you were not quite sure what was happening, read on. 

B'r'TE-COUt·H I t·Ki 

9999 PRINT PEEK 16396+256*PEEK 16397-16562 

0 

255 POKE 16510,0 
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Auto-Run 
Auto-run is a feature of the Timex 1000 which is not available even on 
many more expensive computers! If you append these 3 lines to any of 
your programs, and then SAVE by entering GOTO 9998, subsequent 
LOADing will cause the program to auto-run. If you are very short of 
space, omit line 9997 (if your program stops anyway); reduce the pro-
gram name to a single character; change line 9999 to 'RUN.' 

Chains 
This is a sort of 'auto-load,' which, if used in conjunction with AUTO-
RUN, will enable you to simulate quite long programs on your 1KTimex 
1000 by chaining any number of shorter programs together. You can 
either load each program on a tape directly from the previous one (no 
need in that case for a program name in line 9995) or, as in the exam-
ple, end each program with an option to re-run or recall a common 
menu, from which any other program may be loaded. (In this case, you 
must either remember to rewind the cassette after each loading, or 
make a cassette on which each program, and the menu, is recorded 
several times.) 

Menu 
A menu, in computer terms, as otherwise, is a list of options available. It 
is a luxury which few 1 K programs can afford, but an EXTERNAL menu 
like this one, which offers the first 3 programs in the book, used in con-
junction with CHAINS and AUTO-RUN, can give a very professional 
touch to your program cassettes. 



AUTO-F.:UN 

9997 
9998 ::;AVE II PF.:OCiF.:AM II 

9999 GOTO 0 

CL::; 
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9991 pp I tH II PF.:E::;::; M TO TO MEt-41_1 II 
9992 pp I tH II OP p TO PE-F.:Ut·4 11 

9993 LET I$=INKEY$ 
9994 IF It="P" THEN CiOTO 0 
9995 IF I$= II M II THEt·4 LOAD II MENU II 
9996 GOTO 9993 

s LET A:t= 11 CH r ME::;E HOPo::;coPE 11 

10 LET :E::t= 11 NUMEFWLOG'r111 

15 LET C:t=" I CHI t·4Ci 11 

20 PPHff AT 0,2.; 11 FOfHUME TELLINGi: i: i: i: i:B'r' './+H" 
25 pp ItH AT 5) 0 .; II 1 : II ; A$ 
30 F'F.:ItH AT ? .. 0; 11 2: II; F.:$ 

PF.: I tH AT 9 .. 0; : II _; C:t 
40 PF.: r H'f AT 1 7 .. 6; 11 Et-HEP '1'0UF.: ::ELECT 11 

45 LET I:t=INKEY$ 
IF rs< 11 1 11 OF.: r $> 11

::::
11 THEt·4 c;oro 45 

55 IF 1$="1 11 THEH LOAD A:t 
60 IF I$= II 2 II THEt·i LOAD :E::t 
65 IF THEt-4 LOAD C:t 
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Machine Code Loader 
A machine code loader can be as simple or as complex as you like. 
This one has been deliberately made as simple as possible so that it 
can be keyed in in a matter of seconds, rather than loaded from tape 
every time it is required. You can, of course, add as many frills as you 
desire once you become seriously involved in machine code 
programming. 

To run, amend line 1 to contain the required number of X's. (Actual-
ly any character will do.) 

Amend line 10 so that the loop is executed the required number of 
times, i.e., replace LIMIT with 16514 plus the number of X's minus 1. 

Run, entering your code 2 hex digits at a time. 
SAVE ! (Most important, because if the program crashes you will 

have to switch off and start again.) 
Run the m/c program by executing the USR function. The most 

foolproof method is: 
LET DUMMY= USR 16514 

although PRINT USR 16514 or GOTO USR 16514 may be appropriate 
on occasions. 

If you make a mistake during entry, it is usually advisable to start 
again. Once you get used to machine code, however, you will find that 
you can edit many of the bytes directly from the 'garbage' which ap-
pears on screen when you LIST line 1. 

Line Renumbering 
It is a short step from 'Line 0,' where we renumbered the first line of a 
program, to a complete routine which renumbers an entire program. 
This is very useful if you want your programs to look neat and tidy, and 
essential if you want to sell or publish them. It is also a handy routine to 
have loaded if you ever find that you have left insufficient room be-
tween line numbers to add a later amendment. 

NOTES 
As listed, the routine will renumber in steps of 5 (Sin line 8960), starting 
with 5 (Fin line 8965). You may alter these values as you wish . 

The routine works by scanning the Program Area (addresses 
16509 onwards) looking for the Newline character (118). When this is 
found, the following 2 bytes must contain the next line number, so the 
new value is POKEd in (lines 8990-8985). 
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Line 9005 prevents the routine renumbering itself, by causing a 
break (list) when line number 8960 is encountered. Note, however, that 
the FIRST new line number is always POKEd in immediately, without 
the program scan, so the routine WILL renumber its own first line if you 
do not have a program entered for it to act on . 

To run, enter GOTO 8960 (or RUN 8960) at any time. When the 
listing appears (eventually), you must amend all GOTO and GOSUB 
commands to suit the new line numbers, and finally delete the routine. 

The major problems with this routine are that it is very slow and it 
takes up a lot of room itself, so it can be used only on very short pro-
grams. (Also it takes no less than 65 keystrokes to delete it.) There is a 
way around these problems, of course ... use Machine Code. 

MACHINE CODE LOADER 

1 REM XXXXX (AS MANY AS BYTES IN MIC PROGRAM) 
10 FOR A=16514 TO LIMIT 
15 I t·4PUT H:t 
20 POKE A,(CODE HS(1)-28)*16+CODE H$(2)-28 
25 A 

LINE RENUMBERING 

:::960 LET S=5 
:3965 LET 
8970 LET A=16509 
8975 LET P=INT (F/256) 

POKE A, P 
8985 POKE A+1,F-(P*256) 
8990 LET D=PEEK A 
8995 LET A=A+1 
9000 IF D()118 THEN GOTO 8990 
9005 IF PEEK A=35 THEN GOTO 9020 
9010 LET F=F+S 
9015 GOTO :3975 
902(1 LIST 
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Machine Code Renumbering 
If you are going to enter this routine using the loader on page 51, put 
27 X's in line 1 and set LIMIT to 16540. 

Important: Because this routine is translated directly from the 
previous Basic program, it still searches for line number 9860 (byte 
16h). Therefore, call by entering the basic line: 

8960 LET D = USR 16514 
Do not call in immediate mode, unless you insert a dummy line 8960 
(e.g., REM). (If you can't remember that, 9000 will do just as well, as 
only the high-order byte of the line number is tested.) 

Notice that bytes 01 and 02 commence renumbering at address 
16542, and not 16509 as in the Basic program. This is because the 
routine itself is the first program line; if you make any changes, 
therefore, remember to set these bytes to the start of the SECOND pro-
gram line. 
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M/C F.'.EHUMBEF.'. I MG 

1210 21 9E 4t1 ::HAF.'.T :LD HL .. 16542 _; 1 ::n LI OJ 11 0t1 00 LD DE .. 0 .: LI t·4E # 
06 06 (15 : LD E:,5 _; OF c::-·-' 1 ·-· :::;TEP It·K: DE . : t·4HJ tK1 • It-4 DE . .:1 

10 FD D.Jt·C .:TO ::;TEP ...,,.-, LD(HL)D rt-4::;EF.:T f .::. 
(1(: ·-:··:· .:,...._. I t·4C HL t·4HJ OD -,.-, 

i' .;.. LD<HL)>E ) LH4E t·W. 
OE .-.. -. .::.,.;:; t·-1:=-:TB'r'T : H4C HL .: t·4E:=<T B'r'TE 
C1F 7E LD A .. <HL> .• 
1 (1 FE _, .-,·t; CP 11 ::: .: I::; IT t·t-·"L 
1 ·-· .::. 20 FA .JF.'.t-4Z ·' IF t·KIT .. t·f<TB'r'T 
14 .-,.-, IMC HL LI t·4E t·Ki. .::..,._. 
15 7E LD A, <HL) .• 
16 FE 2::-:: CP .-.c- IT :::96(1 .:, .. _. .• 
1 O:• ._. 20 EC .JF.'.t·C 2::-::6 .• IF HOT .. F.'.Et·4UMB 
1A C9 _; F.:ETUF.:t·4 
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Chapter 7 
Games 

At last, the section you have all been waiting for. Don't get too excited, 
though; it is our belief that the best source of computer games is in your 
own head, and in any case you will almost certainly get more enjoy-
ment out of writing games than actually playing them. What we will do 
in this section, then, is show you a few of the many TYPES of computer 
games, with an example of each. After that, if you want to discover the 
next craze to replace Space Invaders, it is up to you. 

Play Your Cards 
Before you rack your brains thinking up new games, search the attic 
and the local toyshop for the hundreds of existing games just crying out 
for computerization. Many have already been done. (If you haven't writ-
ten a mastermind program yet, you must be the only computer pro-
grammer who hasn't, so stop reading immediately and get on with it!) 
But there are many more waiting to be 'discovered.' 

All you have to do in this program is guess whether the next card 
laid will be higher or lower than the last one. As soon as you make a 
wrong guess, the computer takes its turn, and the winner is determined 
by who has the greatest number of correct guesses. Simple but addic-
tive: the definition of a good computer game. 

The computer's strategy, such as it is, is to make the logical 
choice, except for the mid-card 8, in which case it chooses randomly 
(line 170). 

Lines 535-540 are yet another pause loop. This time the pause is 
greater when the computer is playing (pseudo-thinking time) as N< > 0. 



PLA 1r 1 1r 10UF.: CAF.:DS 

10 REM 23456789TJQKA 
20 LET 
30 LET 
*3 LET A$= 1111 

50 GOSUB 
60 PF.: It-ff AT 1 > II HIGHER OR LOL·JEF.: II 

70 LET IS=INKEYS 
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:::0 IF I$<> 11 H 11 At·m 1$<> 11 L 11 GOTO 70 
90 GOSUB 
1 (H) GOSUB 
110 IF A THEN GOTO 70 
12[1 PF.: I NT AT 1 > SCORE <IH-++.- 11 

; LEN A$-2 
13[1 LET A:i-= 1111 

140 LET N=2 
150 GOSUB 
16[1 LET I$= II LOl·JEF.:.;- 11 

17[1 IF 5 THEN LET 
180 PRitH I$ 
19[1 GOSUB 5:35 
200 G0:3UB 
21 [1 GOSUB 400 
220 IF A THEN GOTO 160 
23[1 I tH 11 M'r1 :3CORE i: i: ( i: ( ( 11 

_; A$-2 
GOSUB 535 

25[1 CLS 

400 LET A=1 
410 IF ( !$( 1 )= 11 H11 At·m OR ( !$( 1 )= 

11 L 11 THEN LET A=A-A 
42£1 PETUf:::N 
500 LET 1

T
1=:X: 

510 LET X=INT (RND*13) 
520 LET AS=A$+CHR$ PEEK (16514+X) 
530 PRINT AT N>0;A$ 
535 FOR A=l TO H*30+20 
540 NE::.::T A 
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Headlines 
Computers are excellent for playing word games. Another program 
which you MUST write for yourself is Hangman, and for the more am-
bitious there are the 'pseudo-conversational' programs. 

Headlnes is a variation of another computer classic. It prints 
endless and often amusing rubbish onto your screen. Obviously you 
can modify the strings as you like; obscene versions are fun, but 
definitely not for publication! 

NOTE 

The subroutine at line 90 is not the most efficient way of selecting items 
from a string, but was chosen because it prints slowly, letter by letter, 
and also allows the items to be of varying length. 



5 LET A$= II .:-TOF'LE::;::;.:-MAD·H·HJDE f-BOP I t·Ki 
f-SE:=<'r'f·DEADf-FAT f-UGL'r'f-" 

10 GO::;UB 90 
15 LET "<:-POTATOH1ADMAt·4-i:-f'OF'-::;TRF.:..;-
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ACTF.:E::;::;..;-TERCHEF(i:-'·/ I CAP..;.-CAT -:-f'F.: I t·4CE ..;.-" 
20 oo::;uE: 
25 PPitH .: 

:;:[1 LET A:t::::" ..;-:;:;rp I KE ..:-::;E::-::..;-f'EACE <:-·DEATH 
f+.:ACE ·i:-::;HOCI< -:-BLAD< ..;-J..JH I TE .:.- 11 

:-:;:5 GO::;UB 90 
40 LET flJ= II I OT f-

MO'·/ IE ..;-HOPPOP..:-::;;CANDAL ..;-PLEDGE..,_,, 
4;:; 00::;1..i:i:: 90 
50 FOR J=1 TO 20 

65 
90 LET X=INT (RND*8> 
95 FOR J=l TO LEN A$ 
100 IF A$(J)=-.: 11 -i:.- 11 THEt·4 GOTO 11[! 
105 t·4E>=:T J 
110 LET :=<=:=<-1 
115 IF X>-1 THEN GOTO 105 
120 F'F.:ItH A:.t<.J> .; 
125 IF f\$(.J+1 >="..;.- 11 THH4 PETUPN 
L:0 LET .J=J+l 
i :35 C;C1TC1 12(i 
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Royalty Check 
This is our contribution to the growing range of educational games. 
(Ugh! Turn immediately to Bowls! Alternatively, don't TELL anyone it is 
supposed to be educational.) 

You have just written a wonderful computer program to control the 
world's economy, solve the mysteries of the universe, or, better still, 
play chess in 1K! Naturally you send it off to 'Your World of Practical 
Printing Out Today,' who agree to publish it and pay you so much per 
published page. You are very pleased when you see that your program 
occupies a complete page, but it has been mixed in with a number of 
advertisments, so to work out your commission you must calculate the 
proportion of the page which actually contains your listing. 

The 'text' represents your program, and naturally the ads have 
been blanked out. You have two attempts to work out your payment. 
The first attempt tests your spatial recognition as well as your math, as 
you must estimate (or count, until you get good at this) the ratio of pro-
gram:ads. 

If your first attempt is wrong, you will be told the number of ads, 
and also whether your guess was high or low, so the second attempt is 
pure mental arithmetic. Remember, however, that you must be accu-
rate to the nearest penny. 

NOTE 

Line 25 does work, because AND takes a different value each time it is 
called. This is a very economical 'random branch,' as it uses no 
numbers or variables, and it tends to produce a ROUGHLY equal divi-
sion of text/blanks. 

incidentally, there is about one chance in 10 billion that this pro-
gram actually will produce a valid machine code program to control the 
world's economy. 



ROYALTY CHECK 

5 LET Z=O 
10 FOR J=0 TO 14 
15 FOF.: K=0 TO 9 
20 PRINT AT J,K; 
25 IF RND>RND THEN GOTO 45 

PF.: I tH II f- 11 

LET 2=2+ 1 
40 GOTO 50 
45 PRINT CHR$ CRND*16+28) 

NE:=O::T K 
55 .J 
60 LET K=INT (RND*10)+1 
65 PF.:It-H 
70 PF.: INT II £ 11 

.: K; II /PAGE" 
75 I A 
80 LET J=K-K*Z/150 
85 LET J=INT CJ*100+.5)/100 
90 IF A=J THEN GOTO 150 
95 LET A$= 11 TOO LOL•Jf-. II 
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10(1 IF A>J LET A$(5 TO :::)= 11 HIGH 11 

105 PR I tH A:t ; II THEF.:E AF.:E II ; z .: II ADS. II 

110 A 
115 IF A=J THEN GOTO 150 

PRINT "t·W, £11 
.: .J 

125 CLEAR 
130 I A$ 
1:35 C:LS 
140 F.:UN 
150 PRitH 
155 GOTO 125 
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Moving Graphics 
The following games all adopt a different solution to the problem of fit-
ting a meaningful screen display, a moving graphics routine and a sen-
§ible program, into 1 K. 

In BOWLS, the playing area is restricted to just the top 1Ql lines of 
the screen, which makes perfect sense in the context of the game, and 
leaves plenty ot memory free for everything else. CATCH has possibly 
the least impressive screen display since you first turned the Timex 
1000 on! But, having only 2 characters on screen does mean that they 
can wander over the entire screen area without any problem. SPACE 
RESCUE fills (almost) the entire screen with characters, and they all 
move! How? By using the very concise and economical Timex 1000 
command SCROLL. 

Bowls 
This game is played in much the same way as the 'real' version. Two 
players (you can be both of them if you like) take turns rolling their 
bowls toward the jack. The object is not to hit it, but to land closest to it. 
Player 1 takes bowls 1 and 3; player 2 takes 2 and 4. The winner of 
each 'end' bowls first in the next end. The Timex 1000 places the jack 
for you, to prevent the first player having any advantage. 

If you hit any other bowl, or the jack, this is dispatched to the gutter 
and out of play. Clearly this can often be a good thing to do to your op-
ponent's bowls, but if the jack is out of play, the end must be re-played, 
so try to avoid deliberately hitting the jack except as a last resort. Your 
own bowls will land in the gutter if they stray off the sides of the green 
(which is 1 Q) lanes there is 1 lane on each side of the 8 marked 
mats), or off the end (any roll of distance greater than 30). 

Three inputs are required to set up each bowl: Mat number: In the 
game as listed, mat numbers are deleted as they are used to discourage 
continuous bowling from the same mat. However, you still CAN bowl 
from any mat (or indeed from mats 0 or 9, which are not marked), and 
can easily modify the progam to leave mat numbers on screen. 

Bias: This is the most interesting feature of the game. The bowls 
do not roll in a straight line! Enter any number from minus 5 (severe left 
bias) to 5 (severe right bias). Obviously an entry of zero will not be ac-
cepted (line 65). 

Distance: You must judge for yourself how far to roll the bowl, and 
also the extent to which the distance of the roll affects the bias. 
Remember that a distance of 3(1) will reach the end of the screen. Enter-
ing 'dist' also sets the bowl rolling. After all 4 bowls have been bowled, 
enter any NUMERIC value for the next end. 
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NOTES 

The number zero is used a lot in this program: Hence a variable has 
been set to this value in line 5 to conserve memory. 

The moving graphics routine is in lines 85 (to delete the previous 
bowl position) and 100 (to print the new position). 

A$ (CHR$(K + 157)) is the inverse numbered bowl (1-4). 
Line 95 deals harshly with ?II bowls which stray out of range. What 

problems arise without this line? {There are 3 possibilities: if you 
can predict all 3, and then try it.) 

5 LET 
1 (1 FOF.'. .J=Z TO 8 
15 PF.:INT J 
20 .J 
25 PF.:nn ar II . " 

FOF.: K:=Z TO PI 
::::s PF.:Itn FIT z .. z.; "MAT<:-" 
40 I L 
45 LET A$=CHR$(K+157) 
50 PRINT AT L .. Z;AS 
55 PF.:Hn AT z .. z; "BIAS" 
6(1 INPUT B 
65 IF ABS B>5 OR NOT B THEN GOTO 60 . 
7(1 PRitH AT 2, z.; 11 DH::T 11 

?:i I '.3 
:::(1 FOR .J=Z TO ::: 
:::5 PRINT AT L .. J .: 11 <:- 11 

90 IF J>.7*S THEN LET L=B/5+L 
95 IF L<Z OR L>9 OR J=31 THEN GOTO 110 
100 PRINT AT L,J+1 ; A$ 
1(15 ND::T J 
11 (1 t·4E:=<T 
115 I t·ff'UT B 

CL::; 
125 F.'.UN 
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Catch 
This is the archetypical moving graphics game. You can elaborate on 
the basic routine as much as you like to produce a vast variety of 
games. In this version, the $ character moves randomly about the 
screen, and you must try to catch it in the 'jaws' of your character, the 
letter C. As has become almost a standard for Timex 1000 games, the 
keys 5-8 have been re-defined to control direction of movement (lines 
65 and 75). The POKEs in lines 25 and 30 start the timer, and the 
PEEKs in line 100 read it. The PEEKs in line 85 check the current 
PRINT position (which is immediately to the right of the C, if you 
haven't forgotten the semi-colon in line 40) to see if there is a $ 
character there. Lines 50, 60, 70 and 80 prevent the characters stray-
ing off screen. Notice that, as there are only 2 characters on screen, the 
CLS function is used to avoid 'overprinting' the characters with blanks, 
as in the previous program. 

Space Rescue 
Well, we had to include a space game somewhere! In this one, you 
have to rescue the captives(.) from their guards(*). You score 1 point 
for each rescue, but lose 5 points every time you run into a guard (at 
which point the action pauses momentarily for your score to be 
displayed). By using SCROLL, the only character which actually has to 
be moved by the program is your ship (X). See lines 20, 25 and 35. 
(Note that there is no routine to prevent you crashing off screen .) In this 
program, line 40 sets the PRINT position immediately BELOW the X, 
and line 45 looks at what is in this position, as before. 

The string in line 3 is the arrangement of captives and guards, and 
you can alter this to make the game easier or harder, as you like. We 
found the arrangement as shown hard enough, and rarely managed to 
obtain a positive score! Try omitting the inner 2 asterisks at first. 



LET A=1.1 
10 LET B=15 
15 LET ::·>A 

LET 'r'=20 

CATCH 

25 POKE 16436.250 
30 POKE 16437,255 
35 PF.:HH AT A .. B; 11 $ 11 

PF.'.HH AT ::·::, 1r 1
.; 11 C" .; 

45 LET A=A+1-2t(RND<.5 
50 LET A=A+(A(0)-(A)21 
55 LET B=B+1-2*(RND<.5 
60 LET B=B+(B{0)-(B)31 
65 LET ::<=::-::+ (I t·H<E 1r':t= 11 6 11 

-( HW:E 1r'$= 11 7 11 ) 

70 LET X=X+(X(0)-(X)21 
75 LET 'r1=1r1+ ( I t·4KE 1r1$= 11 B11 

- ( I t·W:E'r'$=" 5 11 ) 

80 LET Y=Y+(Y(0)-(Y)31 
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85 IF PEEK <PEEK 16398+256* PEEK 16399)= 
1:;: THEt·4 GOTO 100 

95 GOTO :;:5 
100 PRINT AT 0 .. 0;INT <1310.6-<PEEK 16435 

+256*PEEK 164:;:7 ::a /50 ::a; 
105 CLEAR 
110 INPUT ::·:::t 
115 CLf; 
l 2(1 RUN 

1 LET 'r1=15 
2 LET ::;=0 
3 PF:ItH AT 17 .. F.:t·Hl:t.30.; II**· i!i::t. 11 

2(1 PRitH AT 9 .. 1r1
.: 

11 -i:- 11 

25 LET 'r'='r1+ ( I t·4KE'r':t= 11 8 11 
)- ( I NKE'r'$= 11 5 11 

) 

:;:0 '.:;C:F.:OLL 
:;:5 PF.'. I NT riT 9, 1r' .; 11

::·::
11 

40 PR I t-n TAB 'r'; 
45 LET U=PEEK <PEEK 16398+256*PEEK 16399) 
50 LET S=S+(U=27) 
55 IF U<>23 THEN GOTO 3 
60 LET '.::=::::-5 
65 PF.:ItH ::; 
70 GOTO 3 
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Code Maker/Code Breaker 
This program (Code Maker) will convert any message you enter into an 
unbreakable code. Unbreakable, that is, unless the recipient of your 
message uses the second program, Code Breaker. 

To use the programs, first enter a number in the range of 1 to 
65535, which will act as the SEED for the RAND function (line 15). After 
you have entered your message, the coded version will appear on the 
screen, together with the seed number. (If you want to make your 
message totally secure, even from other people with a copy of this 
book, delete line 35 of Code Maker, so that the seed number will not ap-
pear.) If you have a printer, simply enter COPY, and pass the message 
on to a friend . If you do not have a printer, of course, you must copy the 
screen display manually. 

Code Breaker works in exactly the same way; simply enter the 
seed number which precedes the text (or which has been agreed upon 
by you and the sender privately), and enter the coded message. 

NOTES 

Several of the programs in th is book have used the RAND function, but 
none, so far, have used RAND X (where X is a KNOWN number in the 
range of 1 to 65535). 

The Timex 1000's random number generator does NOT produce 
purely random numbers, but selects numbers from a pre-defined se-
quence. The purpose of the RAND function is to fix the starting point 
along this sequence. RAND 0, or simply RAND, will select an indeter-
minate starting point, but RAND followed by any number will select a 
SPECIFIC point, so that although the numbers produced are still 'ran-
dom' (in the sense that they have no apparent relationship to each 
other), the same sequence of numbers will be produced each time the 
program is used. 

In Code Maker, each letter of your message is replaced by a 'ran-
dom' letter (line 45). However, this 'randomness' depends on the 
RAND seed, and provided that the same seed is used in Code Breaker, 
the original message can be obtained. 

The 2 programs are so similar that you need not enter both of them 
from scratch. Judicious use of the EDIT key can save you a lot of typ-
ing. To convert Code Maker to Code Breaker: 

Delete line 35 
EDIT lines 45, 50 and 55 



CODE MAKEP 

5 F'P It-ff II Et·HEF.'. CODE II 

10 H4F'UT :=< 

15 F.'.At·m :=< 
20 PP I NT II Et-HEP t"iE:::;:::;AGE ll 
25 IHF'UT t-1$ 

35 PRINT X;CHP$ 0; 
40 FOR J=1 TO LEN M$ 
45 LET A=CODE M$(J)+INT <RND*26) 
50 IF A<26 THEN LET A=0 
55 IF A>63 THEN LET A=A-26 
60 F'R I tH CHF'.$ A.; 
65 J 

CODE BREf=iKEF.: 

5 F'R It-ff II Et-ffEP CODE II 

1 (1 I t·4F·tJT >< 
15 RAt·rn >=: 

25 It·WUT M:t 
.-, ,-. i ,-. . .:1 1.,. L- .:1 
40 FOR J=1 TO LEN M$ 
45 LET A=CODE M$(J) -I NT (RND*26> 
50 IF A<1 THEN LET A=-26 
55 IF A<38 THEN LET A=A+26 
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Guillotine 
This is an early computer game, given a new lease on life by the incor-
poration of a graphics display. 

The computer thinks of a number in the range 1 of to 100, and you 
have 6 guesses in which to identify the number. After each guess, the 
computer indicates whether its number is higher or lower than your 
entry. 

The graphic display shows an executioner who raises the 
guillotine blade one notch with each incorrect guess. After the sixth 
wrong guess, the blade will fall, and your head will roll across the 
screen! 

NOTES 

The graphics in this game are quite complex, so I have used a new 
symbol(#) to indicate an INVERSE SPACE. Refer to the listing conven-
tions to make sure you enter the other PRINT lines correctly. 

Because the graphics occupy so much of the program, the 'feed-
back' after each guess is restricted to a single 'greater than ' or 'less 
than' symbol (lines 110-120). After a correct guess, or an 'execution,' 
the mystery number is revealed. Press 'Newline' for another game. 



GU I LL.OT I t·4E 

5 LET A=INT <RND*100)+1 
10 FOR F=A/A TO 12 
i 5 F' F.: HH II #-i:-i:-+-# II 
20 F 
2s PP I r.n 11 #=trn#=lt <:·-t21::;::1 t" 

F1 f? I AT ::: ·' "? .: Ii l::::5 ·l'' 
35 F'F.'. I tH TAB 6 ,; II l '' 
40 PF.: I tH TAB 6 ,; II l71-1Ci 1 l" 
45 F'F.: I tH II #-0-:J:l:-i:-+l'.::'.i::: l" 
50 FOR TO 7 
55 F'RitH AT 10 .. 5.: 11

/
11 

60 PP INT AT F .. r=1 .. ·"r:1.; "-i:-++·;' 
65 F'PHH "#-·--·" 
?C1 pp I NT II#•:-->:··/ II 
75 F1 F'. I II#.;;.-, .. ·' f- 11 

:::0 PF.'.HH "H/H- 11 

85 IF F>A-A THEN GOTO 125 
9[1 I t·4T Jj #f .. JI 

95 AT 10 .. 5.; "·-" 
l 00 I t··IPUT G 
105 IF A=G THEN GOTO 150 
110 LET A:l=")" 
115 IF Ci)fl THEt·4 LET A:f:::: II< II 
120 PRINT TAB 12;A$ 
125 F 
1 :;:(1 F'F.'. I F";T 11 ·' 2 .: 11 ·ri:: t·-· 11 

135 FOR F=A/A TO 8 
140 F'F.'.ItH riT 13 .. F.; "<:-OH 

150 PRINT AT 11 .. 12;A 
I t·JPUT A:l:: 
cu:; 
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Bowling 
I am absolutely hopeless at bowling! Every time I let go of the ball, I just 
know it is heading straight for the gutter. How I wish I could run down 
the lane and adjust its direction .... 

That is precisely what you CAN do in this game, but that still does 
not make it any easier! 

The balls are released automatically from the left of the screen, 
and head towards the pins on the right. Use keys "6" and "7" to con-
trol the direction of the balls. When you hit a pin, it will disappear from 
the screen, but it will not disturb any of the others, so you must actually 
hit all 10 pins. Therefore you are allowed 4 bowls per 'frame'-you will 
need all 4 if you are to score 1 <lJ points. 

After the fourth bowl, press 'Newline' for the next frame. 

NOTES 

Enter line 1(/) carefully. These are the PLOT coordinates (in CODE form) 
of the 1 <lJ pins. 

Lines 2<lJ to 5<lJ PLOT the pins on screen. Notice that the pins do 
NOT form a perfect triangle; no pin is directly behind any other. Also, no 
pin is in line with the starting position of the ball, so you MUST use the 
direction keys to score. 



BOWLING 

10 LET A$=" l·J2::;. 0 ,; l·J/::;=f::: +l·D·O) ::;?l·J f II 

20 FOR J=l TO 10 
30 PLOT CODE A$(1),CODE A$(2) 
40 LET A$=A$(3 TO ) 
5 0 t·4 E::·:: T .J 
60 FOR .J=i TO 4 
70 F'PitH riT (1,(1,;"Brn·JL:" .; J 
:::0 LET 1r 1= i 9 
90 FOR X=10 TO 62 
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100 LET 1r'= 1r1+ <I t·W:E'r1$=" 7" At·m 'r1<43 >--(I 11 6" 
AMD 'r')O > 

110 PLOT ::·::" 'r' 
120 Ut·ff'LOT ;:.:; " 1r 1 

140 t·4E::·::T .J 
150 I t·4PUT A$ 
16C1 F.'.UH 
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Missile Attack 
This is a VERY fast-action moving graphics game. You operate the 
laser gun on the left of the screen, and the enemy missiles fly rapidly 
towards you from the right. 

Use keys "6" and "7" to move your laser up and down, and "8" to 
fire. 

The object of the game is to shoot down as many missiles as possi-
ble before either 10 missiles escape being shot down or a single missile 
manages to hit your laser gun. 

A reminder of the current score is flashed on the screen every time 
you score a hit. The first figure shown is your total score, and the second 
is the the number of missiles which have passed you successfully. 

NOTES 

Line 5(]) is the 'laser beam.' Notice that it does not extend right across 
the screen, so you must wait for missiles to come into range. To enter 
line 5(]), use 1 (])'exponentiation symbols'(**), not asterisks. (The result 
is the same, but the exponentiation symbols use less memory). 

Line 35 skips the INKEY$ routine when you are not pressing any 
key. Remove this line if you want to slow the game down slightly. 



5 LET L=O 
1 (1 LET '.:;=L 
15 LET F1==11 
20 LET X=INT <RND*21) 

I AT F' ·' (1.: 11 Ci- ii ,; AT ;:-:; ·' 'r' ,; 11 
( 

11 

35 IF I t·W:E'T':t:.::: 11 6 n GOTO 60 
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40 LET F'=P+ <I W<E'T'$= J; 6" AHD 1 >- ( I t·W:E'r'$= 11 7" At·m F'>O > 
45 IF I t··IKE'r':$>C> n ::: 

11 GOTO 60 
SO F'P I tH AT F' .. 2 .: 11 *'1c+::+::+::+:t.:t.:+:=itoj1:;.Jt:t.:+::+::+::iii::+::t.:+: 11 

55 IF P=X AND Y<21 THEN GOTO 85 

65 IF Y=O THEN LET L=L+1+9*<P=X> 
70 IF L)=10 THEN GOTO 99 
-:it:" ,-., ,-. 
1' ·-' 1_.1_.:1 

80 GOTO 20+10*<Y<>0> 

90 PRHH AT :=< .• 'T'.; 11.f".;'.:;.; 11 _!".;L 
95 iJC1TC1 2(1 
99 I t·-IT Ii 1:;Ar11E Cl 1v1EF.'. JI·' JI '.:;c:c1F.:E 
1 I t·WUT Fit 
105 RUt·4 
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Introduction To Part II 
The 16K RAM-pack is an invaluable add-on to either the Timex 1000 or 
Sinclair ZX81, if it is used wisely. Too many "16K" programs have been 
published which are really nothing more than poorly written 1K or 2K pro-
grams that need the RAM-pack because the writer has not bothered to 
squeeze them into the standard memory space. 

This book is one of the very few which is dedicated exclusively to REAL 
16K programs. If you want programs which you can key in and run in a few 
minutes, then look elsewhere! 

A few of the programs have required 'Americanization' (although they 
were all written in England), and all will work on either Timex or Sinclair com-
puters. 'Coin Analysis' has, of course, been adapted to handle dollars and 
cents instead of the original pounds and pence, but if you want to play 'Pon-
toon,' you must still gamble in pounds. (We have casinos in England, too, 
you know!) 

Roger Valentine 
London, Nov. 1982 
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Listing Conventions 
The following conventions have been used throughout this section. Please 
study them carefu lly before keying in the programs. 

I = The letter I 
1 = The number one 
0 = The letter 0 
(/) = The number zero 
' = The quote image (SHIFT Q) 

+- = Space (WHERE ESSENTIAL AND NOT OBVIOUS) 
# = Inverse space 
j = All items BETWEEN 2 up-arrows are to be entered in 

GRAPHICS 
UNDERLINING = All underlined items are to be entered in INVERSE 

Note: These conventions are as used in Part I, except for the# character 
meaning inverse space. 
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Tarot 

Chapter 8 
Graphics Programs 

Tarot cards are also known as "the devil's picture book,' and a picture 
book is precisely what this program is. Twenty-two different pictures 
are held in memory and selected at random for display. 

Here immediately is a problem and one which will come as a sur-
prise for those of you who thought that buying a 16K RAM-pack would 
forever abolish the dreaded error-code 4 (out-of-memory). 

A screen-full of graphics occupies 22x32 = 704 bytes, so to hold 
22 alternative displays would require 22x704 bytes, which is over 15K! 
Obviously a shorthand method of defining graphics is required. One 
such method would be to use the 'Data Print' technique explained in 
Part I. This would compress ea.ch screen-full of graphics into a string 
of, on average, 100-150 characters in length, so if you want to create a 
'picture book' with over 100 screen 'pages,' this would be the method 
to use. 

However, any intricate method of compressing data is going to re-
quire a correspondingly intricate method of de-coding that data into a 
display, and 'Data Print' has the disadvantage that it takes a long time 
to actually produce each picture. Therefore for 'Tarot,' we have used a 
totally different technique, and the program is really 2 programs in 1, as 
the routine for creating the graphics is actually a free-standing routine 
which you may like to incorporate into other programs of your own. For 
that reason, the routine is described in full, but first a description of 
'Tarot' itself. 

Lines 30-61 set up the array of card names. Don't try to save time 
by entering these in immediate mode, as they are manipulated during 
the course of the program, so must be re-set for each deal (see line 
360). Lines 11 are the standard 'input-verification routine,' which 
you will see used time and time again. (Much better than 'INPUT T' .) 

Line 165 is a POKE worth memorizing: it increases the screen 
display by 2 lines, so that 'PRINT AT 23, . . ... ' becomes valid. (Ad-
dress 16418 contains the number of lines in the lower part of the 
screen. Normally it contains '2,' allowing room for the INPUT prompt 
and the INPUT itself, but you can safely change it to 0 PROVIDED that 
you change it back to 2 before any INPUT is required.) 



10 RHi TAROT 
20 GOTO 1000 
30 DIM C:t.::22.· 20 :i 

TAROT 

40 LET C:t<i>="LE BATELEUF.' · " 
41 LET C:t .:. 2 >=II LA F'AF'E::;:::;E : II 
42 LET C:t :i = 11 L . • IMF'EPATP 1 CE · ;o 

LET C:t•A.>="L. EMF'EF:EUF'. : ;i 

44 LET C:t(5:.0=="LE F'AF'E: II 
45 LET C:t<6.:o="L. AMOUF:EU ::< : ;i 

46 LET Ct C') = ; i L_E CHAF: I OT . II 
47 LE:T C:t<::: .:i =;;LA JU:::TICE : II 

4:::: LET C:t<9>=;;L.EF:t·1ITE: II 

4·::i LET CH 10) =II LA F'OUE DE FOF:TUHE : II 
5(1 LET C:t ( 1 i) ="LA FORCE : II 

LET e:to::12>="LE Fnrnu •" 
52 LET C:t<D>="LA MORT •" 

LET C::t< 14>=;oTEt-iF'EF:AtK:E : ;i 
54 LET Ct< 15)="LE DIABLE : II 
::;5 LET C:t<16>="LA t'1AI:::Ot·4 DE DIEU ;; 
56 LET Ct U ?>="L. ETCIILE : " 
5? LET cti::1:::>="LA LUt·4E •" 
::;::: LET Ct( 19>="LE :::OLE IL: II 
59 LEI C:t0::2Cf:o=;oLE .JUCiEMEtH: II 
60 LET C:t<21>="LE MONDE:" 
61 LET C:t0::22>="LE MAT:" 
70 cu:: 
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:::o FF: I tH TAB 12 ,; 11 TAROT 11 
.; AT 3 .. 3 .: "'r10U MA'r1 ::;ELECT UF' TO 2;;:: 

CARD::; II.: AT 5 " 0 .: II OF THE MA.JOF: II 

'-<k1 F'OVE 1641 ::;: " 2 
100 F'RltH AT 10 .. O.; "Hm·J MAN'r1 CAF.:D::; DO 'r'OU 
i 10 I t·WUT t·4$ 
115 IF tl:t= II II THEt·J GOTO 110 
120 FOF.: .J=1 TO LEN Nt 

IF tUO::.J)("0 11 OR t·J:t(.J))"9" THEN CiOTO 110 
14C1 HE::<T J 
150 LET T='·/AL t·U 
154 IF T>22 THEN GOSUB 800 
155 IF T<l THEN GOTO 100 
i60 DIM F'<T> 
165 F'Of:::E 1641::: .. 0 
1?0 J=l TO T 
i :::o FF: I rH AT .. 5 .: "F'RE:::::: c TO DEAL A cAF:D" 
i :::5 IF I t·H<E11'${) "C" THEN GCITO 1 :::5 
190 LET C=IHT <RND+22)+1 
200 IF CODE C:t(C,1>=0 THEN GOTO 190 
2i0 l_ET F' (.J)=C 

LET Ct 0:: C > = i ; .:..-;'+Ct< C > 
260 c;o:::ur: 600 
2?C1 HE>:T J 
2::::0 F'F:Hn FiT "F'F.:E::s L. TO u::::T 'r'CIUR CARD::;" 
29C1 IF I tH:::E'd>::: :: II L ;; THEtJ GOTO 290 
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Lines 170-270 select the cards. As a card is used, a blank is in-
serted in front of its name (line 220) to signify this. This is clearly an inef-
ficient way of avoiding duplication, and would NOT be recommended if 
a large number of cards were to be dealt. However, for 22 (or fewer) 
cards it does not cause any noticeable delay. 

Subroutine 600 prints the cards, with lines 700-760 printing the 
name in inverse lettering. Subroutine 800 is trivial, but it is a nice form 
of 'idiot-proofing' which lets the user KNOW he is an idiot! 

Graphics Entry Routine 
Line 1000 sets up an array of the 22 pictures, each 20 lines deep (not 22 
as the bottom 2 lines are reserved for the title of the picture) and 24 
characters long. This would seem to restrict the pictures to the 24 left-
most columns of the screen, but in fact the first character of each string 
is a TAB number (0-9; line 1035 ensures this), so that each picture can 
spread across the entire screen, provided that any line requiring 
graphics at the right of the screen does not require any on the left. This 
may sound a little complicated, but by the time you have entered the 22 
pictures for 'Tarot,' you will see how well it works. It actually saves 
about 3.5K; try changing line 1000 to DIM P$(22, 20, 32) and see what 
happens! 

Line 1030 is an 'ultra-shorthand' for entering a blank line: just 
press newline. The routine at 2000 is called by line 1035 whenever a 
line does not begin with a tab number. Usually line 2000 simply rejects 
the input and returns to line 1025 for another. However, if you enter X, 
the previous screen-line will be deleted, to make error correction sim-
ple (lines 2010-2015). 

Line 1040 prints each line of the picture as you go along, and lines 
1050-1080 give you the option to reject the entire picture when it is 
complete. 

RUNNING INSTRUCTIONS 

If you were thinking that 'Tarot' was a nice short program which you 
could key in and run in a few minutes, forget it! Just as the program was 
written in 2 sections, running it involves 2 separate processes as well. 
Before you call up all those pretty graphics with the main program, you 
must first enter them, and this, I am afraid, is a longer job than typing 
the program itself! Don't worry, though, the results are well worth the ef-
fort, so arm yourself with a strong pot of coffee and off you go .... (You 
only have to do this once, by the way, not every time you use the 
program.) 



TAROT (Continued) 

300 CLS 
310 FOR J=1 TO T 
320 PRINT AT J-1.0;J;TAB 4;C$<P<J)) 
330 NEXT J 
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340 PR I NT AT 23. 0; II PRESS NIL TO I1EAL AGAIN II 
350 IF I 118 GOTO 350 
360 GOTO 40 

CL:3 
610 FOR K=1 TO 20 
620 PRINT AT K-1,VAL P$(C,K.1);P$(C,K.2 TO) 
630 K 
700 LET A$= 1111 

710 FOR K=2 TO 20 
720 IF C$(C,K)=":" THEN GOTO 750 
730 LET A$=A$+CHR$ <CODE CC$CC.K))+128) 
740 K 
750 LET C$(C,K>= 11

.,_
11 

760 PRINT AT 21,(32-LEN A$)/2;A$ 
770 RETURN 

PRitH AT 0; ARE ONL1t' 22 CARDS" 
810 FOR J=1 TO 100 
820 .J 
830 LET 
B40 
1000 DIM P$(22,20.24) 
1005 FOR J=1 TO 22 
HH0 CLS 
1015 PRINT AT 21.0;"ENTER GRAPHIC NO.";J 
1020 FOR K=1 TO 20 
1025 INPUT P$(J,K) 
1030 IF P$(.J, K, 1 )="f- 11 LET P$(J .10= 11 0 11 

1035 IF P$(J,K, 1)( 11 0 11 P$(J,IC 1))"9" GOTO 
1040 PRINT AT K-1.VAL P$CJ.K,1>;P$(J,K,2 TO) 
1045 K 
1 (15(1 HH AT 21 • 0; II 0. K. ? ( •: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( II 
1 IF I II II THEN GOTO 1010 
1 (180 IF I 'r'" GOTO 1070 
11.)90 NE>n .J 
1100 CLS 
1110 PRINT SAVE .•"TAROT" II 

1120 ItH AT 2. (1; " ( s TAPE 1 s RUt4t-H t4G) 11 

1130 IF INKE'r'$() 11 :3" THEN GOTO 1130 
114(1 :=:AVE II TAROT II 
1150 
116(1 GOTO 30 
200(1 IF f<=1 P$(J, f::: .• 1 ><> 11

::·::
11 THEN GOTO 1025 

2010 LET K=f<-1 
2015 PF.'. AT f::: -1 ' (1 _; II ( ( •: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( II 

202(1 GOTO 1 (125 
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NOTES 

Once you have typed in the program, please SAVE a copy on tape 
before RUNning. You are strongly urged to do this ALWAYS, and it is 
particularly important with programs using POKE statements, as a sim-
ple mistake could wipe out the entire program. 

When you RUN 'Tarot' for the first time, you will be led straight into 
the graphics entry routine. The 22 pictures are all listed below. Refer to 
the listing conventions (page 74) if you have any problems understand-
ing these rather cryptic lines. Believe it or not, this was the LEAST 
confusing method we could devise for describing Timex 1000 graphics 
in print. (You should have seen some of the ideas we rejected!) Take 
care with the spaces and inverse spaces where they occur within 
graphic strings, and notice also that some cards (L'Empereur and 
Justice) use 'normal' Timex 1000 characters like "O" and":" as well 
as graphics characters. 

Actually this process is a lot simpler than it appears from the 
graphics listings. You will see the pictures being compiled on screen 
line by line, so any errors will be easy to spot. Some of the cards are pic-
tured in Appendix 1 (pages 162-163) so you can see what the end re-
sults should look like. (You may, of course, custom design your own 
tarot graphics. Save your tape of the 'bare' program so that you can 
design as many different sets of cards as you like.) 

When you have entered all 22 pictures, the 'SAVE' routine will be 
called automatically. Make sure that your tape is long enough-we nor-
mally use C30 tapes for 16K programs containing large amount of data. 
The program will then auto-run each time it is loaded, and the graphics 
will be retained. DO NOT press BREAK and then RUN or CLEAR, or 
you will lose the graphics (although they will be retained on the tape, of 
course, so you only have to re-load). If you do press BREAK, then the 
safe way to re-start the program is by entering 'GOTO 40.' 
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T .:;.rot Card I nP1 .. Li st i rr:.1::: 

1 : l_e r:.:c.te letw 2: L.:c. F'.:c.>:·esse 

:::i-t4..;.+374T'11 l 9: : : : : : : t60#6l 
9t5..;.-i;-'r'<:-T431 l 9::: : : : tQHHHH5l 
:::: ·t-::::l·h-++-7 <:-21 l 9 I I t 
::: ·t-
9 ·j-SF'.l·J-i:-:::##5 l 
9·j5f-F.J.J2##1 l 
9..;.-i;-t-2#l·JOL·J64 l 

l 
·tS#HH##L·J l 

l 
l 

9 I l 
t 

t 
l 
t 
t 
l 
t 
l 

:::: : L. I ri1t:·er a.trice 

ne1.1.1 line 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( t34 l 
6 I I I : : : : : t3##4 t 
9: : : : : ·tOHHl·Jt 

t 
t 

9..;... ·t-2F ·t(IOOOOOOO tF 1 t 
9.;-.:-t2FFFFFFFF 1 t 
9-i:--i:-tf1E: : : : : : :::4 l 
9-i:-·to#5774::::77:::L.J t 
9-i:-t## 12l·J..;.-+(! 1 ::::#l·J t 
9t3##4::::: : :::##l 
9 t###5-i:-..;...12-i:-..;...###5 t 
:::: ·rn####<:-2661-i:-#### t 
9 ·tit###L·J4-i:-..;...:;:0###5 l 
9-tS####2771####5t 

::: T:::###L·J t 
6 t 
5t31.;-.:-####..;...'r'66T ..;...####5..;...24 t 

9 ( i: i: i: i: tEF.'.777E75 t 
.;-::;: t 

t 
l 

12E-t+.: 12E5 t 
9..;.....;.....;·titFFFFFFFFF5 t 
9 f-t:- 56 4 f-+-5 ·t-
9 ..;-.:- ·t 

l 
·t· 

9 ·n .;-.:-s.;-t.61 .,__..,_5..,......,....24 t 
B l31-i:-..;...:::2341 <:-(!5..;.....;.....;'r'4 t 

::: ·t-:=:Ol:JHH####### : : : : : : 111 t 
:::: 1 t 
7 ·tf!HHHHH###HHHH#600H5 t 

4 : L. Ernt:•erew-· 

9: : : : : : I\·' 
ne1.1.1 line 
9 : : : : : : : : : t36666 t 
9 : : : : : : t60CiOHHH# l 
9 t3.;.-.:..+6C! ·to tHHH2HHH5 t 
9 ·f(l tHHH2HH5 t 
9<:- ·tit###HHH ·tf1 ·tHHH2# l 
9<:-l2#2F.:#FHH ·tO ·tHHHO t 

·t(I tHH5 l 
9..;.....;...·n <:-7TB##FH ·t(1 "lt-15 t 
9<:-t31 t 

t 
9..;.....;...·rn#<:-::::#### T##630#5 t 
9..;.....;...·t£C!####### T#####5 t 

l 
9 tf::######### 7770## 1 l 
:::: 7 l 
:::: t###### 1 t 
7 t 
7t27P71-t 
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5 : Le Pa.Pe 

9+-l6#6l 
9 ·tf!HHHL·J lf+++'./ 
7 l3G!HHHHHL·J l 
6l3GHHHHHHHW((((E(3#4l 
6lT7E77E77E7t·Ji: o: o: o: o: P#E·t 
6 l52E +-2E +-2E .;-.;-5 i: a: a: o: o: # l 
6 l 
5 +-#-(-2 l 
4 l 

-f-5+-1 l 
4 l 
5 T71 #.;-.;.+1 +-#+-2 l 
5 t·C:##-f-3EL-J+-:::#E5# : : : : : # l 
s·t-##55( ( c:1:::26:::tt•: •: •: ( •: #·t 
4 : : : : # l 
4 ( i: i: i: i: # l 
4 l##5###L·J## 7#L·J# #a: o: a: a: a: # l 
4 a: ( a: i: # l 
4 l 
4 a: i: a: a: i: a: L·J6# l 

?:Le Chariot 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( t 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( tQ#6Q5 t 
9E<EEEEEEEEEE1'QER#ERt 
9-H+'v' I I ( ( c < E 1'Q# < ( < E 0 t 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( tQ## ( ( ( ( 0 t 
9EEEEEEEEEt\3##+-H-6+-E-5t 

EE EE ( E ( ##5++27++51' 
6 titWQ#666 < < < < 8###8H-++581' 

6t52E1+-8###W2####'.-S<<EE55t 

61t·J-H+3E t 
6t25+-<-£++5+-8##5##++5t 

61B5-E-06R#<E<f.8##5t 

9: : : : : \-'I 
ne1.1.1 line 
ne1.1.1 line 
ne1.t1 line 
ne1.1.1 line 
9 ( •: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( i: ( ( ( ( t 
9( •: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 
7 ·t-T7677111 

•: i: ( ( ( ( ( T .._:...'11T f-+:3 t 
51T?.;-.;-:;:GG4'r'743GGTE i: a: Ea: E5l 
4 TOHHG4f+++ T t · 

< i: i: •: 24 t 
4t·21r'a: ( •: ( •: ( •: e: ( •: (E:t 
4l31 a: i: i: a: i: •: : : : : : : 5 l 
5 .;...?6f151r1+-T t 

7 l271 .;-.;-271.;...:3# l 
ne1.1.1 line 
ne1.1.1 line 
ne1.1.1 line 
ne1.1.1 line 

8=La Justice 

new line 
9 '- E E '- < i. tQ#W t 
8################# 
8: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( #< ( ( ( ( ( ( : 
3:(((((((#(((((((: 

8: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( #< ( ( ( ( ( ( : 
8:(((((((#(((((((: 

8:(((((((#(((((((: 

8: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( #< ( ( ( ( ( ( : 
2'./ I I I++: < E E E < < < # < < < E E E E : 
a=<<E<<<<l<'-<EE<< = 
$:(((((((#(((((((: 

a:c<<EE'.<#E<E<<<E: 
6tR###E<EEE<#<EEEER###Et 
7tR#E<EEEEE#'.EEEE<R#Et 
8 t7 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( # ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 7 t 
9(((((((# 

9<'.EEEEE# 
9HHEEE# 



9:L.Ermite 

ni::-w l i ni::-
9 •: i: i: i: i: i: tT'r' t 
9: : : : : ·ta:345t 
9 : : : : : t 

t 
t 

t 
9f-t:3##########4 t 
9 t'.3############4 t 

t 
9f-#f+t:3:3#l·Jf-5f-f-# t 
9<:-#f+·t"88##f-5f+# t 

1 f-5f-f-# t 
t 

4;:.:: I t 
9.:-#.;-.;- t·c:ffiH.:-5.;-.;-# t 
9.:-#.:-+·tf:.;-HH.:-5-i:--i:-# t 

t 
t 

9<:-############ 

11:La Force 

new line 
9 E E ( E E EX I ( E E E E tT 4 t 
9 E E E E E E E E E E < E tTT 4 t 
9EEEEEEEEEEctTf-2t 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 1"26 t 

cc EE EE 'r'6t 
9-c-+1"31,.i1r1Y'r1 E E E E E E E c 76 t 
8 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( y t 
8tR##Q'r11111111r11 E ( E c EE EE EE 5t 
91'2##',.i1T11T11T11T1 E E i: E E E E E E E 5 t 
8tR##74 1,.i1111r11r1E ( ( E '. 37667t 
8 t 
81'31r11

1
1 1 t 

7 t31,.i1r' 1r'1r18##########5 t 
7 t31r1111111111#####77####4 t 
8 t 
9 t#58#7 t 
91"#58# E c c E c 
91it58#E i: EE EE ##1 

t 
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10:La Roue de Fortune 

9-c-+1'37++85f-f-7 4 t 
9f-1'374++85f-f-374 t 

9 t8f-f+248531 f-f+5 t 
9 tT 1 f+f+'r' t 
9############## 
9t5H.-f+T#8'r'c E c E 8t 
9 T ffl5+-'r'f-f+5 t 
9<:- .. T ++85f-f-1r1f-8 t 
9+-"tC:T .:-++85f-f-f-'r'5 t 

T t 
t 

9c cc i: i: t?RE7t 
9 c i: c i: i: i: -r-as t 
9.;-.;.+>::.;-.;-·tas t 
9 ( ( •: ( ( ( 1'2.5 t 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( t 
9i: i: c i: c tT85111 t 
9f-f-########## 

12:Le Pendu 

new line 
9############## 
9#(((((( :t66t+++t 
9# ( E C ( ( ( 185 tE E E E # 
9# ( ( ( ( ( ( t85 ( ( ( # 

9#EEEEE1'Q###5t-c-+# 

tE ( ( E # 
tc c i: c # 

3X I E E c c #### c i: c c # 

9#f+1°'C:5####:::5 t-c-+# 
9#-c-+t2###### 1 
9# c i: i: E c tc i: i: c i: # 
9#-H-++-·t.3## tE ( ( ( ( # 

( ( i: ( # 
9# ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( # 
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La Mort 

netu line 
t 

I I 1 a: e: e: •: e: < '- 'r'4 't 
9t-lT '- a: < a: E i: i: i: '- < 24 l 
9 tT ( < i: ( i: ( i: E ( i: E i: 8 t 
8't8( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( <5l 
:::1537( •: ( ( ( ( ( 
7t:3'r'1 ( f. ( f. ( ( ( ( 

7 ·tat-##61 t-t-'r'C!#t-t-261 t-5 t 
( ( ( ( ( ( 5-t 

8 ·tJr'6 t-f+:31 't 
T t 

8 l 
9 ·t.3## ( 1: ( ( ( 1: # 14.-+J l 
9t-·tRE1r11r11r11r11r11r1#t-t-T t 

< < 1: a: o: a: f. GT l 
( ( ( a::3C!#5l 

l 
a: o: GC!L·J l 

15: Le Di a.b le 

ne1.1.1 line 
9 ·t-:366 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (:;64 ·t· 
7 l6C!####l·Jt-•:-•:-+O####l·J6 l 
6 ·tO#######l·J<:-+O#######l·J l 
5 l 
5 "tf!#E <:-<:-.:-f'.#L·J l 
5 l 
5l#5f+2#6654..;.+J:::66#1..;.+:::# l 
5 t-2431<:-P#1 t-..;.+85 l 
5 l2#..:-t!-+-i:-#5T'r'..;.+ T'r':::#.;....:..++# 1 l 
6 l# 6 ,:..+..:--::: ..:-'11 # 12 # T t-5 ..:-..;.+6 # l 

: : : : : :::.;....:..++7·t· 
1 t-T l 

9t!--+t-l24,.:-..:....,:..J1 l 
9t!-+t!-+"t'r't-77t-T l 
9.;.+..;.+l2034l·J 1 l 
9 >·=: 

1
·/ ..;-.:+ ·t51r1 T ::: ·t· 

9: : : : : ·h::'r'T5l 
9-: a: ( .: ( ·t-:::'r'T5 ·t· 
9 : : : : : : ·tJr'T l 

14 : T emt:•er.:..nce 

9( ( (a: a: i·::I 1
·/ 

9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( l64 l 
9 a: a: a: i: < < i: a: a: a: < 1T t-24 l 
9 i: i: a: a: a: a: a: i: a: E < l246T t 
9 a: a: a: i: < < a: o: l 
9a: a: a:< a: a:<'- 't8#6_:.#H#H#5l 
:::ia: o: E a: a: lDDA:::## •. )tH#H#5 l 
9..;.+lDAAAAAt:#? .;,_ #H#H#5 l 
9 lDAAASt-..;.+81.;-2#H#725 l 
71'66666 •: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 7 l 
7l2###1 't 

7 l 
7l#####1 t-5 l 
6 ·t·C:HHHHH5:31 't 
7l#####'r'1 't 
7 l 
7l:3###4't 
7·t77777l 

16: La Maison de Dieu 

9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( •: ( l4 1· 
9::::::::::::::::::: lTl 

tTl 
Tl 

Tl 
Tt!-+24Tl 

9 t!-++-t:- ·!'# ""4 ::: ::: t!-+2 l 
3>=: 10/l : : : : : : : l###l·W:lh-6 l 

9 t!-++-t:- l# # H H # # ..,.....,_5 l 
l 

i: a: Cl 
9 .;.....:.+ ·n# #### # 44'-+::: t 
9..;.+·t-:;:########4 l 
9,:..+-l#### 12####..;..-::;: l 
9..,......,... ·tit## 5 t!-+t: # # # l 
9t!-+tit##5,:..+-B###•: a: Cl 
9..,......,... ·tit## 5 ..;.+::: # # # l 



:::::+:..;..:+...;..:+. 
4*** 1*********(((((* 4*** ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( :+: 

5* ( ( ( ( ( ( ( :+:4..;-:t 
9E ( 0: 0: ( *** 
9************* 9 ( ( ( ( ( *** ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( :+: 
9E ( ( ( :+:..;-:+...;-:+.1: ( 1: ( ( ( 

( ( ( ( ( ( 
( ( ( ( ( ( :+:** 

9 ( ( ( ( ( ( * ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ********* 9 ( ( ( ( ( ( :+: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( *** 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( •: ( ( ( •: ( ( •: 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( •: •: ( •: •: ( :+: 

19 : Le ::;o lei l 

ne•.1.1 line 
·t-

9 T t 
9 t 
81"24244'-1114'-111 T..;-::::131 t 
::: t42424"'"67764'-31 :31 :::: l 
::: 1 :31 ·t· 
::;: ·tJr'243167437624:::: 1 T t 
2:=< I 12.;...£. o: o: G..;-124 T t 
7 •l 

::: t 
::: tl 31244'-26614'-31242 t 
::n·::::1 :3126i: i: ( u.::12424t 
:::: n 31:31476674'-4'r'242 t 
8t3131 T:3144411'24'r'24t 
91"31 T:31 
9t1 T31 t 
9 t231 T t-++-5..;-..;-241

112 t 
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9•: ( ( ( •: ( "t66·t· 
9E EE EE tO###l•Jl 

9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( t#5 l 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( t#5 t 
9 i: i: i: i: i: i: i: ( tJE t 
9:::::::: t1 t 
ne1.1.1 line 
:::::=-:'.'./I I I ( i: i: i: i: i: t :::: 124 t 
9f-l4..;.....;..++'r'T t 
9..;- ·tr"r'H-•:·Ol·Jh+ TT t 

t 
9f-l24 73####47::::1 l 
94'-l2T7'r'####T7'r' 1 t 
9H-l271 T##'r'271 t 

t · 
9..,_..,_·h::f-T:2:##4'r'f-5 t 
9 : : : : : : tF.:E t 
9: : : : : : tT'r't 
ne1.1.1 line 

ne1.1.1 line 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( t30# t 
9i:i:i:i:i:i:i:((((((1Q##Et 
9 ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( •: t3### 1 t 
9 i: o: i: i: i: ( i: ( ( i: 1f!##E 1 t 
9>=:::-:: ( ( ( ( ( ( t30## 1 t 
9 : : : : : : : t6### 1 t 
9( i: i: i: i: t::::o##El t 

94'--4'-l3C!##E 1 t 
94'-t6###EAAA#AAA t 
7t66####14!AA#AAA l 
1 t3666####### 1 <:-+HAA#AAA t 

1 l 
21iH·JF.:#####E ( i: ( i: nAA#AAR l 

i: i: i: i: i: nAA#AAR t :3 tP#l·JF.:##5 ( i: ( i: i: nAA#AAA t 
4 tf.:#l·JF.:#5 t 
5·W#l·JF.:t 
6t7#C!t 
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21: Le Monde 

9f-++-i:-l:34:3#f-:34 l 
9-H+l:3##6#6##4 l 
9-H+l##7###7## l 
9t+..:-l# 1f-2#1 f-2# l 
9.:-++·t5.:-++7.:-++:::: t 
9: : : : : : t:374 l 
9 : : : : : l:314'-24 t 
9: : : : : l5t-t:-+Ol 
::: T ·t· 
6 lT 4m·B'r'4'-5f-+ T .;-+::;::..;-T 40L·J3'r' l 
6 ·f' 
6 ·l 
7 ·tv # # T f-+5f-+2 4 ..;-::: ..,.....,_•r1## T l 
::: f-5f-+*-## l 

9 : : : : : 1 f-+5 l 
9.;-t:-++++·t•r1f-Tl 

si : : : : : : l2..,...1 l 

Un-numbered:Le Mat 

ne1.u line 
ne1.l1 line 
ne1.1.1 line 
9f-·tf!##6f-+ T77'r' l 
9 l 
::: .:+i:+24 l 
:::: K!######l·J : : : : : 'r' l 
7 ·h::##EF.:####..,.....,_ T'r'..,.....,...5 l 
7 tO#E f-2####..;..:31..;..'r'4'r' l 
6K!#1 -H+######..;..+-..;-26l·J l 
50f-++-i:-l:3#l·J6 i: i: C4l·J ti: o: i: o: o: 0 
9..;-·t-## 161 T62#5 l 

9 ..;- ·t"# 4 f-f-4 'r' f-i:-05 l 
9 .;-+ lF: f-4 213 ..;-# l 

9f-f-+t•r•..;-77..;-Tl 
T5 l 

9 t-66604 77:3l·J666 l 
6 W#######l·JO#######l·Jl 
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Graphics 
If I were to mention the words 'sketch-pad program,' I am sure that 
many readers would skip over this section and go on to something 
more original. But 're-inventing the wheel' is not always as fruitless a 
task as it is made out to be, and sometimes it is possible to find a new 
and improved solution to an old problem by approaching it from a new 
angle. 

There are 2 aspects to screen drawing; positioning the cursor and 
defining the actual graphic character to be 'drawn.' Most sketch-pad 
programs give top priority to the first of. these, but make changing the 
character difficult or even impossible. Consequently they tend to pro-
duce 'line drawings' which fail to make the most of the Timex 1000's 
already limited graphic capabilities. This program gives equal priority 
to cursor position and character changes, by operating in 4 totally 
distinct 'modes' (or 5, if you include the SAVE option). 

In CONTROL mode, a flashing X cursor can be moved about the 
screen at will using the 'arrow' keys 5 to 8. To switch to 1 of the 3 DRAW 
modes, just touch the appropriate key; G for Graphics, N for Normal 
(alphanumeric) characters, or R for Reverse characters. (Also, 
because key 9 says 'GRAPHICS' on it, I have allowed this to be used as 
well as G to enter Graphics mode.) This causes a different flashing cur-
sor to appear, and the required characters can then be drawn directly 
from the keyboard, without using the Shift key. In all 3 DRAW modes, 
the cursor will move 1 position to the right after each character is 
drawn, and will 'wrap around' the right-hand side of the screen to ap-
pear on the left of the next line. (Actually the 'wrap around' is 'con-
tinuous,' which means that if the cursor is taken off the bottom right of 
the screen, it will appear at the top left. Note that wrap around only 
occurs in DRAW modes; in CONTROL mode the cursor is restricted to 
the screen boundaries. 

To change to a different character set, or to move the cursor to 
another position in CONTROL mode, press Newline, and the X cursor 
wi II reappear. 

A complete description of all 5 modes follows below: 

CONTROL MODE 

Flashing X cursor: Keys 5, 6, 7, 8 (direction), S, G, R, N and 'Graphics' 
(9) are enabled. The cursor will travel through existing characters 
without deleting them. 
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10 LET G$=" ( ( '- o: '- ( ( 

20 LET P=0 
30 LET Q=0 
40 LET 
50 LET 
60 I tH AT 'r', 
70 LET O=PEEK (PEEK 16398+256*PEEK 16399) 
E:0 PRINT 11 >:: 11 

90 LET 
95 LET Q='r' 
100 LET A$=INKEY$ 
110 IF A$= 11 5 11 LET 
120 IF A$= 11 8 11 THEN LET 
13(1 IF A$= 11 6 11 LET 
140 IF A$= 11 7" LET (J='r'-('r')0) 
150 IF A$="9 11 OR A$= 11 C; 11 THEN GOTO 5(10 
160 IF A$= 11 R 11 THEN GOTO 60£1 
1 70 IF A$= II II GOTO 7(10 
180 IF A$= 11 S 11 THEN GOTO 20(10 
190 PRINT AT Y,X;CHR$ 0 
200 GOTO 40 
500 REM GRAPHICS 
505 LET 
510 IF I 11 9" OF'. I 11 G 11 THEN GOTO 510 
520 PR It4T AT 'r', ::-::; 11 G11 

530 LET A$=INKEYS -
540 IF AS=CHR$ 118 THEN GOTO 90 
550 IF A$=CHF.:$ 119 OR A$= II II THEN G0:3UB 80(1 
560 IF 8$( II 1 11 OF.: A$) II z II THEN GOTO 
570 LET A$=G$(CODE AS-28) 
580 GOSUE: 
590 PRINT AT Y,X;CHRS 0 
595 GOTO 52(1 

REM 
605 LET 0=(1 
61(1 IF THEN GOTO 61t1 
62(1 I NT AT 'r' _. _; 11 F.: 11 

LET AS= I t·4KE'r'$ -
640 IF A$=CHRS 118 THEN GOTO 90 
650 IF A$=CHRS 119 THEN GOSUB 800 
660 IF A$(CHF.:$ 11 OR A$) II z II GOTO 690 
670 LET A$=CHR$ (CODE A$+128) 
6E:0 GOSUB 
690 PF.'.INT AT Y,X;CHF.'.$ 0 
695 GOTO 62(1 
700 REM NOF.:MAL 
7(15 LET 0=(1 
710 IF GOTO 71(1 
720 PRHff AT 'r' .. )·=: .; "N" 
730 LET 
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GRAPHICS MODE 

Flashing G cursor: All alpha and numeric keys will produce the graphic 
character shown on the key, or SPACE, where there is no graphic 
shown on the key, or INVERSE SPACE: key 2. The RUBOUT (delete) 
key (0) will work with OR WITHOUT using Shift. 

REVERSE MODE 

Flashing R cursor: All keys will give the Reverse (or Inverse) of their 
normal character (except Space, of course, which will Break the pro-
gram-use Graphics mode to obtain Inverse space). 

The Shift key must be used to RUBOUT, as the inverse zero 
character on this key may also be required . 

NORMAL MODE 

Flashing N cursor: All keys give their normal character (except space, 
as above-use either Graphics or Control mode if you require spaces). 

Again, Shift must be used to obtain rubout. 

SAVE MODE 

There is very little point in creating a beautiful screen drawing if you 
cannot save it on tape for recall later. Save mode, obtainable from con-
trol mode by touching key S, stores the entire screen display in a string 
array, and then allows the program, with the stored display to be SAVEd 
in the normal way. It is NOT necessary at this stage to decide that the 
drawing is 'complete,' LOADing a previous drawing from tape will allow 
the option of simply displaying the picture on screen or of continuing to 
work on it. 

Note that formation of the array takes about 90 seconds. The in-
dication that Save mode has in fact been entered is that the cursor 
disappears altogether when key S is pressed. 

NOTES 

This is a very easy program to type in, as the 3 DRAW routines (at lines 
500, 600 and 700) are very similar, and all 3 may be entered at once 
using the Edit function to renumber the lines immediately after you 
have entered them. 



GRAPHICS (Continued) 

740 IF A$=CHR$ 118 THEN GOTO 90 
750 IF A$=CHR$ 119 THEN GOSUB 800 
760 IF A$= II II THEt·4 GOTO 79(1 
7::::0 GC6UB 1000 
790 PRINT AT Y,X;CHR$ 0 
795 GOTO 720 
:;::(1£1 REM RUBOUT 
:=:10 PRHlT AT 1

T
1 

•• ::-::.:
11 <:- 11 

::::20 LET ::-::=;.::-1 
830 IF X>=0 THEN GOTO 870 
840 LET ::·::=31 

LET 1T'='r'-1 
860 IF Y<0 THEN LET Y=21 
:::70 LET A$= II II 

880 RETUF.:t·4 
10(1(1 REM PF.: I tH 
1010 PRINT AT Y,X;A$; 
1020 LET ::-:;=::-:;+ 1 
1030 IF X<32 THEN GOTO 1070 
1 (140 LET )<=0 
1 (150 LET 1T1=1T'+ 1 
1060 IF Y=22 THEN LET Y=0 
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1070 LET O=PEEK <PEEK 16398+256tPEEK 16399) 
1 (180 RETURN 

F:EM :::H·..'E 
2005 PR I tH AT 1T1

) ::-::; II ..;-
11 

2010 DIM SS<22,32) 
2020 FOR Y=1 TO 22 
2030 FOR X=1 TO 32 
2040 PRINT AT Y-1,X-1; 
2050 LET S$(Y,X)=CHRS PEEK <PEEK 16398+256tPEEK 16399) 

NE)<T )-:; 
2070 ND::T 1T1 

2080 CL:::; 
2110 PR I t-n 11 :;cREEN :::;ToRED IN ARRA'1' ::;s < ::. • 11 

212c1 PF.: nn AT 2 .. "Et-ff EF.: NAME oF GF.:APH I c: - 11 

2130 I t·4PUT N$ 
2140 IF II II THEt·4 GOTO 213(1 
2150 PRitH AT 4, £1 .; "::;TART TAPE, THEt·4 PF.:E::;::; ::;; TO ::H·/E 11 

2400 IF I t-4KE'r'$() 11
:;

11 THEt·4 GOTO 2400 
2500 ::;;A'./E NS 
2600 CL:::; 
29(1(1 PF.: nn 11 PRE::;::; D TO DI ::WLA1T1 ::;;cREEt·4" 
3(1(1(1 PR I NT AT 5 .. o; 11 OF: C TO DI ::;PLA'r' At·m COtH I t·4UE 11 

3050 LET IS=INKEY:t 
31(1(1 IF U<>"II" AtiD U<> 11 C" THEt·4 GOTO :X15(1 
3110 FOR Y=1 TO 22 
3120 PRINT AT Y-1,0;SS<Y> 

130 NE::-::T 'r' 
314(1 IF U= 11 D11 THEt·4 GOTO 3140 

GOTO *3 
9(H)(1 :::;A"o..'E II GRAPH I c::; II 
9(1(15 RUN 
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Line 10 contains a string of all the available graphics characters, in 
the order of their corresponding keys, with spaces in the string for each 
key which does not have a graphic on it. Note the inverse space cor-
responding to the Z key, which is necessary because the normal 
Space/Break key cannot be used during the program run . You may of 
course change line 10 so that other characters (e.g., Normal or Inverse 
+, key K) are available in Graphics Mode. 

Variables P, Q, X and Y are the previous and current Print coor-
dinates, which are altered by the INKEY$ routine (lines 100-140). Line 
70 PEEKS the character which occupies the current PRINT AT posi-
tion, and saves it in variable 0, so that it may be replaced once the cur-
sor has passed over it. Lines 505, 605 and 705 reset 0 to zero so that, in 
DRAW modes, existing characters can be overwritten. 

Lines 510, 610 and 710 are very important but often forgotten 
whenever INKEY$ has been used to cause a program 'branch.' Ob-
viously it is necessary to detect that the finger has been removed from 
the key before proceeding with the Print routine, or you will get a string 
of unwanted Rs appearing every time you enter Reverse mode. 

CHR$ 118 (lines 540, 640 and 740) is the Newline character which 
causes each of the DRAW routines to return to the normal CONTROL 
routine. CHR$ 119 is the RUBOUT character. Note that line 550 differs 
from 650 and 750 in that it regards key 0 as the same as RUBOUT (in 
Graphics mode only). 

The Rubout routine beginning at line 800 works in the reverse 
manner to the Print routine beginning at line 1000. Compare lines 
820-860 and lines 1020-1060, both of which allow cursor 'wrap 
around' with lines 110-140, which keep the cursor within the screen 
boundaries. 

The Save routine beginning at line 2000 again uses the technique 
of PEEKing the 'contents of the contents' of system variable DF-CC 
(PRINT AT) to transfer each screen character into a 2-dimensional 
array S$. 

The program, along with this array, is SAVEd at line 2500, so that 
on subsequent LOADing, the program will continue from this point. 
Line 3140 is an endless loop which enables the screen display to per-
sist forever (or until Break is pressed), without being spoiled by the 
'end-of-program' report code. 

Finally, lines 9000 and 9005 are used in nearly all the programs in 
this book. They are normally not an essential part of the program 
(though there are exceptions-see 'Kami Kazi Drive'), but are included 
so that all the programs may be SAVEd by typing 'GOTO 9000,' which 
will then cause them to run automatically straight from loading. 
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Pontoon 

Chapter 9 
Game Programs 

This is NOT the same game of Pontoon as the one you will find played 
at your local neighbourhood casino! 

In Part I, there are several casino simulations, all of which serve to 
prove that the casino ALWAYS has the advantage over the player. 
Historically, however, th is has not always been the case. In com-
paratively recent times, pontoon was played accoring to rules which, 
amazingly, were not only 'fair,' but which actually save the player using 
optimum strategy a marginal advantage over the casino. Unfortunate-
ly, these rules are no longer in force, but this program is an attempt to 
reconstruct those glorious bygone days. 

Of course, you must still play VERY well to actually make a profit 
even when playing this 'old-rules' game. In certain respects, the 
'house rules' employed in the program are even harsher than those in 
force in present-day casinos. There is no such thing as a 'stand off'; if 
player and dealer have equal hands, then the dealer wins! Also, the 
dealer (i.e., the computer) derives an advantage from the fact that 
there is only 1 player (yourself) to compete against. For example, if you 
have a 5-card trick, and the dealer has a score of 20 with 4 cards, in any 
'real-life' situation the dealer would obviously stand, conceding defeat 
to you, but almost certainly beating most of the other players. With no 
other players involved, however, the dealer might just as well take a 
fifth card , in the unlikely hope of drawing an ace, and indeed that is 
what the computer would do according to the strategy of this program. 

NOTES 
A program of this length can be very easily understood if it is split into 
several distinct sections. I haven't used REM statements to distinguish 
the sections, but you may add your own if you find them helpful. The 
main sections are: 

5-50 Initialization 
5-110 The deal 
115-445 Player's cards and options 



1 GOTO 9(1 l (1 
5 DIM T$(2 .. 5 .. 3> 
6 UIM T(2) 
7 DIM A$(4 .. 13> 
1 f1 PAt·m 
15 LET HDSC II 

LET 10f10-

PONTOOt·4 

25 LET F.:$= I HJ I ST 11 

3(1 LET Ti:: 1>=0 
35 LET T(2)=(1 

FOR .J= 1 TO 4 
45 LET A$ ( J) =II A234567:39T JC!K II 
5(1 t·4D<T .J 
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55 PF.'. I NT 11 'r'OUP : : : : : 'r'OU HAVE £ 11 
; t·4 

60 PF.'. I NT AT 11 ·' 0 _; II DEALEP:::; CAF.:D::; II 
65 LET P=2 

LET 0=1 
75 G0:3UB 5(10 
:::o LET A= 1 
B5 LET B=l 
9(1 G0:3UB 10(10 
95 LET P= 1:3 
1 (10 GOSUB 60(1 
105 LET A=2 
110 CiOSUI: 10(n) 
115 PF.'. ItH AT 21 .• :3; '"r'OUF.: ::;TAKE £ ( 1 (1)" 
12(1 INPUT l·J$ 
125 IF l·J:t-= 1111 THEt·4 LET l·J$="10" 
130 FOR .J=l TO LEN W$ 
135 IF OP W$(.J>> 11 9 11 THEN GOTO 12(1 
140 t·4E:>::T J 
145 LET ::;='.,.'AL l·l$ 
150 IF S<10 OR S)1000 THEN GOTO 120 
155 LET ::;1=S 
160 oo::;u:t: 560 
165 PPINT AT 0 .. 25;N 
170 LET P=2 
175 LET 0=7 
18f1 c;cr:;tJB 500 
1 :::5 LET A= 1 
190 LET B=2 
195 oo::;uB 1 
2f1(1 LET P= 13 
205 LET A=2 
210 oo:;:;uB 6f10 
215 oo:::;UB 1 (1(U3 
220 IF T< 1 )=21 THEN LET F.::t= 11 PONTOOt·4" 
225 POKE 16418 .. 0 
230 pp I AT 23 .. 0 _; II ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( II 

235 PPINT AT 23,(30-LEN R$)/2;P$ . 
240 IF B=5 OR LEN RS<10 THEN GOTO 700 
245 LET IS=INKEYS 
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700-745 Reveal dealer's first 2 cards 
750-830 Dealer's additional cards 
2000-2110 End options 
3000-6100 Scoring 
9000- Rules 
Subroutines: 
500-550 Print card outline 
560-585 Update 'cash' display 
600-630 Print card back 
1000-1110 Select card 
1200-1270 'Ace-reduction' 

INITIALIZATION 
A full pack of cards is held in array A$, with the suit being defined by the 
corresponding element of S$. Scores are held in array T (1 =player; 
2 =computer), with the actual cards (maximum 10 required) held in T$. 
N is the player's current 'capital.' R$ is a 'report string.' 

The use of the report string in this program is two-fold. Not only is it 
a device for displaying user information on the screen, it also provides 
game status information for the computer's.own use. At several points 
the program branches according to the contents of R$ (see lines 240, 
700, 740, etc.). 

THE DEAL 

The mechanics of the game require that a card is dealt to both players, 
the initial stake is placed, and then a second 2 cards are dealt. This 
complicates matters slightly; it would be simpler from a programming 
point of view if all the player's options were completed first, and then 
the dealer's cards dealt out. However, this alternation between player 
and dealer is achieved by use of a 'flag' A (1 =player; 2 =dealer), a 
'pointer' B (which represents the number of cards held by each player), 
and 2 'print pointers,' P and Q (P = line; Q = column at which the card 
is to be printed). 

The actual printing of the cards is then delegated to the 2 
subroutines 500 (card outline) and 600 (card back-the dealer's cards 
are not revealed at this stage). Subroutine 1000 selects a card from the 
pack; line 1050 assigns it to the appropriate position in T$, and line 
1060 prints it within the correct card outline. 
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PONTOON (Continued) 
250 IF l$() 11 B" AND I$() 11 S11 AND I$()"T" THEN GOTO 245 
255 PRINT AT 23,0;"<(E((((<<<<(E(<c <<<<<<<<<<<(E(EE 11 

260 IF l$="S" THEN GOTO 700 
265 IF I$= 11 B" AND LEN R$=25 THEN GOTO 400 
270 IF I$() 11 T" THEN GOTO 235 
275 LET 
280 GOTO 415 
400 LET S=S+S1 
405 GOSUB 560 
415 LET A=l 
420 LET B=B+l 
425 LET Q=Q+6 
430 LET P=2 
435 GOSUB 500 
440 GOSUB 1000 
445 GOTO 225 
500 PRitH AT P, Q; 11 1£777Rt" 
510 FOR K=l TO 5 
520 PR I NT TAB Q; II 'tSH+S t" 
530 K 
540 PR I tH TAB Q; II 1'W666Q t" 
550 RETURN 
560 LET 1 
565 PRINT AT 21,20; 11 <<((( 11 

570 PRINT AT 21,20;S 
575 PIZ: ItH AT 0 > 25; II ( ( ( ( ( ( II 

580 PRINT AT 0,25;N 
585 F:ETUF:N 
600 FOR K=0 TO 6 
610 PIUNT AT P+K, Q; 11 1'HHHHHt 11 

620 
630 RETURN 
70f1 IF R$ ( 1 ) = ".B:' THEN GOTO 2000 
705 LET A=2 
710 LET P= i:3 
715 FOR Q=1 TO 7 STEP 6 
72f1 GOSUB 50f1 
725 PRINT AT P+1,Q+l;T$(2,INT (Q/7)+1) 
7:;:f1 NE)-ff Q 
7::::5 IF T<2>=21 THEN GOTO 3000 

IF F::td )="P 11 GOTO 400f1 
745 LET B=2 -
750 IF B=4 AND T(2))16 THEN GOSUB 1200 
755 IF T<2><17 OR R$(1)="F" THEN GOTO 800 
760 LET D:t=STR$ CTC2)+1) -
765 IF T ( 2) =21 THEN LET D$= 11 PotHOONS I 5 11 

77(1 LET D$= 11 DEALER +Ir$ 
775 
:::f1(1 
:::(15 
:::rn 
B15 
:::2(1 
:::25 

GOTO 6000 
LET B=B+1 
CiO'.:;UB 5f10 

1 
LET Q=Q+6 
IF T<2))21 THEN GOTO 4500 
IF B=5 THEN GOTO 3500 
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PLAYER'S CARDS AND OPTIONS 

This section is quite straightforward, lines 115-220 accepting the stake 
and calling the same 3 subroutines as above to print the second cards, 
and lines 225-445 forming a loop for as many additional cards as are 
required. The string in line 230 (and subsequently) is 32 spaces, used 
to clear a screen line of unwanted text. There is a much neater way of 
doing this, which will be used in later programs, but I will try and keep 
things simple at this stage. 

Line 125 is a useful way of setting a 'default' parameter, so that the 
player merely has to press Newline when a particular entrv is exoected. 
Here the default stake is set to £ 10; carefree players may prefer to in-
crease the default value to something higher. The POKE in line 225 is 
the same as was used in 'Tarot,' to increase the size of the screen. The 
INKEY$ routine to enter the player's selection (lines 245-270 is con-
ventional, but with a slightly unusual variation. Once option T (Twist) 
has been selected, R$ is re-defined (line 275), so that the player is no 
longer offered the option to Buy. Therefore line 265 not only detects the 
key depressed (INKEY$), but also the current value of R$. (LEN 
R$ = 25 only when R$ includes the word BUY, as defined in line 25.) 

DEALER'S CARDS 

Fortunately the dealer's options in Pontoon are clearly defined by 
the rules of the game, so there is very little need to give the computer 
any 'intelligent' strategy (other than, as already mentioned, the ability 
to play on regardless of the consequences whenever the player has a 
5-card trick-see line 755). Line 750 is the only other sign of 'computer 
intelligence': if the dealer holds, say, ace, 2, 3 and 4, making a total of 
10 or 20, the computer will not stick on 20 but will reduce its ace-count 
and take the inevitable 5-card trick (see the 'subroutines' section 
below). 

The 'dealer' section commences with the overprinting of the 2 card 
backs with the (already selected) cards themselves (lines 705-730) 
and then continues addinq cards in much the same way as before. 
Note line 700, which detects if the player has 'bust,' in which case the 
entire dealer section is skipped. 0$ is a second 'report string,' which 
serves a similar dual function to R$, but which this time contains infor-
mation concerning the dealer's hand. 

END OPTIONS 

Another completely conventional INKEY$ routine which branches 
either to line 25 to continue the game, or to a comparatively trivial (user-
friendly is the more polite term) game summary and ending. 



PONTOON (Continued) 
CiOTO 750 

1000 LET X=INT <RNDt52)+1 
1010 FOR J=l TO 4 
1015 IF X<=13 THEN GOTO 1040 
1020 LET ::-::=::<-1 
1030 NE>::T .J 
1041:'.1 IF At ( .J" II THEN GOTO 1000 
1050 LET T:tO::A .. E:S=A:t<.J .. ::-::)+ 11 .:-"+:::;:t O::.J > 
1 055 LET A$ ( .J) :::: ) =II;:.:: II 
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1060 IF A=l OR B>2 THEN PRINT AT P+l,Q+l ; T:t<A .. B) 
1070 IF X>10 THEN LET X=10 
1080 LET T<A>=T<A>+X 
1085 IF X=l THEN LET T<A>=T(A)+10 
1090 IF T(A))21 THEN GOTO 1200 
1100 IF A=l At·m B=5 THEt·l LET R:t="FI '·/E CARD TF:IC:f::: " 
1110 F'.ETUF:t·l 
1200 FOR J=l TO B 
1210 IF T:t<A .. .J .. 1 >="A" THEN GOTO 1250 
1220 NE::-::T .J 
12:30 IF A= 1 THEt·l LET F::t= II BIJ:::;T II 
124(1 GOTO 1110 
1250 LET T<A>=T(A)-10 

LET T$(A, .J .• 1 )="A" 
1270 GOTO 1100 -
2000 POKE 16418 .. 2 
2010 PRHH AT 15 .. 13.; "PRE::;::; D TO DEAL" 
2020 F'R I tH AT 1 7" 13 _; II OF'. 0 TO FI I :;H II 
2030 LET l$=INKEY$ 
2040 IF I:t<>"O" At-rn I:t<>"D" THEN GOTO 2(00 
2050 CL::; 
2060 IF I$= II D II THEt·l GOTO 25 
2070 LET I$= II LO::;T II 

20:=:0 IF t·D·l(100 THEN LET 
2090 PRitH "'r'OU 11 j It .; 11 f:" _;AB::; (N-1000) 
2100 PRitH AT 10 .. 0.; "THAt·H::S FOF: F'LA'T'lt·lG. II 

2110 GOTO 9999 
LET D$= II DEALEF: HA::; POtHOOt·l II 

3010 IF F::t( 1 >= 11£: 11 THEt·l GOTO 
3020 GOTO 3520 
3500 LET D:t= II DEALEF: HA:3 5 CAF.:D TF.'. I CK II 
3510 IF Rt< 1 )="F" THEt·l GOTO 6000 
3520 LET H2 ) =50 

LET 
3540 LET :::>::;:t2 
3550 GOTO 6000 
4000 LET Dt="TOO GOOD" 
4010 LET T(1)=9f1 
4020 GOTO 
4500 LET Dt="DEALEF.: HA:3 BU::;T" 
4510 LET T<2>=0 
452(1 IF Rt( 1 ) ="F" THEt·l GOTO 
6000 LET I$= II DEALEF: t·t:; II 
6010 IF T<1><=T ( 2) THEN GOTO 6040 
6020 LET I:t="'r'OU 
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SCORING 

I won't bother to trace the various spaghetti-like paths through this sec-
tion, as all the possible outcomes of a game must be accounted for, 
however unlikey. (Line 3510, for example, prevents the stake from 
being doubled when both player and dealer have a 5-card trick.) Suf-
fice it to say that all paths lead to line 6000, where the winner is 
declared. Note that lines 6110 and 2Q)1Q)-202Q) print the same message 
at alternative positions on the screen, depending on the number of 
cards displayed-a totally unnecessary cosmetic touch which never-
theless adds a touch of variety to the otherwise mundane process of 
message display. 

RULES 

All the rules and running instructions are contained in the listing itself. 
The rules are placed at the END of the program beginning at line 9Q)8Q) 
for 2 very practical reasons. From the computer's point of view, it is 
desirable for the most frequently called lines to occur near the start of a 
program, and although, in the interests of 'structured programming,' it 
is seldom possible to adhere to this guideline very closely, it is clearly 
sensible to place seldom-used instruction lines at the end. The real 
reason, however, is that programmers invariably add instructions to 
their programs only as an afterthought (if at all!) when the program is 
virtually completed, by which time there is nowhere else to put them 
other than at the end! 

Note that the spacing in these PRINT lines is designed to create a 
pleasing appearance on the screen, which unfortunately makes them 
look rather odd when LISTed. Where 2 words are printed together 
(e.g., MINIMUMBET in line 9110), you should enter them like this as 
they will be split onto two screen lines when the program is run. Similar-
ly, double spaces should be entered exactly as printed. 

The INKEY$ routine at lines 9150)-9190) is rather interesting. The 
rules are to be displayed on screen until the user starts the game by 
pressing D. To make the display slightly more interesting, the figures 
£ 8Q)Q)Q) are flashed (normal and inverse), NOT continuously, but in a 
regular pattern, with the inverse figures persisting for a short time be-
tween bouts of flashing. Notice that the INKEY$ line itself (9160) is call-
ed almost continuously, and that the 'flash subroutine' (93Q)Q)) is very 
short. Whenever you use INKEY$ to detect a user response, beware of 
long loops which would cause a delay in a keypress being detected . 



6030 
6040 
6050 
606(1 
6070 
6075 
6080 
6085 
6090 
610(1 
6110 
6120 
6130 
90(10 
9010 
9020 
9030 
9040 
9050 
9060 
9070 

9090 
9100 
9110 

9120 

9130 
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PONTOON (Continued) 
LET N=tHS+S 
PR I tH AT 2:3, 0; II ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( II 

PRINT AT 23,(30-LEN D$)/2;D$ 
FOR J=1 TO 40 

J 
OOSUB 575 
PR I tH AT 21 ) 0; II ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 1: ( ( ( ( ( 1: •: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( •: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( II 

PR I tH AT 23 > 0 .: II ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( II 

PF.:rnT AT 21 .. 0; u; 11 £"; s 
IF B=2 THEN OOTO 2000 
PRitH AT 23, 0; "PRESS D TO DEAL OR Q TO FitHSH" 
POKE 16418,2 
OOTO 203(1 
SAVE 
Pl': I tH AT 10, 12; II 1£77777771": t 11 

PR ItH TAB 12; II t51f'Ot-HOOtH8 t" 
I tH TAB 12 j II -tt·J6666666Q t" 

PRINT AT 18,25;"BY V+H" 
FOR J=1 TO 50 
NEXT J 
CLS 
PR I tn TAB 10; "Hou::;E PULES" 
PRitH AT 3, (1; :::TAKE: £10(10" 
PRitH "MIN. STAKE: £1(1" 
PR 1 tn " (JUST 1 M 1t-41 MUMBET) " ; AT 

8, 0; w It-4:3 EG!UAL 
Pl': I NT AT 10 .. 0; "'r'OU MA'r' HJ I ST OR BU'r' D=:TRA 11 

.: 

AT 12 .. o; 11 cAi:rn TR 1 ct<::: PA'rDOUBLE 
f-( To PLA'rEF.: DEALEF.:) " 

PR I NT AT 15, 0 I MUM l·J I t-4 PER HAt-m "; 
AT 1 7 ·' 1 :3 .: II t: B00(1" 

9140 PRINT AT 19,0;"YOU HAVE £1000 TO START. BUT 
THEBAt·W .;.+{.JI LL 

M ITEDC:F:ED n. rr TO r1EAL" 
9150 FOR J=l TO 40 

IF I D 11 GOTO 9500 
9170 IF J)25 THEN GOSUB 9300 
9 J 
919[1 GOTO 9150 

PF.: I tH AT 1 7 ·' 13 .: II t: :=:00[1 II 
9310 LET S=RND*RND 
932[1 F'F.: I tH AT 1 7 ·' 13 .: II t: 
933£1 
9500 CL::; 
9510 5 
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SUBROUTINES 

The two minor subroutines 500 and 600 have been mentioned already. 
Both merely print the card shape (front and back) at a position specified 
by the 'print pointers' P and Q. 

Subroutine 560 updates the player's capital (N) and stake (S) by 
overprinting the previous figures with blanks and then printing the new 
values. Lines 565/570 and 575/580 could have been written as single 
lines, but do not compress the whole subroutine into one line, as only 
the second half of it is called in line 6075. 

The 'ace reduction' routine beginning at line 1200 is called 
whenever either player's score exceeds 21. Any ace in the hand which 
has previously been scored as 11 is now scored as 1. This reduction 
operation must be performed one ace at a time, so once an ace has 
been reduced, this fact is 'flagged' by inverting the letter A (line 1260). 

Incidentally, it is a question of semantics whether lines 1200 on 
should really be regarded as a subroutine at all. They are really a 
branch of subroutine 1000 (called by a GOTO in line 1090), but are 
used as a subroutine in their own right by line 750 ( .. . GOSUB 1200), 
where the computer is not FORCED to reduce its ace-count, but 
CHOOSES to do so in order to take a 5-card trick. 

Subroutine 1000 selects a random number in the range of 1-52, 
and then uses a FOR-TO loop to reduce this to a number in the range of 
1-13. The loop control variable J is then used to determine how many 
times the number has been reduced, and therefore the suit of the 
selected card , S$(J). 

Notice that, as in 'Tarot,' no attempt is made to avoid duplicate 
numbers being selected; duplicates are merely detected (line 1040) and 
re-selected. Because no more than 10 of the 52 cards will ever be re-
quired, this is even less likely to cause any delay than it did in 'Tarot.' 
But there ARE methods of selecting random numbers without any 
danger of duplication, as we shall see in the next program Battleships. 

Battleships 
If Pontoon is essentially an adult game (at least, when played for 
money), Battleships has traditionally been regarded as 'strictly for 
kids.' However, computer technology is changing all that, and I am 
sure that as many adults will enjoy this version of Battleships as 
youngsters will enjoy 'Pontoon.' 

The program is far more complex than Pontoon; there is a tiny 
machine code routine to create a spectacular effect whenever a ship is 
hit, and the entire display is generated by POKEing to the screen, 
rather than relying on PRINT AT statements as before. Also, two levels 
of play are included; the first, where the computer plays randomly, is 
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1 F:Et·1 
2 

1:; 1:1::; 1_1 I: :;: 
s 1:;1:1r1:1 95 

LET A=P+CODE A$(1)-35+33*<CODE 
15 LET A 
.-, C" 

.::. ·-· - -:.:: 

.-, c:-

.;.. ·-· 

4 C" ·-' 
C" -I i·1 ·- -
C-C" ·-· ·-· 
·-C' 

t:• ·-· --.· 
I -
-:tC' .. ·-' - -I - . ·-· -.-.c-C•·-· 

·:a C" -· ·-· 
1 - C' 

11 
115 

1.-.c-
.::. ·-· 1 C" -
·-· 

155 
16i:1 
1 -c-t• . .J 

1--.· i·1 
I -

11::.C' . . I - -

·-:· 1 C" 
,:_ ·-· - - -• I • 1 . . . - ----
·::· C" 1:1 .. _ ·-··-
.-. C" c.-·-··-' 
.-, ·-i-1 . t- . - . ---- --. . . ._ 
..::. t:• ·-· .-.-,,7i .::.. •• t-..J 
.-,-,c 
.::. .. ·-· .- •• -. . - . -·-:· ·=· r: .::.. ,_. ·-· 

F'. ET 1_1 F.: 
I A$ 
IF A$= " 17.!l_I IT II 
IF A:t<: 2=-2 
I F A$ ( 1 ) ·::: 11 R II 

At·4It 1:; -::::::- (1 
1:;1:1r1:1 25 

1:1F.'. A$< 1 >:>II z II 1:1F.'. A:t i:: 2 ) ·=::II 1 II 
THEt·4 (;1:1T1:1 25 

1:; 1:1 l_I :E: 1 
F.'. E T l_I F.: 
F 1:1 F.: ._T = 1 T 1:1 2 1 
Fl r: .•. I t.t T H- T T ·::· . " •. ' .. •. •. .. .. •. .. ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. ,. .. .. .. •. ,. i .. •. •. .. .. .. .. II r: 1 ·- ·' .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

E >=: T ._T 
F.'. E T l_I F.'. 
F1:1F'. ._T = 1 T 1:1 12 
LET l_l=l_t::;F.'. 16514 

E >=: T ._T 
F.'. ET l_I F.: 
L-·L·=· . ·-· 

F'F.'. I t·4T TRE: 1 II E:ATTLE:=;H 11 

IF PEEK 16514=1 THEN GOTO 150 
LET t·1:t= II :::F51 II 

F 1:1 F.: .. J = 1 T 1:1 2 
POKE 16513+JJ(CODE t1$(J*2-1)-28:)*16+CODE M$(J*2 :)-2E: 
t·4 E T ._T 
LET P=PEEK 16396+256*PEEK 16397 
F 1:1 F.'. ._T = T 1:1 2 E: 
POKE P+J+33JJ+163 
t·4 E T ._T 
Fl-1° Tl-I CTEF' -
POKE (J/33)+155 
POKE 
t·4 E :=< T ._T 
LET 
II I t·1 ,-. { ·::· ·:· 4 . ·1 -· · . ..,,_, ·-· .· 
rl I t·1 t·1 ... ·::· ·:· 4 ·., ., ..... ·-' .. 
IIt1 ... · -· I ' . . . ' . . ·=· '·· .::. ) 
LET t·4=(1 
LE·r 
IF REPLAY THEN GOTO 390 
F' F.'. I T AT 1 1 .• _; 11 E t·4 TE F.'. 'r' 1:11_1 F.'. ::; H I F' F' 1:1 ::; I T I 1:1 t·4 '.:; 11 

F'F.'. I TAE: 15 .; II FF.:1:1t·1 T1:1 II 

L ET E $ = II A,.··· 1:: AF.'. F.: I E ( •: ( ( 5 ) II 

F ._T = 1 T 1:1 9 
IF ._T::: 2 ._T <:6 LET E$= 11 1::F.'. l_I I ( ( •: ( ( a:: 4 > II 

IF ._T=6 1:1F.: ._T=7 LET E:t= II ( ( i:: II 

IF ._T:::· 7 LET Et= II FF.'. I 1:;ATE •: ( ( ( ( ( 2) II 

F'Rit·4T AT J+12,3 .;E$ 
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not terribly exciting, but at level 2 the program uses an 'intelligent 
strategy' and plays a reasonably competitive game. 

SCREEN POKES 

Poking to the screen is itself rather like playing Battleships (although, 
hopefully, less random!). The screen can be regarded as a 32 x 22 grid, 
and any point can be accessed directly. Unfortunately, the design of the 
Timex 1000 creates 2 slight problems not found on other computers; 
the grid is not really 32 columns wide, but 33, the 33rd column always 
being filled with character 118. Poking anything else into column 33 in-
variably causes disaster. Also, many of the Timex 1000 character 
codes cannot be poked to the screen without causing the display to 
crash. Neither of these problems should cause any great headaches, 
however. Assuming that you know which character you want on the 
screen, and where you want it to appear, there can never be any 
danger of poking into column 33, or of poking illegal characters 
anywhere. 

The 'address' of the screen grid is not fixed, as on other com-
puters, but can be found very simply by PEEKing the system variable 
D-FILE. PEEK 16396 + 256*PEEK 16397 gives the address of the 118 
character immediately PRECEDING the screen grid, so the first screen 
position is 1 plus this value. (I usually assign variable P to D-FILE 
value-see line 150.) The 'forbidden' column 33 starts at P + 33, and 
row 2 starts at P + 34, etc. 

MACHINE CODE 

The machine code routine in Battleships causes any 9 screen lines to 
be inverted. Bytes 2 and 3 of the routine define exactly which 9 lines are 
to be inverted, and these 2 bytes are actually changed during the 
course of the program. The machine code loader is contained within 
the Basic program-lines 110-125, with line 110 containing the entire 
routine in hex form in a Basic string. Once the program has been RUN 
for the first time, line 105 detects the presence of the routine in line 1, 
and so skips the loader. 
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BATT LESH I PS (Continued) 
29(1 Go:;uE: 25 
295 IF PA<>0 THEN GOTO 290 
300 POKE A .. ::: 
305 LET Al=A 
310 PRINT AT J+12,20;A$ 
315 GO::;IJB 25 
320 IF PR<>0 THEN GOTO 315 
325 LET L=ABS <A-Al> 
33(1 LET D=O 
335 IF L=VAL ES(14)-1 THEN LET D=1 
340 IF L=33t<VAL E$(14)-1) THEN LET D=33 
345 IF D=0 THEN GOTO 315 
350 FOR K=l TO VAL E$(14)-1 
355 POKE Al+KtDtSGN <A-Al),8 
360 f< 
365 PRINT AT 12+J,24;A$ 
370 J 
39(1 PF: I tn AT 11 , 2 .; 11 COMPUTER PLAC I NC; ::;H 1P::; 11 

400 FOR J=3 TO 28 
405 POKE P+J+396,J+163 
410 J 
415 GC6UB 55 
420 FOR J=l TO 9 
425 LET R=INT (RNDt234)+1 
430 IF C<R>=l THEN GOTO 425 
435 LET L=l+(J(8)+(J<6)+(J(3) 
440 LET D=<RND>.5>t25+1 
445 IF RND>.5 THEN LET D=-l*D 
450 IF ABS D<>1 THEN GOTO 465 
455 LET K=LtD+R-1 
460 IF INT CK/26)<>INT<<R-1)/26) THEN GOTO 425 
465 IF R+<LtD>>234 OR R+<LtD><1 THEN GOTO 425 
470 FOR K=R TO R+(LtD) STEP D 
475 IF C(K)=l THEN GOTO 425 
4:::0 NE:":T K 
485 FOR K=R TO R+(LtD) STEP D 
490 LET CO<>=l 
495 f< 
500 NE>::T .J 
505 FOR J=1 TO 234 
510 LET MO::.J)=.J 
515 NE::<T .J 
600 PF:ItH AT 11 .. C1; 11 EtHEF.: 'r'OUF: TAF:CiET COOF:Dltif°HE::;" 
605 F'RitH AT 
610 PPitH AT 
612 PPitH AT 
615 LET N=ll 
620 GO::;IJE: 25 
625 IF A:t= II OU IT II THE ti Ci OTO 1000 
630 PPINT AT 17,29;A$ 
635 LET R=<CODE At(1)-37)+(26t<CODE A$ f2)-29)) 
640 LET f:: 
645 IF C<P)()l THEN GOTO 680+C(R) 
650 LET f::=151 
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The routine is as follows: 

01 42 00 
2A 0C 40 
09 
06 09 
23 
7E 
FE 76 
28 05 
C6 80 
77 
18 F5 
10 F3 
C9 

LO BC, 66 
LD HL, (16396) 
ADD, HL, BC 
LOB, 9 

LOOP :INC HL 
LO A, (HL) 
CP 118 
JRZ,5 
ADD A, 128 
LD(HL), A 
JR245 

NEXTLN:DJNZ 243 
RETURN 

GRID POSITION (START) 
D-FILE 
START POSITION 
COUNTER 
SCREEN POSITION 

IS IT END OF LINE? 
IF YES, NEXTLN 
INVERT 
PRINT 
LOOP (next character) 
LOOP (next line) 

Thinking of the screen as a 33 x 22 grid numbered from 1 (top left) 
to 726 (bottom right), register BC is loaded with the grid number of the 
position immediately preceding the line from which the inversion is to 
begin (i.e., a multiple of 33). Register HL is loaded with the contents of 
D-FILE, and then the contents of BC are added to this . The effect, then, 
of the first 6 bytes of code are to load HL with the actual address (less 1) 
from which we want the inversion routine to start. Register B is then re-
used, this time as a counter of the number of screen lines inverted (9). 
The main loop then inverts each character on the next 9 lines of the 
screen. 

The machine code routine is called in a Basic FOR-TO loop (lines 
75-85) to produce the flashing effect at the desired rate . 

To use this routine in other programs, the following bytes can be 
altered: 

Bytes 2 and 3, to commence inversion at a different screen line. 
(As used in Battleships-see Notes.) 

Byte 9, to vary the number of lines to be inverted. 

RUNNING INSTRUCTIONS 

I hope that none of you have led such a sheltered life that I actually 
have to explain how to play Battleships! The program allows you to set 
up your own fleet positions on the top half of the screen, and then the 
computer sets up its ships on the lower half. (Your ships are visible, but 
the computer does NOT cheat! The computer's ships are, of course, in-
visible.) Enter the grid coordinate of one end of a ship (then Newline), 
and that position will be marked on screen. Then enter the grid position 
of the other end, and, provided you have made a valid entry, the whole 
ship will be drawn in. There are 9 ships in all to place. 



BATTLESHIPS (Continued) 
655 LET C(R)=2 
660 LET S(1)=S(1)+1 
665 POKE 16515 .. 173 
670 POKE 16516 .. 1 
675 G0:3UB 75 

POKE A .. K 
682 PRINT AT 20 .. 29;S(1) 
6:35 LET G==G+ 1 
687 PRINT AT 1 .. 29;G 
690 IF SC1)=32 THEN GOTO 2000 
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7(10 PR I AT 11 ·' (1.; II ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ol 

7(15 LET t·4=0 
710 IF H<>-1 THEN GOTO 850 
715 LET R=INT O::Rt-4D•<Z:5-.G) )+1 
720 LET 
725 LET MO::R>=MC235-G) 
730 LET MC235-G>=X 
7:35 GO::;UB 98(1 
740 PRINT AT 6 .. 29;A$ 
75(1 LET K=23 
755 IF PA<>S THEN GOTO 785 
757 IF H>-1 THEN LET H=X 
760 
765 
77(1 
775 
78(1 
785 
790 
795 

LET 5(2)=:3(2)+1 
LET K=151 
POKE 16515 .. 66 
POKE 16516 .. (1 
GO::;UB 75 
Pm<E A .. •< 
PRINT AT 9 .. 29;3(2) 
IF S0::2)=32 THEN GOTO 

::::0(1 GOTO 615 
850 IF NOT H THEN GOTO 715 
855 LET H2=H2+1 
860 IF H2=1 THEN LET Hl=X 
865 FOR .J=l TO 4 

LET ::-=:=H+H CJ) 
875 IF X<1 OR X)234 THEN GOTO 950 
8:::0 980 
885 IF PA<>0 AND PA<>8 THEN GOTO 950 
8::::6 LET 0=1 
887 IF MO::X)=X THEN LET Q=X 
890 FOR K=O TO 235-G 
895 IF M(k)()X THEN GOTO 915 
900 LET MO::K)=M0::235-G) 
905 LET M0::235-G)=X 
91 LET K=235-Ci 
915 K 
920 LET •<==H 0:: .J > 
925 LET HO::J)=H(l) 
930 LET HO:: 1 )=•< 
935 PRINT AT 6,29;A$ 
940 GOTO 750 
950 .J 
955 IF Hl=H THEN GOTO 970 
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There is only one point I would like to stress; this is really so ob-
vious that you may think that it is hardly worth mentioning, but I have 
watched many people play with this program, and at least half of them 
make a mistake here: when you enter a ship position to start at, say A1, 
and the ship's length is 5, then it will finish at either AS or E1, and NOT 
at A6 or F1! 

You then simply take pot-shots at each other's fleets, until one of 
you has totally destroyed the other (32 hits). If you lose, or enter the 
word QUIT instead of a grid coordinate, the computer will reveal the 
positions of its remaining ships, by drawing them onto its grid. Because 
the process of setting up your fleet takes some time and is boring, there 
is an option at the end of each game to replay using the same positions 
as before. The computer is so stupid that it will not remember these 
positions; it will, however, reposition its own ships each game. (It isn't 
THAT stupid!) 

NOTES 

Having already mentioned the machine code routine and the screen 
poke principle, the program can be broken down into easy sections, as 
before: 

1CD-9CD A collection of short subroutines 
1CD5-125 Machine code loader 
1 SCD-185 Print player's grid (sea area) 
19CD-37CD Position player's ships 
4CDCD-415 Print second grid 
42CD-515 Position computer's ships 
6CDCD-69CD Player's shots 
?CDCD-795 Computer's shots 
85CD-975 Computer's strategy (level 2) 
1CDCDCD-1CD5CD Reveal computer's ships 
2CDCDCD-2CD28 Declare winner 
2CD3CD-2CD5CD End options 
2CD9CD-2155 Retain player's positions for new game 
3CDCDCD-3CD8CD rules 
3CD9CD-315CD Initialize computer strategy (level 2) 
4CDCDCD-4CD7CD Utterly pointless 'end' routine 
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BATTLESHIPS (Continued) 
960 LET H=H1 
965 GOTO 865 
970 LET H=t1 
973 LET H2=0 
975 GOTO 715 
980 LET A$=CHRS CX-CINT ((X-1>126)*26)+37)+CHRS CINT 

( ),.··'26)+29) 
990 GOSUB 10 
995 RETUl''.t·l 
1 (100 LET N= 11 
1005 FOR X=1 TO 234 
1010 IF C(X)()1 THEN GOTO 1030 
1015 LET AS=CHRS CX-<INT ((X-1)/26)*26)+37)+CHR$ <INT 

( ) ..... 26)+29) 
1 C120 GO::;IJB 10 
1025 POKE A, ::: 
1 t·lEXT >=: 
1035 PF.: ItH AT 11 ·' 3; II PF.:E::s AN'r' KE'r' TO CONT rnuE II 
1 IF I t·U<E'r'S= 11 11 THEt·l GOTO 104(1 
1 PF.: 1 t·n AT 11 .. c1 .; 11 

( i: •: ( i: i: i: i: i: i: i: i: i: i: i: i: i: i: i: ( i: i: i: i: i: i: i: ( ( ( i: ( 11 

1050 GOTO 2030 
2(U)0 LET l·J$= 11 'r'OU 11 

2010 IF SC2>>S< 1) THEt·l LET l·JS= 11 I" 
AT 11, 3.; l·J:t.; "HJON B'r'.;- 11 

,; AB::; <SC 1 >-::;i::2>) 
2020 IF l·J$= II I " THEt-l GOTO 
2025 FOR J=l TO 25 
2026 t·lD<T J 
2(128 GOTO 1035 
2c130 oo::;uB 55 
2c135 PR n-n AT 15 .. 2 .; 11 PF.:E::s t·l FOF.: NHJ GAME 11 

.: AT 1 7 .. ::: .: "::: FOF.: :::AME 
+.-·f'o:; IT r at-6" .: AT 19 .. ::: .: 11 >=: TO Et·m 11 

2040 IF I t·U=::E'r'$= "N 11 THEt·l GOTO 2200 
2045 IF I t·W:E'r'$=" 11 THEN GOTO 4000 
2050 IF It4f<E'r':t<> 11

:::
11 THEt-l GOTO 2040 

2(190 GO:::UB 55 
2100 FOF.: J=P+69 TO P+358 
2105 IF PEEK J=23 THEN POKE J,0 
2110 IF PEEK J=151 THEN POKE J,8 
2115 NE>=:T .J 
2120 PF.:INT AT 9, 29.: 11 H- 11 

2125 PF.:Hff AT :::, 2::: .: 
213(1 PF.:Hn AT (1,27.: 
2135 PF.: I NT TAB 29 .: II f++- 11 

214(1 PF.:INT AT 6,29.; "H-11 

2145 LET F.:EPLRY=1 
2150 IF H<>-1 THEN GOSUB 3090 
2155 GOTO 195 
220(1 Go:::u:E: 55 
2210 GO::;IJE: 
2220 GOTO 95 
3000 cu:: 
3002 F'F.:nn TAB 10.: 11 BfHTLE:::HIP:::" 
::::004 F'F.: rtn TAB rn .: 11

-----------
11 

:x10.; F'F.:I tn AT o: "·::ET UF' 'r'OUF'.:-+-:::H I P:::.:-+·Ot·l<:-t'-THE .:-+-TOF'HALF 
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I am not going to explain the various sections in great detail this 
time, but will concentrate on the more interesting features. But don't 
just type in the listing blindly; make sure you can understand exactly 
how each section works before entering the next one. 

The key to the program is in the way grid coordinates, entered by 
the player or selected by the computer, are converted into screen 
memory positions to be POKEd with the appropriate character. This is 
handled by two of the early subroutines, and by one at line 980. 

Subroutine 25 accepts the player's entry, and checks that it is a 
valid grid coordinate. (You will notice that, apart from the start and 
finish options, which are handled by INKEY$ routines. ALL player en-
tries are in the form of grid coordinates, so line 10 is the only INPUT line 
in the entire program.) 

Subroutine 10 converts the grid position into a screen position, 
with reference to variable P, which was defined as the D-FILE value at 
the start of the program (line 150). Line 10 sets A to the address of the 
screen position, and line 15 sets PA (PEEK A) to the character which 
currently occupies that position. 

It is clear from this that, because the player's ships are visibly 
displayed on the screen, there is no need to use any other part of 
memory to define their positions. The same is not true, however, of the 
computer's ships; these positions must be stored in an array C, which 
duplicates the computer's grid, and in which 0 =absence of a ship, 
1 =presence of a ship and 2 =a ship which has been 'hit.' Hence, in 
line 635, the effect of a player's shot is determined by converting the 
grid coordinate into a simple number (1-234), and the element of array 
C corresponding to this number is checked (line 645). 

When the computer takes its shots, the process is reversed; it first 
chooses a number in the range of 1-234, and THEN converts this into a 
grid coordinate (subroutine 980). 

The random number selection routine in Battleships is a vast im-
provement on those we have seen in the previous programs, and is 
worth studying in detail. There are 234 (9 x 26) possible 'target' posi-
tions, so the normal random number routine would use a line like: 

LET X = INT (RND*234) + 1 
and then a line which checked whether X had been chosen before, 
reverting to the above line for re-selection if it had. This would be fine in 
the early stages of the game; there are 234 targets to choose from, and 
the chance of duplication would be slight. As the game progressed, 
however, there would be fewer and fewer unused targets, and the com-
puter would take longer and longer to find a 'new' value for X. 
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BATTLESHIPS (Continued) 
.;.{1F THE " 

:XnJ7 PF.:ItH 
:3008 PF.: I tH II ALL COOF.:D I t·lATES ::;HOULD BE I t·l THEFOF.:M 

.;.{_ETTER FOLLOl·JED B1
T

1 NUMBEF:. II 

3009 PF.:ItH 
301 o PF.: rnT "THE COMPUTER l.JI LL PLACE 1 r:;:;:::;H IP:::;. " 
:;a) 11 PF.: rnT 
3f' 12 PF.: I NT "l·JHEN F'F:OMF'TED .• ENTER COOF.:D I 'r'OUF.'. FI F:::;T ::;HOT. 11 

3014 PR ItH AT 20 .• ::;: ,; 11 AN'r' KE'r' TO COtH HlUE 11 

15 IF HW:E'T1$= II II THEN GOTO 3015 
:;a) 1 7 CL::; 
3020 F'F.:ItH "THE l·Jlt·U·4ING ::;COF.:E 1::; :32 HIT::;. II 

:;:(Q 1 PF.: rnT 
3022 PF.: I NT 11 1T10U MA'T' RE:;:; I Ot-4 E:'r' T'T'P I NG ... OU IT .. · • 11 

3(123 PF.: I tH 
3(124 PF.: I tH II AH·COt·1PUTEF.:.;..+{·J IN.. (IF.:.;.+-'T'OUF.:F.:E::; I Gt4AT I Ot·4 ·' 

PO::; IT I OF THECOt1PUTEF.:::;+.++:EMA IN I t·Ki 
1P:3.;..+{.J1 LLBE F:EVEALEI1. " 

F'F.: I tH 
::::026 PF.: I tH 11 AT THE OF THE GAME .. OPT I ot-4 ::;l·J I LL H-ALL(ll.J 

THE:3At1E PO::; IT I mi::;4oF.: 
I PS. (THE COMPUTEF.: .. OF .. 

.;..+{·JILLREP0:3ITIOt·4 IT::; ::;HIP::;.) II 

30:35 PF.: I tH AT 1 7 .. 9 ; II LEVEL 1 : EA::;'T' II 

3(140 PF.: HH AT 19" 9 ,; II LE'·/EL 2 : HAF:D II 

3(145 PF.: I NT AT 21 .• 8 ,; II ( OF.: 2) II 
3050 LET l$=INKEY$ 
:;:(160 IF I 1" OF.: I :t> II 2" GOTO ::::050 
3070 LET H=VAL It-2 
3080 IF H THEN RETURN 

LET 
3095 LET H1=0 
31 (1(1 LET H2=0 

DIM H(4) 
3110 LET H<l>=-1 

LET H(2)=1 
LET HC3)=26 

3140 LET H<4>=-26 
:315(1 RETURt·4 
4(1(1(1 CLS 
4(110 LET l·Jf.= 11 THAt·WS FOR PLA'r' I NG H:ATTLE:3H IP:;:+. 11 

4030 FOR J=1 TO LEN WS 
4040 PF.:INT AT 10 .. 0;W$ 
4050 LET W:t(J)=CHF.::t (CODE W$(J)+128-256*<CODE W$(J))127)) 
4060 J 
4070 GOTO *330 
90(10 ::;A'-..'E II BATTLE::;H IP::; II 
9010 RUN 
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Compare this with the actual routine used (lines 715-730). An ar-
ray M is first set up (lines 505-515), in which the 234 elements contain 
the numbers 1 to 234, respectively. The computer then selects a ran-
dom number R, in the range of 1 to the number of VACANT targets (line 
715: G is a counter of the number of shots fired). Xis then extracted from 
the Rth element of array M. Obviously, for shot number 1, X will have the 
same value as R, but lines 725 and 730 swap the contents of the Rth 
element of M with the contents of the (235 - G)th element, so that the 
array now contains all unused targets in its lower elements, (1 to 
(234 - G) and all used targets in its upper elements (235 - G to 234). In 
future passes through the routine, as G increases, so line 715 will 
ALWAYS select a value of R which relates to one of the UNUSED 
targets. 

The routine at lines 325-355 also deserves special attention. The 
player is allowed to enter any starting position for a ship (line 290) and 
an end position in any of the 4 possible directions (line 315). The routine 
checks not only the validity of the second entry in relation to the first 
(note that the length of each type of ship is specified by the 14th ele-
ment of its name string E$, so make sure you enter all the strings cor-
rectly), but also determines the direction in which to draw in the com-
plete ship. A similar routine is used when the computer is choosing 
positions (lines 435-480). This time both the starting positions and the 
direction are chosen randomly, and the rest of the routine ensures that 
the whole ship will fit in the grid. 

Lines 665-670 and 770-775 modify the machine code in line 1 so 
that a player hit will flash the computer's grid, and vice versa. 

COMPUTER STRATEGY 

Obviously the main interest in this program is the way in which the com-
puter is given an 'intelligent' strategy. At level 2 the computer will en-
sure that a complete ship is destroyed once 1 part of it has been hit, 
and (this part is based on my observations of the psychology of 
Battleships players) it will also search around the ends of each ship to 
detect fleets which are 'chained' together. The intelligence of the pro-
gram is as follows: 

Subroutine 3090 initializes an array H, which merely contains the 
4 directions from any grid position. Simple variable H doubles as a 
pointer to the current hit position, and as a flag to indicate whether the 
intelligence feature is to be used at all ( - 1 = no; 0 = yes, but no hit; any 
positive value =yes). H1 is a pointer to the first hit which located the 
ship currently being destroyed, and H2 is a flag to indicate whether or 
not the current ship has been completely sunk. 

The intelligence routine (lines 850-975) is called whenever 
H < > - 1 (line 710), but line 850 reverts to random search strategy (non-
strategy?) if a ship has not been located. When a ship is being 'worked 
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on,' shots are fired in each of the 4 directions around the first hit until 
the axis of the ship is determined. Then the elements of array H are 
swapped around so that the computer will continue to fire along this 
axis until the end of the ship is found. At this point, stage 2 of the 
strategy comes into play, and 'chains' are searched for. Whether or not 
this is an effective policy I don't know. Certainly it is very effective 
against 'typical' human opponents, but knowing that the computer 
ALWAYS uses these tactics means that it is possible to make it 'waste 
time' by NOT chaining your ships together. 

When a chain is found, it is pursued to the end, again by swapping 
elements of array H, if necessary. H1, however, is retained, so that at 
the end of the chain, the other end of the original ship is destroyed. The 
H and H2 flags are not reset until the computer is satisfied that it has 
nothing further to gain from pursuing its strategy, and random search is 
resumed (lines 970-975). 

The intelligence feature does, of course, tend to nullify the 'instant 
response' feature of the random number routine described earlier. 
Things are speeded up, however, by line 887, which checks to see if the 
relevant element of array M has been disturbed from its original value; 
if not, the routine works almost as quickly as the random search. 

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS 
I don't want you to think that the programs in this book are all perfect. 
(What do you mean, you didn't think that for a moment?) There are 
several improvements you could make to Battleships, particularly with 
regard to the intelligence features. When I wrote the program, it had 
been a long time since I played Battleships, and the strategy was good 
enough to beat me at least half the time. However, now that I am an ad-
dict, the next step is to add level 3, where the computer uses a 'bomb 
pattern' check, to avoid wasting shots (there is no point in firing at A1 if 
A2 and B1 have already been used), and does not use the 'chain 
search' so consistently. 

Level 4 would be even closer to human intelligence. The computer 
could keep a check of the lengths of destroyed ships, and modify its 
bomb patterns to search most effectively for the remaining ships. This 
is not as easy as it sounds; it is possible to disguise ship lengths by 
close grouping, and even the computer's supposedly random ship 
positioning often manages to create some very deceptive groups. If 
any readers decide to develop 'Battleships' to level 4 or beyond, I 
would be interested to see their results. 
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Fortress 
This program takes the concept of 'computer intelligence' one stage 
further. The computer plays 2 games: 1 is extremely difficult to beat; 
the other is impossible to beat! 

The rules of the game are contained in the listing, lines 
5000-5130, and you should read these first to familiarize yourself with 
the various options and objectives. The 'board' is illustrated on page 
115, and you may find th is diagram more helpful at first than the screen 
'map,' as the connecting passages are NOT shown on the screen 
display. Notice that each room, marked with a letter, is connected to its 
4 nearest neighbors. 

The game is rather unusual in that the 2 players, attacker and 
defender, have completely different allowable moves, and hence the 
program is 2 games in 1; you can play the attacking role to the com-
puter's defense, or defend against the computer's attack. (In fact, the 
program contains 3 games in 1, because there is also an option for 2 
human opponents to play against each other.) 

At first sight it would seem that the defender's lot is not a happy 
one. He only has a choice of 2 moves per turn, and has to spend most 
of the game sitting around waiting to be captured. The attacker not only 
has much greater mobi lity, but also has the first move, which must 
surely be an advantage. Unfortunately, if you believe this you are 
heading for trouble. You may be able to beat a human opponent play-
ing the attacker, but the computer's defense is infallible! 

So perhaps the defender's role is the best option after all? Try 
playing defender to the computer's attack, however, and you will still 
find that you will be beaten most of the time! 

(This program is great for demoralizing any of your friends who 
claim that "computers will never be able to play as well as humans.") 

NOTE 

If you would like to work out the optimum strategy for both players 
yourself before I give away any secrets, please do not read any further, 
and key in the program 'blindfold' (if you can type blindfolded) without 
trying to comprehend the listing at this stage. 
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NOTES 

The connecting passages will NOT be indicated when this map ap-
pears on screen. 

The defender will be marked by the character : + 
The attacker will be marked by the character : a 
The defender starts in room D. 
The attacker starts in room R. 
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INITIALIZATION AND GAME ORGANIZATION (lines 1-245) 

The fortress map or playing board is POKEd to the screen by the 
subroutine in line 2, using the same technique as in the previous pro-
gram. The only difference this time is that the required screen positions 
are not calculated by the program, but have been worked out on graph 
paper beforehand, and are held in array A. Array L$ holds the legal 
moves (for the attacker) from each room. Arrays C and Gare used by 
the computer in its move analysis. Most of the variable names are 
mnemonic: AP is Attacker Position, NAP is Next Attacker Position, etc. 
NO was intended to be a mnemonic for Number Of players, but in fact 
in the 1-player game, it takes the rather strange values of 38 and 41, 
depending on whether the player is in attack or defense. 

HUMAN ATIACK (lines 1000-1270) 
Lines 1040-1080 check the legality of the entered move, and illegal 
moves are rejected and the appropriate Error report string (E$) is flashed 
(lines 1090-1120 and subroutine 20-24). Obviously the condition 
where the attacker has no legal move is fatal, so line 1130 terminates 
the game at this point. Once a move has been accepted, the passage 
used is blocked, IN BOTH DIRECTIONS, by lines 1160-1190. (The 
mechanism for this is that the appropriate elements of array L$ are ad-
justed to 128 plus their original value.) 

Line 1210 checks for a win, and finally the new position is POKEd 
to the screen in lines 1200 and 1260. 

HUMAN DEFENSE (lines 2000-2150) 

This is naturally a much simpler version of the same routine. Move 
validation is confined to line 2030; there is only 1 necessary error 
report (line 2040) and the 'passage-blocking' is omitted entirely. 

In the 2-player game, play alternates between routines 1000 and 
2000 until such time as a win is signaled and the 'end routine' at line 
7000 is called. 

COMPUTER STRATEGY 

The computer's strategy for defense is contained in lines 8000-8020. 
(Yes, that's all there is!) Lines 8500-8775 are the computer's attack. 
Yout will notice immediately one of the truisms of computer games pro-
gramming: an infallible strategy is much easier to program than a 
merely 'best' strategy! 

I an NOT going to give the game away completely by explaining 
how the defense strategy works. It is not too difficult to deduce by look-
ing at these few lines in relation to the way array C was initialized at 
lines 30-48. 



1 GOTO :;:o 
2 LET P=PEEK 16396+256*PEEK 16397 
:::: .J=1 TO 1B 
4 POKE P+A ( J),J+37 
5 .J 
6 
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7 PF.: I tH AT 20 ·' 0 _; II M..;-.:-T(I F:ECALL MAP OF.: F.:h-FOF.:t10F.:E F.: ULE::;. II 

::: LET !$= IMKE'1':t 
9 IF U <>"M 11 At·HI I:t<>"R" THEt·4 GOTO 7 
10 F.:ETUF.:t·4 
15 cu:; 
16 PF.: I tH TA:E: 11; II FOF.:TF.:E::;::;. II 

17 F.:ETUF.:N 
20 PF.:INT AT 21,0;E:t 
21 FOR J=l TO 30 
22 .J 
23 PF.: nn AT 21 .. o; " ( i: i: ( i: i: i: i: i: ( ( i: i: i: i: ( i: i: ( 11 

24 F.:ETURt·4 
:;:o DIM C< 1:::> 
31 LET CU >=1 
32 LET C<2>=2 

LET C(:3 ) =:3 
:;:4 LET C(4)=3 
:;:5 LET C( 5 ) =3 
36 LET C( 6)=2 
37 LET C<7 >=1 
3::: LET C( 8 ) =1 
:;:9 LET C<9>=2 
40 LET C<10 >=2 
41 LET C(11>=1 
42 LET (:( 12)=3 
43 LET C< D >=3 
44 LET C( 14 ) =2 
45 LET C<15>=1 
46 LET C( 16>=1 
47 LET C<17>=2 
4::: LET C( 1:3)=3 
50 DH1 A< 1:3 > 
51 LET A<1 >=46 
52 LET A<2 >=52 

LET ft(3 ) =1t16 
54 LET A<4>=115 
55 LET A<5>=124 
56 LET A<6 >=176 
57 LET A0::7>=1::::6 
5::: LET Ai:::::> =240 
59 LET A<9>=254 
60 LET AO:: 10 =304 
61 LET A0::11 =322 
i:. ;;:: LET A<12 =J?:;: 
63 LET A ( 13 <::::5 
64 LET A<14 =443 
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The attack strategy is based on the computer playing 'best possi-
ble' moves, until such time as the human player makes a mistake (as 
they tend to do, these humans). Then the computer is able to 'take 
over' the strategy it would use in defense (not the same moves, of 
course, but the same strategy, played outside the A-B-D area), and go 
on to win. 

Therefore the major portion of the attack strategy is involved with 
determining: 

1) Has the defender made an error? (i.e., Is a 'potential winning 
move' available?), and 

2) If not, then what is the best possible move remaining? 
Both these considerations are combined in a single routine which 

'weights' all 4 options available according to the following table: 
Illegal move -30 
Potential winning move + 15 
Actual winning 'move + 30 
Losing move - 10 
Other moves - 1 for each blocked exit 

from the new room 
(The weighting for 'other moves' uses the look-ahead routine in 

lines 8600-8610.) 
Lines 8700-8775 select the best move, and where moves are of 

equal merit, the move to the lowest lettered room is selected. Notice 
that 'potential winning move,' i.e., one which will enable the computer , 
to adopt its infallible strategy and 'illegal move' are not singled out for 
special treatment, but both merely weighted along with the other 
possiblities. The losing situation where all 4 moves are illegal is 
detected in line 8745, causing the computer to concede defeat in line 
1110. 

I should mention of course that for the computer's first move 
(only), this entire process is skipped, and a random choice is made (line 
8510). 



FORTRESS (Continued) 
65 LET A(15)=447 
66 LET A<16>=471 
67 LET A(17)=485 
68 LET A(1:::)=544 
70 DIM L:f.(18, 4) 
71 LET L$(l)= 11 E:CDF 11 

72 LET L$(2)= 11 ADEG 11 

73 LET L$C3)= 11 AFH.J 11 

74 LET L$(4)= 11 ABF0 11 

75 LET L$(5 ) = 11 E:CiHC' 
76 LET L$(6)= 11 ADCH 11 

77 LET L$(7)= 11 E:DEI II 

7::: LET L$(:::>= 11 CF.JL 11 

79 LET L$(9)= 11 CiEKM 11 

:::0 LET L$(10>= 11 CHLF' 11 

:.::1 LET L$( 11 >="EIMC! 11 

:::2 LET L$ ( 12) =" H.JF't·l II 

:,::3 LET L$( IKC!0 11 

:::4 LET L$( 14) =" LOF'F.: II 

:::5 LET L$(15)="MtKiF.: 11 

:.::6 LET L$<16)==" .JUW" 
:.::7 LET L$( 
::::::: LET L$ ( 1:::) ==" NOPC! II 

89 DIM (;(4) 
90 LET AF'=18 
91 LET DF'=4 
95 LET Ci=0 
100 GO:::UB 15 
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1 (15 PF: I tH AT 5 .• 0; 11 1 : 1 PLA'r'EF.: GAME 11 

110 I tH AT 7 .• 0 _; 11 2 : 2 PLA'r'EF: GAME 11 

115 PF:ItH AT 9 .. 0 .: F.:ULE::: 11 

120 LET IS=INKEY$ 
125 IF I:f.< 11 1 11 OF.: I:f.> 11 3" GOTO 120 
1 :30 IF I:t= II :3 11 THEt·l GOTO 5000 
140 IF I:f.== 11 1 11 THEt·l CiOTO 60(n3 
150 LET H0=2 
200 G1:i:::ui:: 15 
2(15 GO:::UB 2 
210 FOF: J=1 TO 30 
215 HD::T .J 
220 POKE P+A<AP),1:36 
225 POKE P+A<DP),21 
226 IF INKEY:t=It THEN GOTO 226 
2:30 IF N0<40 THEN GOTO 1000 
2:35 GOTO :::500 
240 IF N0<>:38 THEN GOTO 2000 
24':· GOTO :::000 
1000 PP HH AT 21 ' 0; II ATTACf:EP MO'·/E ( lH l::o'' 
1010 LET I:t=INKEY:t 
1020 IF I$="" OP I :t=CHF::t 11 ::: THEN Ci OTO 1010 
1030 LET N=0 
1040 FOP J=l TO 4 
1050 IF LS<AP,J>=It THEN GOTO 1150 
1060 IF L:t<AP,J)=CHR:t <CODE 1$+128 ) THEN LET N=N+5 
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FORTRESS (Continued) 
1070 IF L$(AP,J))CHRS 128 THEN LET N=N+1 
10:::0 t·JE>:T J 
1090 LET E:t= "t·iO f'A::SAGE : : · · . " 
1100 IF t{>4 THEJl LET E:t== II F'A::;::;ACiE BLOCYED •: •: ( 0: ( " 

1110 IF t·l=4 OF.: tl=9 THEt·l LET ES==" ALL PA::st=ir;E::; BLOCKED" 
1120 c;o:::;u:E: 20 
11 IF E:t( 1 >= 11 A" THHl C;OTO 2120 
1140 CiC1TO 1000 -
1150 LET NAP=CODE I:t-37 
1160 LET L:t(AP,J>=CHR:t (CODE L$(AP,J)+128) 
1170 FOR J=1 TO 4 
1180 IF Lt ( NAP,J>=CHR:t (AP+37) THEN LET L:tCNAP,J)= 

CHR:t (CODE LSCNAP,J)+128) 
1190 t·lE>::T J 
1200 POKE f'+ACAP),AP+37 
1210 IF PEEK CP+ACNAP>><>21 THEN GOTO 1250 
1220 LET L·j$="ATTACYER" 
1230 POKE P+ACNAf'),136 
1240 GOTO 7000 
1250 LET AP=t·lAP 
1260 POKE P+ACAP),136 
1265 IF INKEY:t=IS THEN GOTO 1265 
1270 CiOTO 240 
2000 PR 1 tn AT 21 .. 0 .; "IJEFEt·mER MO\/E c + > " 
2010 LET I:t=INKEY:t 
2020 IF I$=" " OF.: I t=CHP:t 118 THEN GOTO 2010 

IF I:t= 11 A 11 OP It= 11 :E:" OF.: !$="D" THEt·l CiOTO 2070 
2040 LET ES=" ::;TA'r' I t·l 'r'OUP 

GO::;UB 20 
2060 GOTO 2000 . 
2070 LET NDP=CODE I:t-37 
2080 IF NDP=DP THEN GOTO 2010 
2090 POKE P+A<DP),DP+37 
2100 IF PEEK (P+A(NDP)){)136 THEN GOTO 2140 
2110 POKE P+ACNDP),21 
2120 LET L·J$= "DEFENDEP" 
2130 C)OTO 7000 
2140 LET DP=t·mP 
2150 GOTO 225 
5000 cu:; 
5005 GC6UB 2 
5C110 PRHH AT i::: .. 0.; "THI::; r::; A MAP OF THE FOPTPE::;::;. II 

- 5015 GO::;U:E: 7 
5020 IF IS="M" THEt·l GOTO 5015 
5025 cu:; 
5030 PF.: I tH "TH I::;; I::;; A GAME FOP 2 PLA'T'EF.:::; .• OP 1 PLA'T'EF.: 

.:-At·rn THE COMPUTEP. " 
5035 PRitH 
50*3 PP I NT "THE DEFEt·HIEP (+>.,......,_I ::;;.;-.;-F.:E:::;rR I CTEDTO ROOtt; 

.:-A.• B At·rn D. THE ATTACf<ER ( ·iH l) MA'r' OCCUP'r' 

.:-At·l'r' F:OClt·1 • .:-+£I THERPLA'r'EF.: MA'T' PF-1'.3::; TO.;....o:-
At·h-+flDJACEtHF.:OOM f:'y'.,:.....,;..fi..:--.:-COW·lECT I tK;.;....o:-
F'A::sAC;E ·'BUT THE ATTAC:f<EF.:.,.....,_ I I CTED I t·l 
,,._THAT , Ot·lCE HE HA:::; u::;ED A PA::;:;:;-A(;E .• THAT 
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FORTRESS (Continued) 
.;-.:-PAs:;AGE ::;.;+BLOCKED·' At·m MA'r' t·lOT 
.;.-BE REU:3ED. II 

5(145 PF.: I tH 
PF.'. I tH II THE .;-+OBJECT .;-+{IF.;+ THE .:-+GAME I Sf-

TOCAPTUF.:E 'r'OUF.: I t·lG I tHO 
..,._THE I CH HE CURREtHL'r'OCCUP IE::;. 
(CAPTURES CAN ONLY TAKEPLACE IN ROOMS 
<:-ft .• :E: OF.: D .. A:;.:+ THEDEFEt·mEF.: CAW40T 
.;.-LEA'·..'E THESE. ) II 

5(155 GO::;UB 7 
5060 IF I$= II F.: II THHl GOTO 5080 
5065 CL::; 
5070 GO::;UB 2 
5075 GOTO 5055 
50:::(1 CL::; 
5085 PR I NT 11 THE .;-.:-ftTTAO<EF.:f+f1A'r' LO:;E THE GAMEB'r' 

.;.-BE COM I t·lG.:-+ TF.:APPED-i:-+ I N..:-+fi CH 

.;-.:-ftLL f-t:-f'A::;SAGE:34'-+ff-IAVEBECOME I:LOCl<ED. II 

5090 PF.: nn 
5095 PR nn II AT THE ::;TAF.:T OF PLA'r' : - II 

5100 PF.:ItH 
51 PF.: I tH II THE ATTACKEF: Is I t·l F:OOt1 > II 

(1 PF.: I NT II THE DEFEt·lDEF: Is IN ROOM It. II 

5115 PF.:nn 
5120 F'F.: I tH II t4. B. THEF.:E I:=; NO PASSAGE 

t;-{:-D OF.: BEHJEEt4 ROOMS D-E. II 

5125 F'F.:ItH 
51:30 PF.: ItH II THE ATTACKER ALWA'r'S MOVE:; FI F.:::;T. II 

5135 PF.: I tH AT 19 ·' II PF.:E::;::;; F: TO F.:EPEAT F.:ULES. II 

5140 PF.:rnT TAB 6; 11 !:! TO F:EcALL MAP. 11 

5145 PF.:ltH TAB 6; 11£ TO PLA'r'. 11 

5150 LET l$=INKEY$ 
5155 IF l$= 11 P 11 THEt·l GOTO H30 
5160 IF I$= II F: II THEt·l GOTO 
5165 IF IS<> 11 M11 THEt·l GOTO 515(1 
517C1 cu:; 
51:::0 GOTO 5135 
6000 PF.:HH AT 11 .. O.; 11

].: 'r'OU l·JILL PLA'r' THE DEFEt·mEF: 11 

6010 PF.: I tH AT 1 .. O .; 11 A : 'r'OU l·J I LL PLA'r' THE ATTACf<EF.: 11 

6020 LET IS=INKEY$ -
IF U<> 11 D11 At·m !$()"A 11 THEt·l GOTO 

6040 LET NO=CODE 1$ 
6050 GOTO 200 
7000 IF l·J$( 1 >= 11 D11 At·m H0=41 THEt·l LET 
7010 IF t·m=::::::: OF: i: N0=41 riND l·J:t i:: 1 > = 11 A11 > THEN LET l·J:t= 11 I 11 

7020 F'F.: I tH AT 21 .. 0 .: l·J:t .: II HJ I t·l 11 ,; 

?cno 1 F t·Ki=2 THH4 PF.: 1 tn 11
·:::;

11 
.; 

?ens F'F: nn 11 
: : : · : : : : : : : " 

?04Cl F'F.: Hn AT i::: .. o .; 11 F'F.:E::s F· TO F'LA'r' AGA rn 11 

7l°'45 F'F.: r tn 11 OF.: ::-:: TO ::;ToP 11 
-

7050 IF rnt:::E'r':t= lip II THEt·4 GOTO 71 
7060 IF I t·lf<E'r'$() 11

::-:;
11 THEt·4 CiOTO 7050 

7070 PP I tH AT 21 .• 0 _; 11 THAt·U::::; FOF: F'LA'r' I t·Ki FOF.:TF.:E::;::; 11 
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FORTRESS (Continued) 
71 GOTO 9999 
8fn)0 LET I:t= 11 A11 

B010 IF C<AP)=2 THEN LET l$= 11 B" 
IF (:(AP)=3 THEN LET I:t= 11 D" 

B03(1 F'F: I t-n AT 21 .. (1; 11 M'r' MO'v'E : f- 11 
; I$; 11 f-( PF.:E::s 11 

8040 IF INKEY:t<>CHR$ 118 THEN GOTO 8040 
B050 F'F: ItH AT 21 .. 11 ; II ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( " 

B060 IF N0=38 THEN GOTO 2070 
8070 GOTO 
85f10 LET G=G+ 1 
8505 IF G>1 THEN GOTO 8520 
8510 LET I$=L$(AP .. INT <RND*4)+1) 
8515 GOTO :::f130 
9520 PF: I t-n AT 21 .. i:.:1; 11 I AM TH I tw; I 
8525 FOR J=1 TO 4 

LET G < .J) =(1 
8535 LET PM=CODE L:t<AP .. .J)-37 
8540 IF PM<128 THEN GOTO 8560 
8545 LET G<.J)=-30 
B55f1 GOTO :3620 
8560 IF C<PM><>C<DP) THEN GOTO 8580 
8565 LET GCJ>= 15 
8570 IF PM=DP THEN LET G(J)=30 
,-.C"...,C' C•·-· I ._I 

:::585 

GOTO :362(1 
IF PM>4 OR PM=3 THEN GOTO 
LET G(.J)=-1(1 

8590 GOTO :::62(1 
8600 FOR K=1 TO 4 
8605 IF LSCPM,K>>CHR:t 128 THEN LET GCJ>=G(J)-1 

t·4E><T K 
:::62(1 t·4E::<:T .J 
E:70f1 LET K=G ( 1 ) 
8710 FOR .J=2 TO 4 
8720 IF G(.J))K THEN LET K=G(J) 

t·4E:=<T .J 
8740 IF K<>-30 THEN GOTO 8760 
:::745 LET N=9 
B75(1 GOTO 1110 
8760 FOR .J=1 TO 4 
8765 IF G(J)(}K THEN NEXT J 
8770 LET I$=L$0::AP .. J) 
:::775 GOTO 
900(1 ::;;fi'.,.'E II FOF.:TRE·:;::; II 
9010 PUN 

Wordsearch 
Wordsearch is a puzzle much loved by commuters for passing the time 
on monotonous train journeys. At the moment, of course, it is not ter-
ribly convenient to use your computer on a train (although maybe the 



1 RRt·m 
5 
10 DIM A$( 10.· 1(1) 
15 I1IM L( 10> 

l·JORD:3EAPCH 

20 LET A$( 1 )="::nt·K:LAIR" 
25 LET L(1)=8 

LET A$ ( 2) =II COMMODOi::'.E II 
LET L<2>=9 

40 LET A$(3)= 11 APPLE 11 

45 LET LC3)=5 
5(1 LET A$(4)= 11 TAND'r111 

55 LET L(4)=5 
6(' LET A$(5)= 11 ACOF:N 11 

65 LET U5)=5 
70 LET A$(6)= 11 E:A:3IC 11 

75 LET U6>=5 
.::0 LET A$ ( 7) =II FOIHF:At·4 II 
85 LET L(7)=7 
90 LET A$(E:)= 11 PA:=;CAL II 

95 LET L(:=:)=6 
100 LET A$(9)= 11 COBAL 11 

105 LET U9>=5 
1 HZ! LET A$( 1(1)= 11 FORTH 11 

115 LET L( 10)=5 
120 DIM S( 10 .· 2> 
1 25 DIM D ( 2) 
1 LET R$= II II 
1 :35 DIM E:$ ( :32) 
150 DIM W$(15,15) 
160 PR r tn AT s .. 1 c1.; "L·JORDSEARCH 11 
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1 70 Pl=: r tn AT 1 c1 .. c1.; "PPE:=;:::; c FOt.'. COMPUTER L·JORD:;" .; AT 13 .. 0 ; 
11 OF: TO Et-ffEF.'. 'r'OUP-Ol·Jt·4 l·JORD:=; 11 

180 IF I C 11 THEt·4 GOTO 280 
190 IF I t·4KE'r'$() 11 E 11 THEt·4 OOTO 1 f :(1 
2(1(1 CL:=; 
210 FOR J=1 TO 10 
220 PR I tH AT .H:2 ·' 11 l•JORD t·KI. II; .J ·' 
230 T$ 
240 LET L(.J)=LEN TS 
250 IF L(J)(l OR L(J))10 THEN GOTO 230 
255 PF:nn T$ 
260 LET A$(J)=T$ 
270 t·4Ei<:T J 

2::::5 PF: nn AT 1 o .. c1.; 11 GF.'.1 D FOF:MATI ON r :=; m .Efil:l MODE" 
290 LET L=SQR <RHD*RHD*RND> 
3(10 FA:=;T 
310 FOR J=l TO 10 
32(1 LET L=L (.J )-1 
330 LET SX=INT <RND*15>+1 
340 LET SY=INT <RHD*15)+1 
350 LET DX=INT (RHD*3)-1 
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Timex 1000 will feature its own battery pack and flat screen?), but at 
least you will not have to worry about finishing before you arrive at 
Waterloo. 

The program sets up a 15x15 grid of 'random' letters, in which 10 
words have been cleverly hidden. The words may run horizontally, 
diagonally or vertically, backwards or forwards, which, even I can 
calculate, makes 8 possible directions. You have the option, of allowing 
the computer to use its vocabulary of 10 (rather single-minded) words, 
or of entering your own words each time. In fact, using the latter option 
does not, in my opinion, make the puzzle any harder (unless you use 
stupid words like 'A,' which will make it impossible), because the com-
puter will create a new grid every run, so that even with its standard 
vocabulary no 2 puzzles will ever be the same. 

Whichever option you chose, the computer will go into FAST 
mode to set up the grid, which may be a little disconcerting as it looks 
exactly as if the program has crashed! After a few seconds, however, 
the grid will appear, with the 10 words listed by its side. When (if?) you 
spot a word, 3 inputs are required to prove that you have located it 
correctly: 

WORD NUMBER: (1 to 10) 
START (VERTICAL): The vertical coordinate of the first letter of the 

word (1 to F; the Timex 1000 not only has a vocabulary composed en-
tirely of computer words, it also numbers the grid in hex!) 

START (HORIZONTAL): ditto (horizontal coordinate, 1 to F) 
(It is not necessary to specify the direction of the word; if you get its 

starting position correct, obviously you have located the entire word.) 
Assuming that your entries are correct, the word will be marked on 

the grid in inverse lettering, and an asterisk will appear next to that 
word on the list. Remember that words MAY overlap, so do not 
disregard inverse letters when searching for other words. 

If you make an incorrect guess (as if you would ever do that!), the 
polite message 'WRONG' appears, and you go back to step 1. If, after 
several hours, you have still not found all the words, entering 'QUIT' in 
reply to 'WORD NO. ?'will reveal the remaining words. 

If you want to practice before keying in the listing, a sample grid is 
shown on page 129. 

INITIALIZATION AND 'MENU' (lines 1-290) 
Lines 10-115 give the computer its vocabulary. If you are wondering 
why it is necessary to specify the length of each word (line numbers 
ending in 5), when the Timex 1000 has a perfectly good LEN function, 
remember that DIMensioning the string array (line 10) predetermines 
that each array element has 10 characters. Any unused elements will 
be padded out with blanks, so, for example, A$(5) is not" ACORN," but 

and LEN A$(5) will always be 10. 
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WORDSEARCH (Continued) 
360 LET D'T'= I tH ( RHD*3 )-1 
370 IF DX=0 AND D'T'=0 THEN GOTO 350 
380 LET FX=SX+<L*DX) 
390 LET FY=SY+<L*DY) 
400 IF FX<1 OR FX>15 OR FY<1 OR F'-11)15 THEN GOTO 330 
410 FOR K=0 TO L 
420 IF lJ$(SX+(DX*K) I S1T'+(D'T'*K))=A$(J I K+l) THEN GOTO 440 
430 IF lJ$(SX+<ItX*k> I SY+(D',.'*K> THEN GOTO 330 
440 NEXT K 
450 LET S<J,1>=SX 
460 LET S(J,2>=SY 
470 LET DCJ,1)=DX 
480 LET D(J,2)=DY 
490 LET R$=R$+A$(J, TO L+1) 
500 FOR K=0 TO L 
510 LET W$<SX+<DX*K),SY+CDY*K))=A$(J,K+1) 
520 NEXT K 
530 NEXT J 
550 FOR J=1 TO 15 
555 FOR K=1 TO 15 
560 IF lJ$(J,K>= 11 f- 11 THEN LET F::0+1) 
565 K 
570 NEXT J 
600 CLS 
610 FOR J=1 TO 15 
615 PRINT AT 0,J+1;CHR$ (J+156> 
620 PF:rnT AT J+L0;CHR$ 
630 IF J<=10 THEN PRINT AT J,18;J;TAB 21;A$(J) 
640 NEXT J 
650 PRitH AT 12, 19; "T'r'PE ··"QUIT'. 11

; AT 13, 2f1; "TO 
660 SLOW 
670 LET 
700 PRINT AT 18,0;"WORD NO. ? 11 

710 1000 
712 IF T:t="QUIT" THEN GOTO 2000 
714 LET J=CODE TS-28 
716 IF J)10 THEN GOTO 710 
717 IF A:t(.J, 1>= 11 *" THEt4 GOTO 710 
718 PRINT AT 18,0;A$(J) 
720 PF.:nn "STAFH 11 

7:30 oo::;uB 100(1 
735 LET X=CODE TS-28 
74(1 PF.:ItH <HOF.:IZOtHAL) II 

750 C;o::;IJB 1000 
755 LET Y=CODE TS-28 
760 IF S(.J,l>=X AND SO::J,2)=Y THEN GOTO 800 
77(1 PF.: I tH 11 l·JF.:ONG II 

775 FOR K=1 TO 20 
7:=:0 HD::T f::: 
7:=:5 CiOSUB 1500 
790 GOTO 7(n) 
800 LET SCORE=SCORE+1 
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Arrays Sand D will hold the starting coordinates of each word in 
the grid, and their respective directions. R$ is a 'dummy' string, the 
significance of which will be seen shortly. W$ is the grid itself, and 8$ 
(line 135) is part of the improved 'delete a line' routine I promised you 
earlier. 8$ is padded out entirely with blanks, and so a screen line can 
be overprinted with the simple command 'PRINT B$' (see subroutine 
15(/)(/)). 

Lines 2(/)(/)-27(/) allow the user to replace the standard vocabulary 
with other words, if the appropriate response is made to the INKEY$ 
routine (lines 17(/)-19(1)). Note that line 25(/) ensures that each word is not 
more than 1(/) characters long, otherwise a 'bad subscript error' (report 
code 2/26(1)) would occur. 

Line 29(/) is utter nonsense;. it merely gives the computer a 'little' 
calculation to do so that the message in line 285 will be retained on 
screen for a few moments, hopefully preventing the unwitting user 
from having a heart attack when fast mode is entered in line 3(1)(/). 

GRID FORMATION (lines 300-660) 

This involves selecting a random starting position for each word (X and 
Y coordinates, lines 33(/)-34(1)), and a random direction (again X and Y 
coordinates, each in the range of - 1 to + 1, lines 34(/)-35(1)). Notice that 
these latter 2 lines theoretically allow a word to have a zero X-direction 
coordinate, i.e., the word is totally vertical, and a zero X-direction 
coordinate (totally horizontal)! Philosophers may care to speculate how 
such a word would be represented; for the puposes of this program 
however it is sufficient merely to reject this anomaly, and reselect 
proper coordinates (line 37(/)). 

Having checked that the chosen starting position and direction will 
allow the word to finish within the grid (line 4(/)(/)), the loop from line 41(/) 
to 44(/) checks to see if the word crosses a previously positioned word. If 
it does, and the letters at the cross-over point correspond, that is alright 
(line 42(1)); otherwise a new starting position is selected (line 430). Once 
a position has passed all these tests , the temporary variables SX, SY, 
DX and DY are stored permanently in their respective arrays S and D 
(lines 45(/)-480). 

Line 49(/) is very important. It ensures that the dummy string R$ 
consists of all the letters of the hidden words. It is from this string that 
the 'random' letters which pad out the grid will be selected, thus 
creating maximum confusion by ensuring that the grid is composed en-
tirely of letters used in the hidden words, and also that the frequency of 
each letter is similar to its frequency in the hidden words themselves 
(lines 55(/)-57(1); the actual words having been placed in the grid in lines 
500-520). 

The screen is then PRINTed, while still in fast mode, a simple but 
often-neglected time-saving device. 
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WORDSEARCH (Continued) 
:::1(1 PF: ItH AT .J .. 20 .; "t" 
B20 GO::;UB 3000 
830 IF SCORE=10 THEN GOTO 4000 
:::40 LET A$(.J)=":+'"+A$(.J) 
:::50 GOTO 7:::5 
1 (100 HWUT T$ 
1010 IF T$="C!UIT" THEt·l F.:ETURt·l 
1015 IF Tt=" 1(1" LET T:t="A" 
1020 IF LEN T$()1 THEN GOTO 1000 
103(1 IF T$< 11 l 11 OF.: T$> 11 F 11 THEt·l GOTO 1(n)0 

F.:ETUF.:t·l 
1500 FOR K=18 TO 21 
1510 PRINT AT K .. 0 ; BS 
1520 f< 
1530 F:ETUF:t·l 
2000 FOR J=1 TO 10 
2010 oo:::uB 3000 

t·lE:=<T .J 
2(1:;:0 CiOTO 
3000 FOR K=0 TO L(J)-1 
3010 PRINT AT S(J,1)+(D(J,1>*K>+1,S(J,2)+(D(J,2>*K>+1 ; 
3020 LET P=PEEK 16398+256*PEEK 16399 
3030 IF PEEK P<12B THEN POKE P.PEEK P+128 

f< 
:;a)50 RETUF:t·l 
4(100 Go:;UB 1500 
4010 IF :;coF:E= 10 THEN PF.: Hff AT i::: .. o .: Ot·J:::" 
4020 PF.:Hn AT .. 0; "ANOTHER GAME CT'/t·D" 
4030 IF I t·W:E'T'$= 11 'r' 11 THEt·l 
4040 IF I t·WE'T":t<> II NII THEt·l GOTO 40::::0 
4(150 CL:; 
4060 PF.:ItH AT 10 .. 0.: "B'r'E. 11 

4070 GOTO 9999 
9(1(1(1 :::A'·/E II 

9010 RUt·l 
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INPUT HANDLING (lines 670-850) 

This section is quite straightforward. Once again , all actual INPUTs are 
delegated to a single subroutine (1000). Line 1015 reconciles the ap-
parent anomaly between the decimal number 10 (entered as a word 
number) and the hex number A (a grid coordinate). Notice how Timex 
1000 character codes are arranged so that CODE "9" = 37; CODE 
"A"= 38, etc., i.e., converting a string input to a number by using 
CODE rather than VAL (as in lines 714, 735, 755) enables the alphabet 
to be used as an extension of the numerals. 

INVERSION SUBROUTINE (lines 3000-3050) 

Called after a correct entry, or by subroutine 2Ql!Ml after 'QUIT,' this 
directs the PRINT AT position to the letter to be inverted (line 301 Ill) , 
then uses the DF-CC system variable to detect whether the character 
has already been inverted (lines 3020-3030). 

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS 

The following modifications occurred to me after 'finishing' this pro-
gram. Please feel free to add these features or any others of your own if 
they appeal to you. 

1) Add a timing routine (using system variable FRAMES; see 
'Clock/Calendar') 

2) Add an end option to reform the same grid (using a reinvert 
subroutine similar to subroutine 3000), so that several players may 
compete 'against the clock.' 

3) Add an end option to allow 'user-defined' vocabularies to be 
SAVEd on tape and/or reused immediately. 
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SAMPLE 'WORDSEARCH' GRID 

Here is a typical example of the kind of grid created by this program, 
using its own vocabulary: 

1 ::; I MCLA 
1 F'H'r'Et·4CLDOEPc::;co .-, COMMODOF.:E .::. 
2 .-, AF'F'LE .;. .-, 4 TAt·rn'r' .:., 
4 MOOCC:::PF'LDLCOOM 5 
r= ·-' TFCPA:::MALOF:F:DLA 6 BA:::Ic 
6 f:M'r'AOMC'r'MMF'OCAO 7 FOPTPAM 
7 AL I t·4LOTFU·1At-4tK:t·1 ::: F'A:::CAL 
::: :::AAAF'ADF:POCCPF'F' 9 COBOL 
9 I trnot·WCLAC:t-4AF:F.:F' 10 FOF.:TH 
A CCF.:DF:LF':::F::S I F:C I 
B ::;F:'r'F:OACOAC'r'PCAL 
c tK I PCCOFAF'CCA'r'E: 
D A::;LFAt·i::; I t·4CLA I F:F: 
E AMTFOF.:TF.:At·K:F.:AAF'. 
F t·H·1 IC I F:AOt1F:TF'EDF 

tKt. ? 

Note: The Timex 1000 characters are formed in a 'square matrix' 
(8x8), whereas this printer produces rectangular (7x6) characters. 
Therefore the grid produced on screen will be perfectly square, unlike 
this reproduction which is elongated.) 
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Kami Kazi Drive 
This one is included for my benefit. It is my all-time favourite computer 
game. You will probably hate it! There are no spaceships, no aliens, no 
moving graphics of any kind-well at least it is different. 

The intention was to create a game which balances the twin 
elements of skill and chance as near perfectly as possible. When you 
think about it, most games, computer and otherwise, either rely so 
heavily on skill that expert players will ALWAYS beat beginners, or so 
much on chance that you might just as well toss a coin to decide the 
outcome. 'Kami Kazi Drive,' however, is organized in such a way that, 
although the expert will USUALLY score bette.r than the novice, less 
skillful players will win sufficiently often for them not to be discouraged. 

(Note: Kami Kazi Drive is essentially a solo game, so 'winning' in 
this context may mean either beating the 'best so far,' or setting up a 
personal best, or simply scoring higher than an opponent in a partic-
ular several-player session.) 

RUNNING INSTRUCTIONS 

As usual, the rules of the game are contained in the program 
listing beginning at line 5(])2(]). These will give you some idea of what to 
do, but the best way to understand the game is to have a few trial runs. 

Each game consists of an unspecified number of moves, and for 
each move 1 INPUT only is required. This should be a NUMBER, in-
dicating the speed at which you wish to travel for that move. Notice that 
2 non-numeric 'default' inputs are acceptable: 'P' will maintain the 
speed at which you are traveling at the present time, and Newline (on 
its own) will cause an increase of 4(]) m.p.h. which is maximum accel-
eration. Any entry which exceeds current speed, plus 4(]), will not be re-
jected, but will also be interpreted as maximum acceleration. 

The race-track style signboards will illustrate the next bend ahead, 
and tell you the maximum safe speed for the bend and the number of 
MOVES (not the distance) before you reach it. Your strategy therefore 
should be to drive as fast as possible while still managing to get safely 
around the bends. Penalties are incurred for: 

1) Braking (i.e., reducing speed) too severely-probable damage 
to brakes; possible damage to tires, and 

2) Cornering at greater speed than the indicated safe maximum-
certain damage to tires; possible damage to brakes; possible drop in oil 
pressure. 

I will not explain these probables and possibles any further at this 
stage. If you want to work out a mathematically optimum strategy, you 
must first deduce the exact likelihood of each type of penalty by 
unraveling the listing. Alternatively you may adopt a 'trial-and-error' ap-
proach, which may well be just as successful! 
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KAMI KAZI I•RIVE 

10 DIM N$(10) 20 LET D$= .. t" 
25}DIM E$(32) 
30 LET F=0 
35 LET S$="M.P.H." 
40 LET P$= 11 0/0 11 

45 LET M$= 11 MILES 11 

50 LET PR=-1 
60 DIM B$(J,7,6) 
61 LET B$(3, 1 
62 LET B$(3, t 11 

63 LET B$(3, :;:)= 11 f-t3#1 t 11 

64 LET B$(3, 4>=" ·t3#1 t" 
65 LET B$(3 .. 5)= 11 # 11 

66 LET B$(3,6)= 11 # 11 

67 LET B$(3,7>= 11 #" 
71 LET B$(2, 1 
72 LET B$(2, 2)= "f-'t3#12#t11 

73 LET B$(2, 3)=" t3#1 t 11 

74 LET B$(2,4)="#" 
75 LET B$(2 .. 5)= 11 # 11 

76 LET B$(2 .. 6)= 11 # 11 

77 LET B$(2 .. 7)="#" 
81 LET B$( 1.· 1 >="f-1'J##4t" 
f:2 LET B$( L 2)=" t3#12#4t" 
83 LET B$ ( 1 , 3) =II t# 1 t" 
E:4 LET B$( 1, 4)="#( ( ( ( #" 
85 LET B$(1,5)="#" 
86 LET B$( 1 .· 6)= 11 #" 
87 LET B$(1,7)="#" 
90 G0'.3UB 50f10 
95 
100 LET L=0 
105 LET 0=80 
11f1 LET T=100 
120 LET B=100 
130 LET D=O 
140 LET 
142 LET ::<$="OIL II 
144 LET 'r'$= 
146 LET 
148 CLS 
150 FOR J=0 TO 28 STEP 2 
160 AT 13 .. J .: 
1 .J 
180 GOSUB 80(1 
190 GOSUB 
195 IF 0<5 OR T=0 OR B=0 THEN GOTO 1000 
200 I tH RT 21 ·' 5 .: II EtHEF.: DE:3 I F.:ED :;PEED" 
21f1 INPUT T$ 
22f1 IF T $=" II THEt·4 LET T t=:=;TF.:$ ( 40+'.:;) 
225 IF TH 1 )="F'" LET T$=:=:TF.'.$ ::; 
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Notice that the ever-decreasing oil pressure is unrelated to your 
driving tactics (apart from the possible drop for cornering too fast, as 
mentioned above). This means that the game will NOT go on for ever, 
so the 'ultra-cautious' strategy of keeping within all speed limits is not 
(generally) to be recommended. 

The game is over when either your tire efficiency or brake efficiency 
has dropped to zero, or your oil pressure has fallen to below 5 p.s.i. 
(Sparing no expense to ensure absolute realism in this game, I drove 
my Ford Capri for several days with falling oil pressure, and can certify 
that 5 p.s.i. is indeed the point at which engines tend to blow up.) 
Players who beat the previous best are invited to enter their name, and 
this will subsequently be displayed together with the 'target' score. An 
option is provided at the end to SAVE the best score on tape as a target 
for future games. 

NOTES 

The 3 main sections of the program are: 

Initialization/Rules 
Game Loop 

Ending 

10-180 and subroutine 5000 
190-390 and subroutines 
500, 700, 800 and 900. 
1000-4110 

Obviously the Game Loop is of prime importance, so I will explain 
this section in detail. 

Lines 190-390 form a 'game handling' loop, which accepts the 
user input and then delegates all other aspects of the program to its 
various subroutines. The only exit from the loop is in line 195; until any 
of the conditions specified in this line are satisfied, the loop will simply 
continue to accept inputs and delegate accordingly. 

INSTRUMENT PANEL-SUBROUTINE 500 
The figures on the instrument panel are updated almost every move, 
so in fact the entire panel is reprinted each time. Line 500 prevents the 
signboard (see subroutine 800) from being reprinted except after a 
bend has been negotiated. Line 580 prints a 'thermometer' type 
speedometer which serves no useful purpose whatever (a digital 
speedometer is provided as well), but enhances the screen display! 
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KAMI KAZI DRIVE (Continued) 
230 FOR J=1 TO LEN T$ 
240 IF T$(J)("0" OR T$(J))"9" THEN GOTO 210 
245 NEXT J 
250 LET P=VAL T$ 
255 PRINT AT 21, 0; E$ 
260 IF P<S-40 THEN LET B=B-40 
265 IF P<S-10 THEN GOSUB 700 
270 IF P>S+40 THEN LET P=S+40 
280 LET S=P 
290 LET 111=111-1 
300 LET 0=0-INT <RND*5) 
310 IF '-l=-1 GOSUB 800 
320 IF Y=0 AND S>XX THEN GOSUB 900 
330 LET D=D+INT CS/10) 
340 IF B<0 LET B=0 
350 IF T<0 LET T=0 
360 IF 0(20 THEN LET X$= ':.Qlb.:' 
370 IF B<=25 THEN LET Y$= 11 BRAKES 11 

380 IF T<=25 LET Z$="TYRES" 
390 GOTO 191Z1 
500 IF L)0 GOTO 550 
510 FOR J=l TO 7 
520 PRINT AT J+2,7;B$(X,J) 
530 t·4EXT J 
540 PF: INT AT 0, 6i ><:><:; "+-"; S$ 
550 PRINT AT 11, 6; 111 i "t-AHEAD" 
560 LET J=S/10 
570 IF J=0 THEN LET J=l 
575 IF J)30 THEN LET J=30 
580 PRINT AT 14.0iD$(1 TO J);E$(J TO) 
590 PRHff AT 15, 0; "SPEED" _; TAB 10; S.; 11 ++ 11

; TAB 15; S$ 
600 PF:IHT 11Zt;O.;"+-";TAB 15.; 11 P.:=;.J." 
610 PRitH 'r'$iTAB 10;B;"+-+-".;TAB 15;P$ 
620 PF:ItH Z$; TAB 10; Ti 11 +-+- 11 _;TAB 15.; P$ 
630 PRINT "DISTANCE 11 ;TAB 10;D;TAB 15;M$ 
64(1 PF: I tn 11 TARGET 11

; TAB 1 (1; F; THE: 15; M$ _;TAB 22 _; 
65(1 LET L='r' 
603 F.:ETUF.:t-4 
700 LET Z=INT <RND*2) 
710 IF P<S-20 THEN LET Z=INT CRND*3> 
720 IF P<S-30 THEN LET Z=2 
730 IF Z>0 THEN LET B=B-10 
740 IF Z=2 THEN LET T=T-10 
750 
800 LET X=INT <RND*6)+1 
::: 10 LET 
815 LET X=INT (X/2+.5) 
820 LET Y=INT (RND*4)+3 
:::: ::::0 F.:ETUF:t·4 
900 LET T=T- <INT <RND*2>+1)*(S-XX>> 
910 LET B=B- CRND<.3)*5) 
920 LET 0=0- RND<.2) 
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BRAKING PENAL TIES-SUBROUTINE 700 
Three fixed penalties are defined, and 1 is chosen according to the 
decrease in speed. Note that the lowest 'penalty' is in fact no penalty at 
all: A decrease in speed of between 11 and 20 m.p.h. will have a 50% 
chance of incurring no penalty, 21-30 m.p.h. will have a 33% chance, 
and greater than 30 m.p.h., no chance. A small decrease in speed will 
not cause the subroutine to be called at all (line 265), and a large 
decrease will incur a fixed penalty (line 270) IN ADDITION to the penal-
ty imposed by the subroutine. 

SIGN BOARDS-SUBROUTINE 800 
This is called once by line 180 (to display the first bend) and thereafter 
by line 310 whenever a new bend is required. Line 800 selects a ran-
dom number in the range 1 to 6, which defines the severity of the bend. 
XX (line 810) is the number converted to an actual speed (20 to 120 
m.p.h.), and line 830 then determines which of the 3 signboards (in-
itialized in lines 60-87) will best illustrate the bend's sharpness. Finally, 
line 820 selects Y, the number of moves before the bend is reached, in 
the range of 3 to 6. 

CORNERING PENAL TIES-SUBROUTINE 900 
Line 900 ALWAYS imposes a tire penalty when the safe speed is ex-
ceeded; the penalty may be either 1 or 2 times the amount of the ex-
cess. Lines 910 and 920 occasionally impose brake and oil pressure 
penalties as well. 
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KAMI KAZI DRIVE (Continued) 
930 F:ETUPt·i 
1000 DIM At 2,32) 
1005 LET A$ 1, 1J TO 17)= 11 CRF6H 11 

1010 LET At 2 .. 1J TO 17>= 11 CPA::;H" 
1015 IF 0)4 THEN GOTO 1030 
1020 LET At< 1 .. 13 TO 17>= 11 BOOOt1 11 

1025 LET A:t<2 .. TO 17)=="BOOOt1" 
1030 FOR J=0 TO 20 
1035 PRINT AT 5,0;A$(J/2-INT (J/2)+1) 
1040 IF J=5 OR J)11 THEN GOTO 1055 
1045 PRINT AT J,0;Et 
1055 t·iE>::T .J 
1060 CL::; 
2020 IF D>F THEN GOTO 3000 
2030 F'F: I tH AT 10 .• 0 _; "PF.:E::;::; F' TO PLA'r' AGFt I t·i" 
2040 PRitH AT !J , (1_; "OF: ::-:: TO ::;TOP" 
205(1 IF It·if:::E'r't="P" THEt·i GOTO 95 
2060 IF I t·H<E'r't<>" ::-:: 11 THEt·i GOTO 2050 

GOTO 4(100 
PR I tn D _; ".:-r ::; THE BE:::;r ::;c:c1F.:E ::;o FAF.: 11 

3010 PR I tn 11 Et-HEF.: 'r'OUF: t·iAME 11 

3020 I t·iPUT t-it 
3030 LET F=D 
3040 PF: I tH AT 5 .• 0 _; i: i: ( i: i: i: l·JELL DOt·1E .:- 11 

_; Nt 
3(150 GOTO 
4000 CL:; 
401 o PF: r 1-n "THE f:E:;T ::;co PE r S,:-" _; F _; ".:- 11 _;Mt 
4020 PF.: !HT "::;coF.:ED B'r'""'" _; t·it 
4030 IF F<=PF'. THEN GO TO 9999 
4035 LET PP=F 

PF.: nn AT 1 o, _; "TH 1 ::; 1 :; :BETTEF.: THAt·i THE PPE\·' r ou::; 11 

PP I tn "BE::;T AS HELD ON 'r'OUF.: TAPE" 
4(160 PF.: I tH AT 15, (1 _; 11 IF 'r'OU l·JAIH TO ::;A'./E TH I::;; ::;;COPE 11 

4(1((1 PR I tH ":3TAF.:T TAPE·' THHi PF.:E::;::; ::; II 
4(1:::0 PF.: I IH II ( OTHEPl·J I SE PF.:E::;::; ::<) II 

409(1 IF I l·iKE'r't= 11
::;

11 THHi GOTO 9(11 
410(1 IF THEN GOTO 
4110 GOTO 9990 
500(1 CL::; 

c1 PF.: r tn TAB ::: _; 11 f=::AM1 KAZ 1 DP I \IE 11 

5014 PPitH AT rn .. 3.; "DO 'r'OU l·JAIH 1t-1::;TPUCTIOl·t:;? 11 

5016 IF I 11 N11 THEt·i F:ETUF.:l·i 
501 ::: IF I l·if::.E 1r1$(} 11 'r' 11 THEl·i GOTO 

PP I tn AT :;: , c1; 11 THE OBJECT OF TH I I SH-TOIIF.: 1 \IE A::; 
.:-FAF.: A::; PC::;::; IBLE ,:.-.:-BEFOF.:E'r'OUF.: CAF.: CF.:A::;HE:3 
.,:.-(IF.: I:LOl·J·:; UP. II 

5030 PPHH 
5040 PF: I tH 11 OB\1 I OU::;L'r' 'r'OU l·J I LL CO'.,.'EF.: GF.:EATEF.:D I STANCE 

.:-B'r' DF.'. I \I I t·Ki FA::;T. 11 

505(1 PF.: I tH -
5060 PF: I tH II HOl·JE\IEF:' .,:.--+:-COF.:t·iEF.: I t·K;.;..-.:-.AT OF.: 

dWAf::: I t·iCi TOO,:.-.:-::;E\IEF.:EL'r'" DAMAGE 
.:-'r'OUF.: HEAL TH. 11 
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ENDING 

Much of the end routi ne of 'Kami Kazi Drive ' is cosmetic . That is, it is 
not vital to the game, but adds the finishing touches which distinguish 
'work in progress' from a completed program. However, the SAVE 
routine at line 9000 is unusual, and deserves some comment. 

Before I explain the various PEEKs and POKEs, let me pose you a 
common programming problem: Very many programs require a 'Data 
tape' (i.e., in the case of the Timex 1000, a copy of the program) to be 
recorded after a run in which data has been altered. Most business pro-
grams will require this , and Kami Kazi Drive requires a new tape to be 
made if the 'best score so far' is to be retained . Importantly, this 
'Record Data Tape' option (or command) must be the VERY LAST ac-
tion taken by the user, and there should be no further chance of amen-
ding data once the tape has been made. 

A normal 'programmed save' (i.e., the inclusion of SAVE as a pro-
gram line, followed by RUN, or GOTO ... ) will result in the program re-
running when the SAVE is complete. This is just a Timex 1000 quirk, 
and is usually of no importance; in fact, when using the GOTO 9000 
convention adopted throughout this book to SAVE a program in the first 
instance, it is rather encouraging to see the program reappear! Unfor-
tunately, there is nothing more absurd than for a program to re-run 
AFTER the user has indicated that he has fin ished. 

The problem then is how to write a programmed save routine 
which will recognise: 

1) Whether the SAVE routine itself has just been called, in which 
case in will NOT run, or 

2) whether the program has just been LOADed, in which case it 
WILL run, or even 

3) whether the SAVE routine is being called for the first time, i.e., 
from an 'immediate' command, in which case it will also run. 

This is not as easy as it might sound. Remember, that a program is 
LOADed in exactly the same state as it was SAVEd, and that execution 
will continue immediately from the line following the SAVE instruction. 
Therefore it is impossible to use any variables as flags to indicate 
whether the program is to run or end. 

The solution used here makes unconventional use of a Timex 
1000 system variable (16390 MODE). You will see from the Sinclair 
manual (p. 177) that the early system variables are NOT saved. 
Therefore it is possible to use MODE not for its normal purpose (to in-
dicate the kind of cursor to be used), but as a flag! MODE is given the 
value 4 when the program is SAVEd (line 9010), and of course retains 
this value at line 9030, causing the program to fall through to its natural 
end at line 9999. When the tape is next LOADed, MODE will not have 
this strange value (4 indicates Graphics mode!), and so line 9030 will 
cause a branch to the desired line 90. 
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KAMI KAZI DRIVE (Continued) 
5070 PRitH 
5080 PRINT "ALSO, At-ID THE 

.;-0 IL loH UNCOtHPOLLABL'r'. " 
5090 PRINT 
6000 PR I tH "'r'OU++MUST H+ THE 

f-B'r' PLA'r' I THE GAME. 11 

0 PR ItH AT 2 L 3; II PRESS At-l'i KE'r' TO COtH rnuE II 
602E:1 IF I " THEN GOTO 602(1 
6030 CLS 
6040 "THE 

H+CI I THE 
+.-EFFICIENCY OF 
f-(PERCENTAGE> ASWELL AS THE DISTANCE 

At-ID THE BE::;T SO " 
6050 PRINT 
6060 PRINT "A SIGN BOARD WILL ILLUSTRATE THENEXT BEND 

ffiHEAD, MAXIMUM SPEED 
I I TMA'r' BE SAFEL'r' t-IEGOT I ATED. " 

6070 PRitH 
6080 "SIMPL'r' THE SPEED l·JHICH 'r'OUlHSH TO 

I VE AT EACH MOVE. " 
6090 PRitH 
6100 PR I tH II MAX. I M. p. H. /MO'·/E It 
61 H3 PPIHT 
6120 PRnn 11 ousT PRESS t·t-1L FOR Mm<It1uM .. .:-+OF.:ENTERf-f-···p··· 

f-TOf-+MA I NTA I ) " 
7(100 PR I tH AT 21 , 5; 11 PRESS AtW l<E'r' TO PLA'r'" 
701 (1 IF I t-IKE'r'$=" " THEN GOTO 701 (1 
7020 RETURt-1 
9000 LET F=(1 
9005 LET 
9010 POKE 16390.4 
9(115 ::;AVE "KAMI KAZI DRIVE" 
9020 CLS 
9025 IF F<>PR THEN RUN 
9030 IF PEEK 16390=0 THEN GOTO 90 
9040 POKE 16390.0 
9990 CLS 
9999 PR I NT AT 11 , 3; "THANl<:S FOF: PLA'r' I NG. B'r'E. " 
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The other half of the problem is much simpler: lines 9000 and 9005 
are never called by the program, but are only used by the immediate 
command GOTO 9000. Therefore a flag device may be used to in-
dicate whether the program should run (after an immediate SAVE) or 
end (after a programmed SAVE). In this case, F and PR always have 
the same value at the end of a run, so setting them to different values 
(any values would do) will cause the branch in line 9025. 

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS 

As I am the writer of this program, I suppose that for the moment at 
least, I must be the world's best (i.e., only) player. My own personal 
best score, achieved by adopting a driving technique not dissimilar to 
that which I use in real life, is 703 miles, in a game which terminated in 
a crash at over 400 m.p.h .! 

While you may be able to better this score with a strategy of your 
own, the following points may help you in getting beyond the 'beginner' 
stage: 

There is no point in finishing a game with any tires left if you have 
run out of brakes. (Or vice versa; or with either if you have no oil 
pressure). If you do not exhaust all 3 items, you have almost certainly 
missed some scoring opportunity. 

It is possible ONCE (only) to get away with a spectacular braking 
feat. Reducing speed by 40 m.p.h. or more will cost you 50% of your 
(original) brakes, and 10% of your tires. Use this to maximum advan-
tage by accelerating into a bend, and braking at the last minute. If you 
are traveling at less than 300 m.p.h. when you use this ability, you have 
probably wasted it. 

Cornering at 'safe+ 30' m.p.h. MAY only cost you 30% of your 
tires (or it may cost you 60): Try it at a 120 m.p.h. bend, and then ac-
celerate, hoping that the next bend is a long way ahead! 

Even when you are driving 'sensibly' (usually in the early part of 
the game), calculate your braking carefully. Take care not to waste odd 
points by driving slower than you need to. 

Learn to recognize the point where you cannot possibly survive 
the next bend, and ACCELERATE. 

Good luck . .. and drive careLESSly! 
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Chapter 10 
Functional Programs 

Clock/Calendar 
This program was written one day in February. I had thrown away last 
year's calendar, and realised that I hadn't yet bought a new one. The 
easiest way I could think of to find out the date was to write the pro-
gram! This may not, at first, seem to be a particularly sound economic 
proposition, as a Timex 1000 with RAM-pack costs rather more than a 
normal calendar, but if you use your computer exclusively for running 
this program, it will have paid for itself by the mid 22nd century. 

The screen will display any chosen month of any year, together 
with a menu of 6 options as follows: 

N and L for Next and Last month respectively 
D to mark a particular Date 
C and X to turn the clock function off 
B to blank out the menu section for a tidy screen display. (The 

menu is still operative even when it has been blanked out, and pressing 
B again will return it to the screen.) 

The clock function deserves some special mention. The Timex 
1000 does not have a 'real-time clock' as some other computers do, so 
it is necessary to create one by using the system variable FRAMES at 
address 16436/7. (The Sinclair manual suggests using the PAUSE 
statement, but this is only an indirect way of accessing FRAMES.) TIM 
(line 2) is a·unit of time unique to the Timex 1000, being the number of 
seconds it take for the ms byte of FRAM ES (16437) to decrease by 1. 
The actual decrease (variable D) in value of this byte is detected in 
subroutine 3500, and variable S is increased accordingly (line 3525). 
The subroutine is called constantly during the normal display loop 
(lines 700-860), but when a menu item is selected the clock 'freezes,' 
and is reset to the correct time as soon as the loop is re-entered. 

A word of warning about using address 16437 for timing purposes: 
The value of this address decreases steadily from 255 to 128 (NOT 
zero) It is possible to poke some lower value into 16437, and it will con-
tinue to decrease as normal, until it reaches zero, at which point the 
computer will be thrown into confusion, and will take the easy way out 
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CLOCt:::/CALEt·4DAF.: 

1 LET T'r'= 19:::2 
2 LET TIM=256/50 
3 LET TIM=TIM*.992 
1 I) LET M$= 11 *.JAt·4UAF.:'r'*FEBF.:UAF.:'r'*MAF.:CH*AF'R I L*MA'r'+.JUt·4E*.JUL'r'*AUGU::;T+ 

II 

2(1 LET H:t= II 71::::19202122 
l 1

1 

3(1 LET 11$= II I SAT II 

50 DIM 
60 LET B=O 
70 LET C=0 
100 Pl<:Hff TAB 12.; "CALENDAR" 
110 F'F.: rnT AT 4 ·' 0 _; II DO 'r'OU I F.:E .,... .. _; T'r' _; II.; .. :-::• II 

120 IF I t·4t<E'r'$=" 'r'" THEN GOTO 200 
1 30 IF I t·U<E'r'$C> 11 N 11 THEt·4 GOTO 12(1 
140 PF.: nn AT 4, 0; '"r'EAR F.:EOU IF.:ED ? ( ( ( ( 1: ( II 

150 INPUT TS 
160 IF LEN TS<>4 THEN GOTO 150 
170 FOP .J=l TO 4 
175 IF TS(.J)( 11 0" OF.: TS(.J))"9" THEt·4 GOTO 150 
1 :::0 .J 
185 LET TY=VAL TS 
190 IF TY<1753 THEN GOTO 150 
195 PF.:mT AT 4 .. 14;": .,... .. _; T'r' 
20t1 PR nn AT 6, 11 MOtHH F.:EG!U I F.:ED ·-::·" 
2135 INPUT T$ 
210 LET M$=t1S+T$+"*" 
215 LET TS 
220 IF L=0 THEN GOTO 205 
225 IF T$(1)("A" THEt·4 GOTO 300 
230 LET M=0 
235 FOR .J=l TO LEN MS 
24(1 IF M$(J)()"*" GOTO 255 
245 LET M=M+1 
250 IF T$=t1$(J+1 TO .J+L) THEN GOTO 315 
255 .J 
300 IF L=1 THEN GOTO · 310 

IF T$0::2)("0" OR TS<2>>"2 11 OF.: L>2 THEt·4 GOTO 205 
310 LET M=VAL TS 
315 IF M<l OR M>12 THEN GOTO 205 
320 CL::; 
325 IF C THEN GOSUB 3500 
33(1 LET 'r'=O 
335 FOR .J=l TO LEN MS 
340 IF M$ ( .J) =" :+: 11 LET 'r'='r'+ 1 
345 IF Y<>M THEN GOTO 360 
350 LET L=.J+l 
355 LET 'r'=20 
360 IF Y=21 THEN GOTO 370 
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(i.e., crash!). This is why PAUSE statements, if you insist on using 
them, should be followed with a POKE 16437,255 (mentioned, but not 
explained, on p. 127 of the Sinclair manual). 

PROGRAM NOTES-THE CALENDAR 

The 4 main stages of the calendar part of the program are: 

Initialization 
Input 
Calculation 
Display 

INITIALIZATION 

1-50 
100-370 
380-440 
450-570 

Four different types of data string are used: The month names (M$) are 
of varying length, so they are separated by asterisks; the day names 
(D$) are all 3 letters long, so there is no need for any separating symbol ; 
N$ seems like a waste of time, but putting a list of consecutive numbers 
into a string allows ease of manipulation, and also ensures that single-
digit numbers will be aligned correctly with dual-digit numbers; finally 
C$ is a CODE string-look up the CODE of each element and you will 
see that these are the number of days in each month. 

TY (This Year) is set to a default value in line 1, which saves 1 in-
put, and 8$ is the 'blank line' string once again. 

INPUT 

The 'year' input is straightforward: Newline will cause the default value 
of TY to be implemented, otherwise any 4-digit year will be accepted 
(although line 190 excludes ancient dates prior to the introduction of 
the present calendar system). 

The 'month' input is more complex, as it will accept and verify 
either a numeric (e.g., 12) or an alpha (e.g., DEC or DECEMBER) entry. 
The two possible types of entry are verified by separate routines, line 
225 detecting numeric entries and branching to line 300 to verify these. 
(The numeric section merits no discussion as we have seen this many 
times before.) 

An alpha entry is checked by first tagging the entry itself onto the 
end of M$ (line 210). This ensures that when M$ is searched for a 
'match,' one will always be found, evenif the entry was not a valid 
month. The loop from line 235-255 detects the entry M$ (only if it is 
preceded, in M$, by an asterisk, so entry 'A' will be matched by 
'April', not 'jAnuary'), and sets the month number M accordingly. Note 
that because a match will always be found, line 250 will always cause 
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CLOCK/CALENDAR (Continued) 
365 NEXT J 
370 LET T$=M$(L TO J-1> 
380 LET L'T'=0 
385 IF T'T'/4()ltH <TY/4) THEN GOTO 400 
390 LET L 111= 1 
395 IF TY/100=ItH (T'r'/100) T'T'l400<>ItH <T'T'/400) 

THEN LET L'r'=0 
400 LET N=CODE C$(M) 
405 IF M=2 AND L111 LET 
410 LET 111=0 
415 FOR J=1 TO M 
420 LET Y=Y+CODE C$(J) 
425 NEXT J 
430 IF LY AND M>1 THEN LET Y=Y+1 
435 LET Y=Y+1-N+<TY-1>*365+INT CCTY-1)/4)-INT CCTY-1)/100) 

+INT C<TY-1)/400) 
440 LET Y=Y-7*INT CY/7) 
450 PRINT AT 0,0;TY;TAB (31-LEN T$)/2;T$;TAB 28;TY 
460 FOR J=1 TO LEN D$ STEP 3 
465 PRINT AT Jl3*2+2.0;D$CJ TO J+2) 
470 NEXT J 
480 LET P$=N$( TO N*2) 
500 FOR J=l TO Y 
505 LET P$="f+"+P$ 
510 t4EXT J 
515 LET R$=P$ 
520 LET DATE=0 
53€1 LET X=5 
535 LET 111= 1 
540 FOR J=l TO LEN P$ STEP 2 
545 LET '1'=1

1
1+2 

550 IF Y(16 THEN GOTO 565 
555 LET 'T'=3 

LET 
565 PRINT AT Y,X;P$(J TO J+1) 
570 t4EXT J 
575 IF B THEN GOTO 700 
600 PRINT AT 17, 0; "L=LAST MotHHf+: MONTH" 
610 PR I NT AT 19. 0; ( ot4) H- : f+}i=CLOCI< (OFF) II 
620 AT 21 , 0; ''..D,=SET TEXT" 
700 IF C G0:3UB 35130 
8013 IF I t4KE'r1$=" B 11 THEt4 GOTO 10013 
E: 10 IF I t4KE'r'$= 11 L 11 THEN GOTO 
820 IF I NKE'1'$= II NII THEt4 GOTO 2100 
8313 1 F rnKE'1'$= 11 c11 THEN GOTO 300£1 
840 IF I 11

::·::
11 THEt4 Go:;UB 

:::50 IF I MKE'r'$= 11 D" THEN GOTO 
f:60 GOTO 700 
1000 IF NOT B THEN GOSUB 1500 

LET .B=NOT B 
11:12(1 IF I MKE'r'$= 11 B11 THEN GOTO 1 (12(1 

GOTO 575 
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an exit from this loop eventually, so no line is required after line 255 to 
prevent the 'numeric' routine from being entered accidentally. Non-
valid entries will result in M having a value greater than 12, and will 
therefore be rejected in line 315. 

Once an input has been accepted, another routine (lines 330-370) 
extracts the complete month name from M$. Finding the START of the 
month name is easy; a 'counter' variable, Y, counts the number of 
asterisks, up to the value of M. To find the END of the name, one more 
asterisk must be detected, so Y is given the dummy value of 20 (line 
355), and the loop is continued until Y equals 21 (line 360). 

CALCULATION 

Given that the final calendar displayed on screen will always start with 
Sunday at the top, the object of this section is simply to determine how 
many 'blank' days there are before day 1 is printed. This is done in 3 
steps: 

1) Determine whether TY is a leap year: The leap year flag LY is 
first set to zero (no), then to 1 (yes) if the year is divisible by 4, then back 
to zero if the year is divisible by 100 but not by 400. (Don't blame me; 
that's the way it's been done for the past 400 years!) 

2) Calculate the number of days since the year dot: lines 405-430 
set Y equal to the number of days so far this year (I will refer to TY as 
'this year' for simplicity, although it may of course be any chosen year), 
and line 435 adds the number of days in all previous years, according 
to the same rules regarding leap years. 

3) Reduce the result module 7 to give, amazingly enough, the re-
quired answer (line 440). 

In the course of all this, N has been set to the number of days in the 
chosen month (lines 400-405). 

DISPLAY 

The day numbers to be displayed (P$) are extracted from N$, and then 
the required number of blanks (calculated above) are tagged onto the 
start of P$ (lines 500-510). An exact copy of P$ (R$) is taken in line 515, 
as P$ will be manipulated by the 'Date' option (see below). The calen-
dar is then printed by a standard FOR-TO loop, but with coordinates X 
and Y being incorporated so that each number is printed at the correct 
position. 

THE OPTIONS 

The menu (lines 600-620) adds a certain amount of interest to this pro-
gram; at least you can do something other than just look at it. 
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CLOCK/GALEN DAR (Continued) 
1500 FOR J=17 TO 21 STEP 2 
1510 PRINT AT J,0;B$ 
1520 HE:=<T .J 
1530 RETUF.:t·-1 
2000 IF TY=1752 AND M=10 THEN GOTO 600 
2010 LET M=M-1 
2020 IF M<>0 THEN GOTO 315 
203(1 LET M= 12 
204(1 LET T'r'= T'r'-1 
2050 GOTO 320 
2100 IF TY=9999 AND M=12 THEN GOTO 600 

LET M=M+l 
2120 IF M<>13 THEN GOTO 315 
2130 LET M=1 
2140 LET T'r'=T'r'+l 
2150 GOTO ::::20 
3(10(1 LET C= 1 
30(15 GO::;UB 1500 
3010 pp I NT AT 19 ·' 0 _; II TI ME <HOUP) ·-::· II 

::::015 GO::;UB 3100 
3020 LET Hl=H 
3025 PPitH AT 21.· 0.; "TIME <MIN::;>·-::· 11 

::::030 GO::;UB 3100 
GO::;UB 1500 

3040 (;O::;UB 3600 
3045 GOTO 575 
:;: 100 I t·WUT H$ 
3105 POKE 16437.255 
311 (1 LET :;:;=0 
311:, LET P=255 
3120 IF Ht="" OF.: LEt·-1 H$>2 THEt·-1 GOTO ::::100 
3125 FOP .J=1 TO LEN HS 
::::1:3(1 IF HS<.J>< 11 0 11 OF.: H$CJ)) 11 9 11 THEt·-1 GOTO 
:31 :35 .J 
3140 LET H=VAL H$ 
3145 RETUF.:t--1 
350(1 LET F'1=P 
3505 LET F'=PEEK 16437 
::::510 LET D=P 1-P 
3515 IF D<0 THEN LET D=D+128 
3520 IF NOT D THEN GOTO 3900 
3525 LET S=TIM*D+S 
3530 IF S<60-<TIM/2) THEN GOTO 3900 
3550 LET :,:;=::;-60 
:;:555 LET H=H+ 1 
3560 IF H<60 THEN GOTO 3600 
::::565 LET H=0 
3570 LET H1=H1+1 
3575 IF H1=24 THEN LET H1=0 
::::6(10 LET H:t= II : II 

3610 IF H<10 THEt-1 LET H:t=": 0 11 

3620 LET H:t=STR$ H1+H$+STR$ H 
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Options 'C' and 'L' use very similar routines (2000 and 2100) to 
recalculate Mand reform the display for a different month. 

Option 'D' uses the routine at line 5000 to reformat P$, inserting in-
verse characters to mark the chosen date. Notice that lines 5045-5060 
allow you to 'turn off' the date marker by entering the date which is 
already shown in inverse. (Variable DATE, which normally takes the 
value of the marked date, is given the default value of zero in line 520). 

Option 'B' uses the simplest routine ever (line 1000) to print blank 
lines over the menu, and reverse the flag B, so that when Bis pressed 
again, the menu will be reprinted. (This happens so quickly that line 
1020 is necessary to ensure that key 'B' has been released, otherwise 
the menu would flash on and off repeatedly.) 

Option 'C' turns on the clock, as described below, and 'X' simply 
reverses flag C, which indicates whether the clock is to be displayed. 

THE CLOCK 

The principle of the clock function has already been explained. I should 
draw attention to line 3, however, which is a small adjustment factor to 
TIM. Remember that FRAMES was not intended as a real-time clock, 
and you will probably find that any program which uses it as such will 
require some adjustment of this nature to give complete accuracy. 

Selection of option 'C' calls 2 subroutines: subroutine 3100 
handles the initial time inputs, and subroutine 3600 converts the cur-
rent time into a 5-character inverse display. Option 'C' also sets flag C, 
so that the main 'time update' subroutine 3500 is called at regular 
intervals. 

Subroutine 3500 detects any change in the value of PEEK 16437, 
and, if there is a change, increases S, the seconds counter according-
ly. The seconds themselves are not displayed, as they are not updated 
EVERY second, but every 5 or 6 seconds (or longer, if the clock is 
frozen). Line 3530 however increases the minutes figure when S 
reaches a value within about 2.5 seconds of the exact minute, rather 
than waiting for S to exceed 60, thereby doubling the accuracy of the 
displayed clock. 

NOTE 

Although the Gregorian calendar, on which this program is based, was 
introduced in 1582, it was not adopted in Britain until 1752. You may 
make the following amendments to allow the display of earlier 'non-
British' dates:-

190 IF TY 1583 THEN GOTO 150 
2000 IF TY = 1582 AND M = 11 THEN GOTO 600 
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CLOCK/CALENDAR (Continued) 
3630 IF LEN H$=4 THEt4 LET H$= II 0 II +H$ 
3640 FOR J=1 TO 5 
3650 LET H$(J)=CHR$ CCODE H$(J)+128) 
3660 t4EXT J 
3900 PRINT AT 1,13;HS 
3910 
400€1 LET C=0 
4010 PRINT AT 1.13;B$C TO 5> 
402(1 F.:ETURt4 
5000 GOSUB 150(1 
5005 PRINT AT 19, 0; "DATE ?" 
5010 It4PUT Q$ 
5015 IF Q$= II II THEt4 GOTO 5010 
5020 FOR J=1 TO LEN Q$ 
5025 IF Q$(J)("(1" OR Q$(.J))"9" THEt4 GOTO 
5030 NEXT J 
5035 LET Q=VAL Q$ 
504(1 IF Q>H OR Q( 1 THEt4 GOTO 5010 
5045 IF Q()DATE THEN GOTO 5065 
5050 LET P$=R$ 
5055 GOSUB 150(1 
5060 GOTO 520 
5065 LET DATE=C:! 
5070 IF LEN Q$=1 THEN LET 
5075 FOR J=2*DATE-1 TO LEN P$+1 
5080 IF F'$(J)()Q$(1) OR P$(J+l)()Q$(2) THEN NEXT J 
5085 LET P$=R$C TO J-1)+CHR$ CCODE Q$(1)+128)+CHR$ 

CCODE Q$(2)+128)+R$(J+2 TO ) 
5090 GOSUB 1500 
5095 GOTO 530 
9000 SA'v'E "CLOCl</CALEt4IIAF.:" 
9010 RUt4 
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Scroll 
Yes, I know that the Timex 1000 has a 'SCROLL' function already, and 
very useful it is too; not many other computers feature a programmable 
scroll command. But wouldn't it be nice if the screen could be scrolled 
horizontally as well as vertically? This little machine code routine does 
exactly that, and can be used to enhance your screen displays by 
pushing any unwanted information off screen to the left. 

The Basic program shows the routine in action. Note that the 
routine itself works in the same way as the normal SCROLL command: 
it scrolls 1 line (or in this case, 1 column), at a time, and can therefore 
be included in a FOR-TO loop to clear the entire screen. 

NOTES-MACHINE CODE ROUTINE 

The routine works on each screen line individually, by taking each 
character in turn (ignoring the first character, hence HL is increased 
TWICE from the D-FILE value), replacing it with a space, 'back-
spacing' 1 position (DEC HL), and replacing the character in this new 
position. This process is repeated a further 30 times until each 
character has been shifted 1 position to the left. The entire loop is then 
repeated for the second screen line, and so on. 

As printed, the routine will scroll all 22 screen lines. However, it is 
possible to specify the number of lines to be scrolled by altering the 
18th byte of the code. The A register is used as a counter of the number 
of 'scroll loops' executed, and when this reaches a limit value (CP 22), 
the routine is terminated (RET Z). To scroll just the top half of the 
screen, alter the 18th byte to hex 0B (decimal 11), so that the routine 
terminates after 11 scroll loops. The simplest way to do this is to POKE 
the required (decimal) value into the appropriate position in the code, 
as illustrated in the Basic program, where all the possible values (1 to 
22) are poked in turn into address 16531 (i.e., the address of the 18th 
byte, assuming that the routine begins at address 16514). 

NOTES-BASIC DEMONSTRATION 

The basic program is totally silly, and I certainly do not intend to discuss 
it at any great length. Apart from demonstrating the machine code 
scroll, and the effect of POKEing 16531 (as mentioned above), it does, 
however, serve as an example of the simplest possible form. of Machine 
Code Loading: the bytes of machine code are typed DIRECTLY from 
the keyboard into a Basic REM statement. 

You can check that the Basic 'characters' in line 1 do in fact cor-
respond to the bytes of machine code by referring to pages 181-187 of 
the Sinclair manual. Byte 1, AF, corresponds to the character 'Inverse 
J,' so why not type an Inverse J into the REM statement, rather than 
POKEing it there? 
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SCROLL 

AF XOF: R CLEAR A !':EC·. 
2A 0C 40 Lii HL, t. II-FILE 
06 1F COLltH LD B,31 COUHTH: 
23 LOOP ItK HL 
23 INC HL 
56 LD D, > OLI1 CHARACTH· 
36 00 LD ( HL .'. 0 PF: I HT · sF'RCE · 
2E DEC HL 
72 Ur HL -' , rr PRINT our CHF' 
1 F7 I1JtE 247 LOOF' 
3C llK A L COUIHEP. 
FE 16 CF' .- , -. IS IT • '-L 

C8 PET '- IF 't'ES .. RETURN 
23 IIK HL .-. .-. I tlC HL LIME 
18 ED JF· 237 COUtH 

Or 111ha.tever, see notes. 

Bt=6 IC TF:AT I 

1 REM lol -COS 77/ GOSUB 
2 POKE 16522,06 
3 POKE 16526,114 
100 PR ItH II HOR I ZOtHAL SCF:OLL TF:AT I Ot f' 
110 FOR J=l TO 21 
120 PRINT AT J, 31; "*" 
130 J 
140 FOR J=1 TO 55 
150 IF J<=22 F'O.C.E 1653LJ 
160 16514 
170 IF J()23 OOTO 200 
190 I HT AT 2(1 . 29, "11.J61) 1" 
190 PR I HT TfiB 29. 
200 HEXT J 
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There are 2 slight problems with this technique: 
1) Where there is no character corresponding to a particular 

machine code instruction (e.g. , LO D, (HL) - Hex 56 and LO (HL), D -
Hex 72), it is obviously not possible to type a character. Therefore you 
should type ANY character (I have used a question mark) and then 
POKE the required DECIMAL value into place (see lines 2 and 3) . 

2) A certain amount of 'keyboard manipulation' is required in order 
to type some characters (particularly keywords). In this example, the 
Inverse J and the graphics character should be typed by changing the 
cursor to a 'G ,' using the Graphics key, and RND and COS by chang-
ing the cursor to an 'F' (Function key). 

RUN, RETURN and GOSUB, however, are keywords, and the 
Timex 1000's automatic syntax check does not permit the cursor to be 
changed manually to a 'K' ... or does it? In fact it is very easy to change 
the cursor to a 'K': just enter 'THEN' (shift 3), and there it is! Now enter 
the required keyword and then delete THEN using the normal cursor 
controls and the delete key. 

IMPORTANT: The only space to be typed is shown in the listing by 
the left arrow symbol(-); all the other APPARENT spaces will appear 
automatically as you enter the keywords. 

Lines 160 calls the machine code routine; the word RAND is used 
merely to make the line syntactically correct. (Remember that USR is a 
Function, not a Keyword.) This use of RAND is a common 'shorthand' 
device, but it should not be used indiscriminately, particularly if a pro-
gram relies elsewhere on the RND function producing a truely random 
number. If in doubt, use the 'correct' syntax of a USR statement: 'LET 
V = USR n' (where n is the required machine code address, and V is 
any Basic variable, possibly a dummy). 

Incidentally, if you are wondering what a routine as short as this is 
doing in a book of 16K programs, the answer is that it does NOT detect 
the end of each screen line by testing for the 118 character as in the 
routine in Battleships, but assumes that ALL screen lines contain 
EXACTLY 32 characters. This is always the case with the 16K Timex 
1000, but is NOT normally true when the RAMpack is disconnected. 

Coin Analysis 
If you have never worked with payrolls, then the function of this pro-
gram may not be immediately obvious. Clearly a wages department 
needs to know the total amount payable to employees in order that the 
correct amount of money may be drawn from the bank. However, they 
ALSO need to know the exact breakdown of this total into nickels, 
dimes, etc., so that each wage packet may be made up correctly. (Sim-
ple example: If 2 people are to be paid $5 each , there is no point in 



1 FA::;T 
2(1 DIM A:t(9 .. 6) 

DIM B(9) 
40 DIM C<9> 
50 LET A$( 1 >= 11 Tl-JEtH 1r111 

60 LET A$(2)="TEt·f' 
70 LET A$(3)= 11 FIVE 11 

:::0 LET A:t ( 4) =II Ot·lE II 
90 LET A:t<S>= 11 5(1 F' 11 

1(1(1 LET A$(6)= 11 10 F'" 
LET A$(7)= 11 5 F' 11 

120 LET A:f.(8)= 11 2 F' 11 

1:30 LET A$ ( 9)= 11 1 F' 11 

140 LET B<1>=20 
150 LET B i::2) = 1 
16(1 LET BC3)=5 
17(1 LET B(4)=1 
180 LET B(5)=.5 
19(1 LET B( 6)=. 1 
200 LET B(7)=.05 
210 LET B(8 ) =.02 
220 LET B(9)=.01 
2 :30 LET T=0 
24(1 LET N=1 
250 CL::; 
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26(1 PF.: Un AT (1,. (1; 11 COH4 ,; AT 2 .. (1 ,; 11 EtHEF.: t·lET AMOUtH : 
4'-f'A'r'SL IP t·lO. 11 

; t·l .; AT 4 .• (1 .; " ( OF.: ··· ;:.:: ..- TO FI t·l I SH ) 11 

270 I P:t 
2::::(1 IF F'$= II II GOTO 
29(1 IF P$= II::·:: II GOTO 1 (100 
300 LET ::·::=0 
31(1 FOR J=1 TO LEN PS 
::::2(1 IF F':.t ( .J) <>II • II THEN GOTO 36(1 
330 LET ;-::=:=-::+ 1 
340 IF X>l OR LEN PS(.J TO >>3 THEN GOTO 270 
35(1 GOTO 370 

IF F'S(.J)( 11 0 11 OR P$(J)) 11 9 11 THEt·l GOTO 270 
37(1 ND=:T .J 
3:::(1 LET P='·.iAL PS 

LET 1 
40(1 LET T=T +P 
410 FOR .J=l TO 9 
420 LET P=P+lE-5 
430 LET X=INT (P/B(J)) 
440 LET F'=P-X*B<.J> 
450 LET C<J>=C(J)+X 
460 IF ABS P<1E-4 THEN LET .J=9 
4 70 NE:=<r .J 
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drawing a $10 bill from the bank.) This process is traditionally known as 
COIN analysis; I don't know why, as it obviously involves dollars as well 
as coins. 

The program handles the following denominations of U.S. curren-
cy: $50, $20, $10, $5, $1, 25¢, 10¢, 5¢, 1¢. (You may, or course, extend 
the range of the program to include higher denominations, or less-
frequently used denominations, such as $2 or 50¢.) 

NOTES 

There is a world of difference between a program which is crash-proof, 
idiot-proof, and a pleasure to use, and one which merely 'works.' Most 
of this program is concerned with such 'mundane' matters as input 
verification, screen formatting, 'user friendliness,' etc. The actual 
calculation is contained entirely in the loop from line 410 to 470! 

THE CALCULATION 

The principle of coin analysis is to divide each individual net pay figure 
by the highest denomination of 'coin,' divide the remainder by the next 
highest, and so on until there is no remainder: a repetitive process of 
simple mathematics, and therefore an ideal task for a computer. Unfor-
tunately, the one thing computers are not particularly good at is 'sim-
ple' mathematics, and this leads to a slight complication, as we shall 
see. 

The 3 arrays used are A$ (coin names), B (coin values) and C (re-
quired quantity of each coin). In theory, all that the program need do is 
divide the net pay (P) by $50 (8(1)), store the result in C(1), calculate the 
remainder, and continue for each element of the array. In practice, 
however, both subtraction and division are likely to cause errors due to 
the way in which the computer stores numbers in 'floating point' binary 
format. 

The Timex 1000 stores numbers accurately to 9 digits only, so any 
calculation is likely to produce a result which is inaccurate to the final 
decimal place. Of course, the level of inaccuracy is very small, and it 
would not be significant in this program, EXCEPT for the presence of 
the INT function in line 430. The use of INT will magnify 'insignificant' 
errors tremendously. For example, 4.9999999 is a very close approx-
imation to 5, but INT 4.9999999 is still 4! The way around this problem 
is to DELIBERATELY introduce an inaccuracy into the calculation 
which is larger than any inaccuracy the computer may introduce, but 
smaller than the level of accuracy required by the program (which of 
course is to 2 decimal places of a dollar. Hence in line 420, the addition 
of 1 E-5 (.00001) will ensure that Pis always fractionally higher than the 
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COIN ANALYSIS (Continued) 
480 PR ItH AT 6, 11; "E E E E E ( E i: E E " ,; AT 6, (1; 11 LA:;T EtHF.'.'r' : 11 

,; P$ 
490 GOTO 260 
500 IF VAL P$()0 THEN GOTO 530 
510 LET P$=" ( ( ( ( ( ( 0. 00 II 

520 GOTO 590 
530 IF P$(10)()"f-" GOTO 560 
540 LET P$= 11 f- 11 +P$( TO 9) 
550 GOTO 53(1 
56£1 IF F'$(9)="." LET P$=P$(2 TO )+ 11 0 11 

570 IF F'$(8)()". II LET P$=P$(4 TO )+ 11
• (1(1 11 

580 IF VAL PS<1 LET P$(7)= 11 0 11 

590 PRitH PS 
600 
1000 
1010 FOR J=1 TO 9 
1020 DIM P$00) 
1030 PR I tH TAB ( ::;TF.:$ c ( J)) ,; c ( .J) ,; II ,; A$ ( .J); II.;-=" _; 

1040 LET P$=STR$ CC(J)*B(J)) 
1050 GOSUB 500 
1060 J 
1070 ItH AT 11 ·' 7; II TOTAL -o:-++= II ; 

1080 LET P$=STR$ T 
109(1 500 
1100 PF:ItH AT 13,0;"t·40. OF PA'r':;LIP:::;=";TAB ::;TF.::t O·l-1>.;t-1-1 
1110 CLERF.: 
1120 
1130 PRrnT AT 20 .. 0.; 11£= COP'r' : £= FHJJ::;H F.:= F'.E-F.:Ut·l 11 

1140 IF I 11 F.: 11 THEt·l F.:Ut·l 
1150 IF rnKE'r'$= II F II GOTO 9999 
1160 IF rnKE'r1$() 11 C11 THEt·i GOTO 1140 
11 70 PR I AT 2(1) (1 ,; II ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 1: ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( II 

1180 COP'r' 
1190 GOTO 1130 
90(1(1 SAVE 11 CO Hi AHAL 'r':;:;r ::; 11 

901(1 
9999 f;TOF· 
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'true' value. Small positive inaccuracies introduced by line 430 would 
not make any difference anyway, but small negative inaccuracies will 
be nullified. 

The inevitable outcome of the computer introducing errors on one 
hand, and the program introducing errors on the other, is that Pis never 
likely to be reduced to exactly zero. Remember that Pis always the re-
mainder left after the previous division, and that the calculation is com-
plete when P = 0. This is not terribly important, as there are only 9 divi-
sions to be performed anyway (for the 9 elements of array B), and any 
small residual value of P can be disregarded. However, the test in line 
460 saves time by determining whether P has reached a value less 
than 1 E-4 (i.e., VIRTUALLY zero, allowing for all accumulated errors so 
far). 

INPUT VERIFICATION 

All the programs in this book have featured some sort of input check. 
This one is only slightly more elaborate than the standard routine, as it 
ensures that only valid cash amounts are accepted. Lines 270, 280, 
310, 360 and 370 should be very familiar to you by now; they check that 
the input is entirely numeric. Line 320 detects the presence of a 
decimal point, and line 340 rejects entries where the point is followed 
by more than 2 figures. Variable X (lines 300 and 330) COUNTS the 
number of decimal points, to ensure that the entry contains no more 
than 1. 

SCREEN FORMATIING 

This is actually the longest part of the program, and occupies line 1000 
onwards, and also subroutine 500. The final 'table' of results is laid out 
in 3 columns, the central one being predefined as the names of the 
various 'coins' (held in array A$). Column 1 (quantity of each coin: C(J)) 
and column 3 (value: C(J)*B(J)) may both contain figures of differing 
lengths, and so must be aligned correctly. Column 1 is a simple tabula-
tion (see line 1030), but aligning cash figures is a little more complex. 

The method I have used here is to define a standard string format 
for all cash figures, and then to convert each figure to this format in turn 
for printing. I have also exploited a useful Timex 1000 feature: re-
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dimensioning an array simply erases the old array from memory. 
Hence line 1020 sets up a format string of 10 characters for each cash 
figure. The ultimate format will have a decimal point in the eighth ele-
ment of P$, cents in elements 9 and 10, and up to 7 elements for dollars. 
(This SHOULD be sufficient; somehow I cannot envisage companies 
with a wage-bill of over 10 million dollars using a Timex 1000 for their 
payroll! 

All this is handled by subroutine 500. Lines 530-550 'left fill' the ar-
ray with blanks, shifting the actual cash value to the right. Lines 
560-570 then 'right-fill' with zeros if necessary to align the decimal 
points. Lines 510-520 are not strictly necessary, but avoid all this string 
manipulation just to print a zero value. Line 580 is required because of 
a Timex 1000 quirk: it will print .1 as '0.1,' but .01 as '.01' (without a 
zero before the point. 

USER FRIENDLINESS 

This is a horrible expression which usually means the addition of 
various messages and instructions which most users will find 
thoroughly obnoxious. True user friendliness, however, involves ease 
of operation of a program, anticipation of every problem which the user 
is likely to encounter and the provision of appropriate assistance when 
these problems occur. 

In this program, the instructions, such as they are, are kept brief 
and to the point. The current payslip number is displayed on the 
screen, together with the 'Or X to finish' message. (A lot of programs 
tell you INITIALLY how to finish, but fail to remind you of this when you 
acutally need it.) 

The most likely problem the user is likely to experience is that after 
entering several payslips, some distraction will cause him to lose his 
place, so to counteract this, line 480 will display the last amount 
entered. 

The 'end options' at line 1130 are all trivial: the program could 
simply STOP, and the user could RUN or COPY as desired, but it is no 
problem to include these options in the program itself. Just because 
YOU know how to make a copy of the screen, it is wrong to assume that 
everybody who will ever use one of your programs will know how to do 
so. The ideal computer program should require the user to know 
NOTHING about computers! 
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Datafile 
A data file is quite simply a file for storing data! (You can't say yoLJ 
haven't learned anything from this book, when it contains gems like 
that.) Address books, note books, diaries, etc. can all be stored on your 
Timex 1000, and numerous DEDICATED programs have been written 
to provide precisely the right kind of data file for a particular applica-
tion. This program attempts the impossible in that it is intended as a 
GENERAL data file, suitable for any purpose whatever. 

In deciding what features to include in a general purpose data file , 
and more importantly, what to leave out, I have adopted the following 
criteria: 

1) The maximum possible amount of memory space should be 
reserved for data, and 

2) both records and fields (see below) should be as flexible as 
possible in quantity and length,. 

The principle exclusions are: 
1) There are no 'search' or 'sort' facilities. and 
2) it is not possible either to amend or delete a record once it has 

been entered. 
It is quite possible that you will not agree with these priorities, and 

feel that more 'file handling' features should have been included, at the 
expense of total file size. But this is the last program in the book, and 
your job now is to go back over all the programs, changing anything 
you don't like, adding any features you think would be desirable and 
generally adapting everything to your own taste. 

NOTE 

You have probably seen this in every computer book ever written, but it 
is impossible to talk about data files without first defining these three 
terms: 

A FILE is a complete collection of data which is sub-divided into 
RECORDs, which all contain data on a related subject, and which 
themselves are sub-divided into FIELDs. which are the individual items 
of data. 

RUNNING INSTRUCTIONS 

The basic premise of this program was that the 16K Timex 1000 should 
hold at least 12K of data. so everything else has taken second place to 
this (with user friendliness coming a poor third!). There is a menu which 
lists the 9 options available, but a few notes on what to do from there 
would not be amiss: 



5 DIM 1:$132) 
1 LET t·l=0 
20 LET F'=t·l 

LET F:= 12500 
40 DIM fUIP> 
5o cu:; 

DATAFILE 

60 F'RltH "FILEt·lAME ·-:· 11 

70 I NF'UT F:t 
:::o LET F:t=F:t+". " 
'-lM cu:; 
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100 PRINT TAB 130-LEN F:f)/2;F$( TO LEN F:f-l);AT 7,0; 
11 1: DIPECTOR'r' 11 

,; AT 9, O.; "2 : ADD RECOF:D" .; AT 11, O.; 
II 3: I t·J::;PECT F.:ECOF:D" ,; AT 13" o .; ;; 4: ::;A'·/E ;J 

110 LET I:t=INKEY:t 
120 IF 1$( 11 1" OF' U>"4" THEt·l CiOTO 110 
1 ::::o cu:; 
140 GOTO VAL It+1000 
1000 IF NOT N THEN GOTO 100 
1005 LET 0=1 
1010 FOF' J=1 TO N 
1015 GO::;UB 4500 
1020 PRINT J;TAB 3; 
14Cn3 GO::;UB 5000 
1430 PRINT A$(Q+2 TO Q+K) 
1450 IF J/20=INT (J/20) THEN GOSUB 1500 
1455 IF It="I" THEN GOTO 3000 
1460 t4E>::T J 
14 70 GO::;UB 1500 
1475 IF !$="I II THEt·l GOTO 3000 
14:::0 GOTO 90 

PR I tH AT 21 , 0 .; 11 c=cotn 1 t·JUE I= I t·J::;F·EcT" 
1510 LET It=INKEY$ 
1520 IF I:t<> 11 C 11 At·m u•<:>" 1 11 THHJ GOTO 1510 
1530 CL::; 
1540 F:ETUVi·l 
2000 LET t·l=tH 1 
201 o F'F' I tn 11 Fr ELD t·JUMBEF'" , t·l 
2015 PF'. I tH 11 FI ELD 1 =f:::E'r' MA::< 20 FI ELK;" 
2040 LET C!=P+1 
2050 LET F'=P+2 
2110 FOR J=1 TO 
2115 PRINT AT J+1,0;B:t 
2120 PRINT AT J+1,0;J 
2D0 HJPUT TS 
2D5 IF TS='"' THEt-l CiOTO 2D0 
2140 IF J<3 OF: T:t<> II::·:: II THEt·l CiOTD 2200 
2150 LET J=J-1 
2160 PRINT AT J+1,0;B! 
2165 PRitH B:t 
2170 LET F'=F'-T-1 
2190 C10TO 2115 
2200 LET T=LEN Tt 
2205 IF T<:28 THEN GOTO 2300 
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1: DIRECTORY 

Like the 'Contents' page of a book, this lists each of the records in the 
file by their number and KEY FIELD. The first field of each record is 
assumed to be the title or identifying field or, to continue the book 
analogy, the 'chapter heading,' and this is referred to as the key field. 
Obviously when you first run the program, there will be no records in 
the file, so option 1 will have no effect. However, once records have 
been entered, the directory becomes of great importance, particularly 
in the absence of any 'search' facilities. 

The records are listed in batches of 20. At the end of each 'page' of 
the directory, there is the option to Continue or Inspect, Key 'C' will con-
tinue to the next page. if there is one, or otherwise return to the menu . 
Key 'I' will immediately jump to option 3 (see below). 

2: ADD RECORD 

The screen display will inform you of the record number (the computer 
will allocate the next unused number), and will also present the 
message: ''Field 1 = Key: Max 20 Fields.'' This is a reminder that field 
1 should contain some identifying feature. as it is this field which will be 
used for the directory entry. "Max 20 fields" means that you may enter 
any number of fields in a record, up to a maximum of 20. 

What the display doesn't tell you is that: 
1) each field may contain any number of characters up to a max-

imum of 27, 
2) you should terminate this record entry (if you use less than 20 

fields) by entering "F," and 
3) you may delete a previous field entry by entering "X" (although 

you are NOT allowed to delete the KEY FIELD entry.) 
(The maximums specified here are to allow each record to be 

displayed as a single-screen page.) 

3: INSPECT RECORD 

This requests the number of the record you wish to inspect. Of course, 
you have forgotten the number, so should press "0" to return to the 
menu and then choose option 1 to refer to the directory. 

Having entered a record number, the entire record will be 
displayed. Any key will then return you to the menu. 

4:SAVE 
Selecting option 4 will immediately start the SAVE procedure, so make 
sure that the tape recorder is running first! Saving 12K of data takes a 
LONG TIME, so don't try to fit this onto 1 side of a C2 cassette. 
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DATAFILE (Continued) 
2210 AT J+L0; "FIELD LENGTH EXCEEDED" 
2220 FOR K=1 TO 50 
2230 K 
2250 GOTO 2115 
2:300 IF T$= 11 F11 GOTO 25(10 
2305 IF P+T+1>=R THEN GOTO 6000 
2310 LET A$(P+1 TO P+T+1>=T$+"*" 

LET P=P+ T + 1 -
2325 PRINT AT J+1.3;T$ 
2330 NE><T J 
2500 LET H=INT ((P-Q)/256) 
2510 LET L=CP-Q)-256*H 
2520 LET A$(Q TO Q+l)=CHR$ H+CHR$ L 
2530 GOTO 90 
3000 IF NOT N THEN GOTO 100 
3005 PR ItH AT (1 > (1; II 

:::010 I t·4PUT K 
3020 IF K>N THEN GOTO 3010 
3025 IF K=0 THEN GOTO 90 
3030 PRINT AT 0.14;K 
3035 LET Q=1 
3040 FOR J=1 TO K 
3050 GOSUB 4500 
3060 .J 
3070 LET L=Q+l+CODE A$(Q+1)+256*CODE A$(Q) 
3100 FOR J=1 TO 20 
3110 PRINT J;TAB 3; 
3120 GOSUB 5000 
3122 IF Q+K>=L THEN GOTO 3140 
3123 PRINT A$(Q+2*<J=1) TO Q+K) 
3125 LET Q=Q+k+2 
3"130 J 
3140 IF J<=20 THEN PRINT AT J,0;B$ 

145 I tH AT 21 , (1; "PF:Es::; At·4'r' KE'r' FOF.: MEt·4U" 
315(1 IF IN•<E'r'$="" THEN GOTO 3150 
3160 GOTO 90 
4000 ::;AVE F$ 
4010 GOTO 90 
4500 IF J=1 THEN F.:ETUF.:N 
4510 LET Q=Q+1+CODE A$(Q+1)+256*CODE A$(Q) 
4520 
5000 FOR K=1 TO 28 
5010 IF AHO+•<>="*" THEt·4 GOTO 
5020 NEXT K -
5025 LET K=K-1 
5035 F.:ETURt·4 

PR I tH AT 21 ' (1; II FI LE FULL: F.:ECOPD I C;t·40F.:ED II 
6010 FOR K=1 TO 50 
6(120 NE>ff K 
6030 LET 
6(150 GOTO 90 
900(1 
9(1(15 ::;AVE II DATAFILE II 
901 F:Ut·4 
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The data is saved under the name you entered in response to the-
very first question "Filename?", FOLLOWED BY A FULL STOP. (The 
reason for this is that the last character of F$ is inverted by the Timex 
1000's SAVE routine, preventing it being used later as a heading.) 
Subsequent LOADing of this file will result in the menu being displayed 
and records can be added or inspected as before. 

NOTES 

The heart of the orogram is the 'file.' contained in the 12500 element 
A$. This is a SINGLE-dimension arrav. so anv record and field 
delineators must be embedded into the records and fields themselves. 
The program illustrates 2 methods for doing this: the end of each field 
is marked by the inverse asterisk character (line 2310), and the 
LE.NG rH ot each entire record is stored as a 2-byte hex number, in the 
first 2 bytes of the particular record. 

The reason for this second method is that, whereas all fields in a 
record are stored consecutively in the array and displq.yed con-
secutively by option 3, the key fields, as displayed by option 1, are not 
stored consecutively. Therefore, by using the first 2 bytes of a record as 
a POINTER to the next record, the computer is able to locate the next 
key field without having to search through every element of the array. 

In order to make this pointer technique easier to understand, at 
least to those of you who are familiar with hex numbers in any other 
context, I have used variables H and L to represent the High and Low 
bytes of the pointer (see lines 2500-2520. Note that although 
theoretically this system will allow records of anv lenath uo to 64K 
characters (if the file itself were this large!), the arbitrary restrictions of 
20 fields per record and 27 characters per fif:'llci, whir.h I have imposed 
merely for screen display purposes, means that in practice no record 
will exceed 540 characters in length. Therefore the High byte of this 
number is barely used; you might like to impose even tighter restric-
tions on the number of fields per record so that the 'length of record' 
pointer may be held as a single byte_ 

The value of this pointer can only be calculated AFTER a record 
has been completed. Therefore 2 other pointers, P and Q, are used; Q 
to mark the position (in A$) of the start of the current record (i.e .. the 
position in which the H,L pointer is eventually going to be placed), and 
P which always points to the position of the current character in the 
array. 
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If you have any difficulty visualizing how this all works, set up a small 
'test' data file using option 2, then press BREAK to stop the program, 
and then type PRINT A$. This will fill the screen with the first 704 
characters of the array (it will, of course, give error code 5/0, as A$ is 
12,500 characters long!), and you will be able to see exactly how the 
data has been stored. The first character will probably be a blank, if you 
have used on!y short records. Look up the CODE of the second 
character, and count that number of characters along the string 
(including the inverse asterisks). You will find that you have reached 
the position of the FIRST character (probably a blank again) of record 
number 2! Once again, look up the CODE of the next character, count 
that number of characters, and you will reach record number 3. 

You can also use this test technique to examine what happens when 
you delete 1 or more fields of data (by entering X during option 2). Set 
up a test file of only 1 record, but as you are entering the fields of that 
record, enter a very long (27-character) field, enter X in response to the 
next field prompt, then enter F, which will terminate data entry and 
return to the menu. Examine A$ as before: The 'deleted ' entry will still 
be there, but the POINTER will still point to the end of the 'true' data. In 
other words, although this 'garbage' has been entered into the array, it 
is ignored by the pointer, and any further data entries will overwrite it as 
if it were blank. 

In the program, subroutine 4500 'counts' through A$ in much the 
same way as you have just done manually. This subroutine is called by 
option 1 (line 1015) to find EVERY key field, and by option 3 (line 3050) 
to find a specified key field. Q is used as a 'floating' pointer, and is reset 
to 1 before each time the subroutine is called. Pis a 'fixed' pointer; that 
is, it is not affected by any count through the array. The only time P is 
adjusted is when new records are added (option 2, line 2000). 

Subroutine 5000 performs the simpler 'field length' count, and is 
again called by both options 1 and 3. 
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APPENDIX 1: TAROT CARD DISPLAYS 

Here, to assist you in deciphering the hieroglyphics on pages 76-86, 
and to give you an idea of the intended output of the 'Tarot' program, 
are some of the screen displays, copied to the printer. 

II 

---- :-- -. - ;:::- = - ::. 

XVIII 
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v 

IV 

- . ::_. ,_ ·- ·- - - ·-
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APPENDIX 2: COMPUTERIZED DATING QUESTIONNAIRE 

NAME . ..... ..... . . ..... .. .. .. . .... .... .... ... . .. . ... . . 
SEX (M/F) 
Pick the word/phrase from each of the following pairs which most 
accurately describes yourself. 

SHY /EXTROVERT 
FUN LOVING/HUMOURLESS 
INTELLECTUAL/THICK AS TWO SHORT PLANKS 
FASHION CONSCIOUS/DRESS LIKE A TRAMP 
CAREFREE/CAUTIOUS 
SOCIABLE/LON ER 
Mark 3 of the following with a check if they are your interests, AND 3 
with a cross if you are definitely NOT interested . 

A POP MUSIC 
B CLASSICAL MUSIC 
C WATCHING SPORT 
D PLAYING SPORT 
E CINEMA 
F THEATRE 
G DISCO 
H FOOD (RESTAURANT) 
I FOOD (COOKING) 

For official use only 

J COMPUTERS 
K POLITICS (LEFTISH) 
L POLITICS (RIGHTISH) 
M POLITICS (GENERAL) 
N TRAVEL 
0 ARTS/CRAFTS 
P POETRY 
Q ANIMALS 
R READING 

DDDDDDDDDDDDD 



NOW AVAILABLE 
All the programs and routines listed in this book will help you get 
more enjoyment from your Timex 1000 than ever. Share the fun with 
your friends and family, and build on the programs to suit your own 
needs. 
Save time and don't risk introducing keyboarding errors into your 
programs. Order the cassette for only $19.95 today! 

The TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000 CASSETTE is available at your 
favorite computer store. Or use the handy order card below. 

THE TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000 CASSETTE 
Yes, I want to make my TS 1000 better than ever. Please send me __ copies 
of Valentine's TIMEX SINCLAIR CASSETTE at $19.95 each. 

1-88729-3 $19.95 
_ Payment enclosed (including state sales tax). _ Bill me. 

Wiley pays shipping and handling charges. _Bill my company. 

r-=-Charge to my credit card: _ Visa _ Master Card 

I Card Number DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
I Expiration date Signature 

Name Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip Code 

1-88729-3 263 Signature (Order invalid unless signed) 

We normally ship within ten days. If payment accompanies your order and shipment 
cannot be made within 90 days, payment will be refunded. 



TURN YOUR IMAGINATION LOOSE 
WITH TIMEX SINCLAIR PROGRAMS TODAY 

Buy the cassette at your favorite computer store, or order from 
Wiley: 

In the United States: John Wiley & Sons 
1 Wiley Drive 
Somerset, NJ 08873 

In the United Kingdom John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 
and Europe: Baffins Lane, Chichester 

Sussex PO 19 1 UD UNITED KINGDOM 

In Canada: John Wiley & Sons Canada, Ltd. 
22 Worcester Road 
Rexdale, Ontario M9W lLl CANADA 

In Australia: Jacaranda Wiley, Ltd. 
GPO Box 859 
Brisbane, Queensland AUSTRALIA 

Valentine-TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000 CASSETTE 1-88729-3 

111111 

BUSINESS REPLY CARD 
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 2277, NEW YORK, N.Y. 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc. 
1 Wiley Drive 
Somerset, N .J. 08873 

Attn: Timex Sinclair 1000 Cassette 

NO POSTAGE 
NECESSARY 
IF MAILED 

IN THE 
UNITED STATES 





COMPUTERS $9.95 

What can I do with my 
Timex 1000, Timex 1500, or ZX81? 

The answer may surprise you. 
Don't let its price fool you . The Timex Sinclair 
may be inexpensive, but it packs a lot of comput-
ing punch-when it's programmed right. 

Programming your Timex Sinclair to do useful 
work-or to have fun- is easy with this practical , 
step-by-step guide. It contains 56 complete pro-
grams ready to run on your TS 1000, TS 1500, or 
ZX81-including 35 programs that run on the 1 K 
or 2K versions! Programs that are fun, including 
sophisticated games, fortune telling, and gam-
bling . And programs that are practical- file pro-
grams, payroll deductions, graphics, a "check-
book," and many, many others. Each is fully 
documented, tested, and ready to use. 

What if I want to learn to 
program myself? 

Then this book is for you , too . Because these 
programs are designed to teach as well as run . 

Wiley Press paperbacks have taught more 
than two million people to program, use, and 
enjoy microcomputers. Look for them all at 
your favorite bookshop or computer store! 
For a complete list, write to: 

WILEY PRESS 
a division of John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
605 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y 10158 
New Yori< • Chichester• Brisbane • Toronto • Singapore 

Cover design: Larry Smith 
Cover photograph: Arnold Katz 

The documentation explains the "how's" and 
"why's" every step of the way, so you can see and 
understand the structure and techniques used in 
each program as you key it in . 

And if I don't have time 
to keypunch my Timex? 

No problem. All 56 programs are available on a 
convenient cassette- ready to run and error-
free . Buy it at your local computer store, or use 
the order card inside. 

Roger Valentine is co-founder of V & H Com-
puter Services, a software development firm , 
and is the author of What Can I Do With 1 K, What 
Can I Do With 16K, Spectrum Spectacular, and 
Dragon Extravaganza. His articles and programs 
have appeared in Practical Computing, Personal 
Computing Today, and other popular computer 
journals. 

ISBN 0 471-88730-7 
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